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Pearman resigns
3 for taking money
By MARK R. CHELLGOEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -State Rep. Virgil Pearman, 0Radcliff, has resigned from the
House and said he received
$3,000 in cash from a lobbyist
for Humana Inc. in mid-May
1990.
Pcarman said the money came
from Ron Adams, a lobbyist for
several organizations, including
Humana Inc., the Louisville
health care conglomerate.
In his resignation letter to
House Speaker Joe Clarke, Pearman said the money was left in a
blank envelope with his daughter,
who was not aware what it contained. Pearman said he did not
learn of the envelope until a few
days liter and intended to return
what he characterized as a campaign contribution.
"My intent was to return the
contribution, as I had returned
-money in the past," Pearman said
in his letter. "For various reasons
it was not returned in a timely

More cuts?
Plan shrinks
defense again

manner, nor was it properly
reported to (the Registry of Elec:
tion Finance):'.
.
The Associated Press obtained•
a copy-'of the letter-today:1i was
.W said on NBC's "Today"
By-ROBERT BURNS
dated Aug. 30.
Associated Press Writer
show that he thought a round of
Pearman said he has been
cooperating with the FBI in an
WASHINGTON (AP)
The base closings beyond the One
investigation of the matter. PearPentagon today unveiled a five- already planned for 1995 would
man said he was contacted in
year defense plan that further be needed. He give no specific
mid-July of this year by the FBI.
shrinks the U.S. military in favor figures'.
The Aspin plan, which was
"My vote' has never been for
of a "lean, mobile, high-tech
sale, nor have I ever accepted
force" that would enable Ameri- approved 'by President Clinton on
money to influence my decisions
ca to fight wars on two fronts. Monday, proposes these changes:.
—Reduce the Army from 14
in any manner," Pearman said.
Defense Secretary Les Aspin
STACEY CF1001(1.•dge, S T fres C.r.00
"I will continue to cooperate
warned that further base closings divisions to 10 by 1999. National
Heavy traffic flow from 12th and Fourth streets were the catalyst to
Guard divisions would shrink
with the authorities in ,any Way
might be necessary.
getting
Chestnut ,Street widened, according to Mayor Bill Cherry.
that I can."
"We'll have a_force based on from eight to five.
—Cut the number of Navy 'airPearman, 60, represented the
tomorrow's requirements ... to
26th District of Hardin and Larne
protect Americans against the • craft carriers from 13 to 12, with
counties. He was first -,elected to
` real dangers they face in this new one of the 12 used in a reserve
• era," Aspin said in, announcing role as a trainer for Navy avia;....:
the House in 1974 and Served one
term and then again from 1978 to
• tors. Also, build a third Scawolf
• the .blueprint.
_
-,-Hecause the plan retains-a relay. nuc-lar--attack --stibmanne — one
.1986. He was elected to the state
as
tivoly high level of military for- more than had been planned
Senate in. 1986 -and servied for
., ces and puts added emphasis- on a way Of keeping in business two
four years and was defeated for
• developing moK modern mani:' American shipyards •capable of
re-election in 1990.- He was
lions, it implies the need for more, building nuclear submarines..
elected to the House scat again in
—Reduce the Ail Force from
closings of" domestic military
1992.
By STACEY CROOK
' bases than had been planned.
N'See Page 2A
Stet Writer
Aspin said.
•
After several traffic studies and planning sessions, the state
has agreed to make Chestnut Street a three-lane thoroughfare
between 12th Street and Fourth Street. Mayor Bill Cherry, said the estimated •S335 million protec
.- t is
expected to begin late this fall or -early sprang. City and, state
officials are hoping to complete construction in early 1995.
"We hope to finish the desjgn work this fall so we can gel
Waves. Sincerely, Your Locals,''
*maned on moving utilities," Cherry said.
read a sign spray-painted on a
Because traffic flowing onto Chestnut from NOM)
Fourth
sheet of plywood nailed to a .winStreet and 12th Sheet is so heavy. Cherry said the street has.
WASHINGTON .(AP). — The' 1994.
become "a nightmare:
dow on North Carolina's Rogues
In February, when President,
Clinton administration today
Banks, south of Cape Hatteras on
,"That was the catalyst that started the project.".. he said.
sharply cut its estimate of eco-. Clinton introduced his budget and
the Outer Banks.
The city requested the state. which owns the .rights of way.,
nomic growth this year and next, economic package, the -admi
to do traffic surveys. The results provided a stiong initiative
Despite the evacuation orders,
reflecting- the economy's disap- nismation had been calling for II
to get a widening project underway.
Joyce Wescoat and her husband,
pointing performance so far this percent:growth in: the. GDP this
Jeff, waited out the storm at their
Eche state will provide binding 'for the actual construction of
year and 33 percent next year.
year.
the road, Aich is expected to cost $2.5 million.
tackle shop in Buxton, N.C., near
"The economy at midyear
In its mid-session review of the
• The city of Murray plans to spend approximately SI million
Hatteras. She said she never
budget, being issued six weeks looks slightly weaker than it did would try that again.
to move utilities and do the .design work.
late, the administration said the last winter, although the basic
"Was I scared? Hell yes, I was
Engineers plan to move utilities once final design plans are
domestic-product — the • prognosis for slow but .steady
gross
Wescoat
said
Mrs.
approved by the state, city planner Don Elias. said. *
scared,"
sum of all goods and services expansion with low . inflation
Presently, city utilities such as gas, sewer, water and electrtoday. The weather service
produced in the United States — remains unchanged,"-- said the
icity, are very close to the state's right of way. Those lines,
reported gusts at Buxton of 98
will grow at just an inflation- document, which was sent to
mph.
adjusted
2 percent rate this year, Congress by budget director Leon.
PagO'2A'
II See
MI See Page 2A
improving to a 3 percent rate in E. Panetta.
•

Chestnut project •costs $3.5 milli°

Hurricane Emily
veers from coast
By BRENT LAYMON
Associated Press Writer
iiurricani-tmity peeled away
from the Atlantic Coast today
after swamping roads, tearing off
roofs and uproesting trees on
North Carolina's Outer Banks.
-The-storm, packing 115 mph
winds and churning up 15-foot
waves., spared the island chain its
full fury. Its eye came no closer
to land- than 20 . miles east of
Cape Hatteras before a bank of
cold air pushed the hurricane out
to sea on a north-northeasterly
path.
-----Dear Emily, Sorry We
Missed You..Thanx for the

Economic growth
forecast revisited

Austrians visit local families
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

AMY WILSON/Ledger

T,mes photo

exchange students Erwin Simma, Johannes Our and Chrlstoph Winder take a break and enjoy
free time in a host family's swimming pool Twenty-three students and three teachers visited Murray Aug.
25-Sept. 1.
Austrian

LLJ

EVENTS

NOTICE

• Murray Civic Music Association
has extended its membership drive
through Sept 22 Descriptive brochures
with applications are available at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce of by calling 762-4516 or
753-3257 The first performance in this
year's series begins Sept 22 at 8 p m
with the Lousiville Orchestra

• Murray No. 1 Water District will
conduct periodic flushing of fire hydrants
Thursday The flushing will being at
abibroximately 8 a in and should be
completed by 4 p.m If there is any ellscolonzation in the water, flush thoroughly
for a short time Clothes washing should
be postponed until the water clears

I

Nice girls, barbecue and cheap
prices may seem like an odd
combination, but for three Austrian exchange teen-agers, these
are only some of the things that
represent America.
"When I go back to Austria, I
can tell my girlfriend that there
are nice girls in America," said
year-old
are also nice girls in Austria!"
Twenty-three students and
three teachers will leave:Murray
today to travel to San Diego.
They have been in Murray since
Aug. 25, staying with host families and learning about the west-ern Kentucky area.
"I liked Mammoth Cave
because it was so cool," Dur said,
Christoph•Winder, 17, said the
American lifestyle is different
from what he is used to.
"The cost is cheaper, but I hate
all the fast foods," he said. "They
are not as good as regularloods
and there is too much waste."
Dur said it was interesting to
see if his expectations of America
were true.
"Some expectations came true
like there is more garbage made
in America," he said. "We have
refillable bottles."

SPORTS

*Ne4
• Houston Nutt faces the biggest football game of his_ coaching career when
his Racers host Eastern Illinois Thursday
night at Stewart Stadium

Page 12A

.

if Some expectations came true-like

there is more garbage made"in
America.II
...Johannes Our
One thing the students will not
miss is the hot, humid -weather:
While Dur was waiting for the
bus one day, he got hot and he
took off his shirt. When the bus
c driver made him put
his shirt back on.
"I will miss the s.w▪imming
. pool, but 1 think the weather will
be better in Austria,"• Dur said.
Erwin Sim-ma,- 17, said he
enjoys the fast food restaurants
because there are not very many
in •Austria.
"I like getting acquainted with
another lifelti9le," Simms
am amazed that 'there ire drink
machines in almost every building, but I do miss the public bus
system."
Simma. lives about 50 kilometers 1115401-31- thileST ft-o
-th
genz, while Dur is 10 km from
the city and Winder is 6 km.
Although they are used to living in the country, Dur said he is.
surprised at the far distances in
America.
• Rachel Neale, coordinator "of'
the Austrian exchange program.

said the students came to Murray
to increase their English skills
and th-find"out about history and
culture.
"I have tried to take them in a
variety of places including (Jarden of the Gods, Mammoth Cave.
Opryland and Reelfoot Lake,"
Neale said. "Quite -a -few businesses donated discount coupons for
the students to usc."
When the Austrians arrived in
Murray, Neale said they told her
they'did not think New York City
was really Arnrrica,
r."Itry were very interested in
seeing the Mississippi River,
touring the schdols and attending
a Si. Louis, baseball game," she
said.
Neale and five American -studeaf wentlast,spring in an exchange. In turn, the Austrians came to visit this summer,
"I think the biggest benefit is
realizing that people arc people
everywhere and they are all interested in peace. cooperation and
learning about each other," Neale
said.
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Emily.:
•
ends
susp
Boris Yeltsin
.
• minis
ter
veep, clePutY
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MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin suspended Vice
President Alexander Rutskoi and
deputy prime minister Vladimir
Shumeiko today, saying the alleptions of -corruption against both
of them were damaging the
government,
The suspensions were temporary and would depend on the outcome of investigations into the
allegations, Yeltsin's press service said.
An aide to Ruiskoi challenged
the validity of the decree. But
Shumciko had asked Yeltsin to
relieve him of his duties tcmpora ri 1 y. said Sh um e iko's
spoketman.
"Even at first glance there are
no constitutional . grounds for
making such a decision," said
Rutskoi's aide, Nikolai Kosov.
A presidential corruption cornmission charged two. weeks ago
that Ruukoi, one of Yeltsin's
most potent opponents, had funneled money into a secret Swiss
bank account.

Stream. It reached Category 3 on
FROM PAGE 1A
_
1-to-5 Saffir-Simpson scale of
the
A I5-year-old swimmer was
intensity. About
hurricane
i
missing in heavy surf kicked up
people were ordered eve80,000
in
ahead of the storm Tuesday '
cuated along the North Carolina
Riaskoi has denied the charges Virginia. The only injury
as the storm closed in.
coast
for
retribution
and said they are
in North Carolina was a
norted
-.
it swirled northward, Emily
As
his role in uncovering corruption re
woman who broke her
. hip.
lashed Virginia with driving rain,
among members of Yeltsin's
a.m. EDT..Emily was ten- caused minor flooding as far
5
At
—
administration. including Shu- w red about 125 miles east of Vir..
north as New York's Long Island
meiko, w o is a key Yeltsin aide. ginia
h, Va. It was moving
prompted tens of thousands
and
a
filed
has
Shumciko
• In turn
northeast near • 15 mph. with a of people to evacuate vulnerable
libel suit against Rutskoi.
gradual turn eastward expected. coastal areas.
The c rruption allegations
Hurricane warnings that had
The hurricane dumped more
have in ensified the power
as far north as Cape than 6 inches of rain on Cape
extended
..;
struggle tween Yeltsin's reforHefnlopen, Del., were lined
H a. ueras and tore roofs off buildmists....an the hard-liners who
althoughcoastal
be ore daybreak,
ings along Ocracoke and Hatteras
ure.
dominateithe Russian legislat
flooding was forecast as far as islands with gusts topping 90
The power struggle has stymther New Enuland. Then
sou
mph. Dare 'County emergency
icd m ch of the country's storm's -maximum sustained
management officials were forced
,,
economfrom
attempt to recover
winds held near 115 mph.
• • • to abandon their operations center
i'c disas r in the 21 months since
"It will probably weaken gra- the Solhet Union disintegrate& dually as it moves over cooler on Cape Hatteras because of
flooding.
Yeltsin's chief of staff, Sergei
Avila of'die
NationalViaLC r," said Lixion
.
.
Cars. were left. floating in...a
- Filatoa-; said-Tuesday-Altai -the
Hurricane Center in
parking lot in Buxton, and
bank
circumvent
to
try
would
President
Coral Gables, Fla.
fallen trees blocked roads. Three
the Qongress of People's DepuThe storm had strengthened
ties by creating a new legislative during the day Tuesday, gather- houses at Kitty Hawk that had
been damaged by previous storms
ing energy from the warm Gulf fell into the Atlantic.
body next week.
Kosov said the vice president
read Yeltsin's decree and then
„..flew to the mining region of Vorkuta in northern Russia as
s
planned.
•
•
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Middle East
Secret talks continue inPalestinian
negotiators are.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Israeli and
marking time while secret talks. continue elsewhere over mutual
new
recognition by Israel and the PLO and over who will sign a
agreement on Palestinian self-rule. •
The back-channel talks M Europe between Israeli and PLO offithe
cials are designed to lead to simultaneous statements in which
Israel
while
terrorism
renounces
Palestine Liberation Organization
accepts the group as the legitimate representative of the 1.8 million
Palestinians in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres said such an accommodation "may happen rather soon." But speaking Tuesday on PBS'
"MacNeil-Lehrer NewsHour," he also warned that "we may discover unknown hurdles in our way. so I would be careful."
PLO officials have told Israel that their organization, in statemenu in 1988 and 1991, already had renounced terrorism and recognized Israel's right to exist. But Israeli officials said they were
insisting on a formal declaration clearly - spelling out these
• conditions.
,
._

Groups says censorship is rising

WASHINGTON (AP) — Parents made 347 attempts to censor
books, plays- and other material in their children's schools last year
and succeeded nearly half the time, a free-speech advocacy group
reported today, saying school censorship is on the nse.
The targets ranged from innovative teaching programs and Pulazer Prize-winning plays to classics such as "Sleeping Beauty."
"Of Mice and Men," "The Catcher in the Rye," and the cartoon
game book "Where's Waldo?"
"Little House on the Prairie" by Laura Ingalls Wilder came
under attack for its depiction of Indians, while books ranging from
the classic "Tom Sawyer" to Willie Morris autobiography "Good
Old Boy: A Delta Boyhood" were targeted for alleged racist.
content.
The report by People for the American Way, a liberal advocacy
group, said nearly half of the protests stemmed from either sexual
the Georgia lottery, for $95,000 a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
raised
man who twice headed West Vir- year, but had not begun work, -4- content or objectionable language, but that a third were
to
references
alleged
involving
often
concerns,
for
the
of
religious
Kentucky
because
opted
he
and
time
second
the
ginia's lottery —
by
authors.
or
witchcraft
Satanism
to patch a tattered image — has job instead.
He made $60,000 a year in
been hired to complete a shakeup
..
IMNINIMININg=1=Ng
West Virginia. .
of the Kentucky Lottery.
Gleason said Georgia Lottery
Arthur L. "Arch" Gleason Jr.,
46, Was appointed Tuesday by officials wers disappointed but •
•a a
Gov. Brereton Jones and con- wished him good luck.
• said the owner does not want to
FROM PAGE 1A
firmed almost immediately by the
"I believe they definitely were
accept the appraised value
Kentucky Lottery gorp.'s new
telephone
and
cablevision
as
well
Gleason said.
d,'
dispappointe
Louisville.
in
board of directors
lrines, will have to be moved back offered by the city for the house
great opportunities,
and lot.
The board also appointed Mar- "Both were
..W the road.
lrorn
was
It
situation.
all-win
an
was
It
to have that
"We
will
have
garct "Marty" Gibbs executive
e don't „want. utilities
. under house condemned to get, it,"
that t w()
a
ialpos
to be in ition
vice president and chief financnice
the roadway, Elias said.
lotteries valued
officer. She had been temporary very significant
Once construction begins, the Cherry said.•
my
services."
The four other houses and lots
the
when
6,
Aug.
since
president
city will have to dig up lines and
purchased for their
...were
., —
forced resignation of former lotroad.
the
from
away
move them
velure his appointment as
value.
appraised
took
Potter
tery president • Brian
However, Elias said in most cases
West Virginia lottery director in
plans
city
also
Cherry said the
effect.
there is enough room in yards
989. Gleason had been a ceni-to install a new intersection at
.1.
Both appointments are to take lied
dig
the
that
the
road
to
adjacent
18
public accountant for
Fourth and Chestnut with a stop
effect Sept. 8. •
ging will not be a problem.
year he
years. The following
light.
,
Gleason, of Huntington, became
expect
not
does
said
he
Elias
of
ec
e s secretary
the
poruuonstat
"It will be like the one we put
W.Va.. "understands that job trans
major interruptions of services
in
at 16th and Main," he said.
number one is to bring accountatime.
that
• Gleason was a special assistant • during
think the three-lane
Officials
lotthe
to
integrity"
bility and
The state plans to maintain
to West Virginia Gov. Gaston
with a stop light,
road,
combined
tery's management, Jones said in Caperton earlier this year when
the
throughout
traffic on Chestnut
will sizably reduce the amount of
a statement.
he returned to the loners', which . construction period, Elias said.
Gleason's annual salary was was shaken by a bid-rigging
Cherry said in order to get congestion on Chestnut during
set at S112,000. He recently was scandal.
enough right of way between dense traffic hours.
Finally, in an effort to reduce
hired as senior vice president of
Sixth and Fifth streets, the city
The previous director, Butch
purchased four dilapidated houses drainage problems south of
. Chestnut and east of . 12th, the
Bryan, was indicted in April for
which are being demolished.
city plans to install a retention
allegedly steering a contract for
are
currently
s
Negotiation
machines to a Monl
video lottery
being held on an additional house basin to alleviate a great deal of
water run-off.
tana gaming company.
that neetti in he removed Cherry

_
.
New lotto director
from West Virginia

.
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Purdom Motors, Inc. •_.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Salespeople: Jim Suiter, Bob Han ington, John Purdom, Tripp
Purdom, Janice Asbridge
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
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FROM PAGE 1A
THINK ABOOT IT!
Our Success Isn't Just What
We are Doing RIGHT...
Ifs What Our Competition
is Doing WRONG!
(Come Visit Us and See...)
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V

28 wings to 20 and make the B-1
and B-2 bombers capable of
dropping non-nuclear bombs. The
Air Force would retain as many
as 184 total bombers.
—Only two weapons programs
would be canceled: the Navy's
proposed AF-X medium-range
bomber that it wanted as a
replacement for the carrier-based
A-6 Intruder: and he Air Force's
Multi-Role Fighter that was not
yet in development. The Air
Force F-16 Fighting Falciart
would go out of production after
r
1
—Go ahead with the Air
Force's new-generation F-22
stealth fighter and the proposed E
and F models of the Navy's
F/A-18 carrier-based strike
aircraft.
—In the area of defenses
against ballistic missiles, shift the
focus to anti-missile weapons
capable of-- defending against
short-range missiles such as the
Iraqi Scud. The Bush administration's plan for developing-a system for defending the United
States against attack by longrange missiles would be put on
the back burner. As a result,
overall spending on ballistic mil,
sile defense between 1994-99
would be $21 billion lower than
the Bush administration had
planned.
The Pentagon spent about five
months reviewing nearly all
aspects of the nation's military
structure, weapons programs and
defense policies in what Aspin
called a "bottom up review."
The full set of documents produced in the review were not
released today; only excerpts and
briefing charts were made public.
Aspin and Clinton want a force
that is more mObile, flexible and
readily adaptable than tdday's. In
pan that means giving a relatively larger role to the Navy, with
its far-flung network of aircraft
carrier battle groups, and the
Marine Corps, whose expedition-
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YOUR KID ?” •
WHAT IFilERRI
fts KIDS
WAS ONE OF
If your child had muscular d.str,Th. :11,.-,-illk
would become awkward. I led talLSOwii a lot
He'd have trouble climbing stairs
- . Eventually, he would need 33 wheel. hair
And once he was in it. he'd nevcr gct out
"Muscular dystrophy- is the name .
for a ,rotip of diseases that' weaken and
destroy •muscles. The disorders areprogressive, so things get ‘vorse over
time. The muscle loss can't be sto pped
And it can't be reversed.
The Muscular Dy'strophy
Association is striving to cure musk ular
dystrophy. And on Christmas f ye ''I
1487, in what %IDA Chairman tern
Lewis called "a holiday gut of 11.)pe,
MDA researchcrs annotimed a
'
- •

landmark advance: discovery of the cause of
the most dreaded /MTh of muscular dystrophy.
Du.henne
To cure Duchenne, though. more hard work
is net•ded. And there are many other forms of
' muscular dystrophy to conquer.
You k an help fight muscular
dystrophy and other muscle diseases
by making a tax-deductible donation
iv
to M DA The Asse+ciation recee!,
grants or patient tees.
no
government
.:• c
so as. work is funded entirely byprivate contributions.
child may not be one ot
tern kids' — but remember how
it telt to imagine that he was. Please
1,,,k ie;es.
send v.,ur support to MDA today.
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Palestinian refugees fear partial autonomy won't help
"It is the last as well as the
first," Hammoudeh said. "Whoever thinks otherwise is seeing an
illusion."
—The Israelis are smart. They
have no plans to return our land
to us," said taxi driver Omar
Ibrahim.
The proposal to start Palestinian autonomy in Gaza Strip and
the West Bank town of Jericho,
before figuring out bow to deal
with the rest of Israel's war.
conquered Arab lands, is the focal point of the Middle East peace

.BAQAA CAMP, Jordan (AP)
— Many Palestinian refugees.
longing to return to their homes
across the Jordan River, fear the
partial autonomy plan worked out
by Israel and the PLO could
leave them in limbo.
"The Gaza-Jericho plan is not
the first step as they call it," said
Hassan Hammoudeh, who runs a
toy store in this sprawling shantytown of 100.000 prple north
of- Amman. Baqaa is the largest
of Jordan's 11 Palestinian refugee
camps.

S are_
utual
new

offih the
Israel
illion

nodsPBS'
y chs-

talks in Washington.
The plan was endorsed by the
Israeli Cabinet as part of its
groundbreaking decision to recognize the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
PLO chairman Yasser Arafat
has been touring Arab capitals,
trying _to sell the step-by-step
approach as the best chance for
regaining a Palestinian homeland.
But the greatest cynicism is
likely to be found among his own
Palestinians.
"They are taking Abu Ammar

(Arafat's nom de guerre) for an
expensive ride, and our wretched
leadership appears to be-enjoyingit," said Ibrahim.Ibrahim, his wife and their
three oldest children fled in 1967
to Jordan when Israel captured
the West Bank. Seven more
children were born to them in
Jordan; the entire family now
lives in a two-room, un-roofed
dwelling in Baqaa.
Some Palestinians, especially
those who have prospered, are

more willing to gise the GazaJericho plan a chance.
"The Arabs are divided and
disunited, and it is no surprise
that Israel is taking advantage,"
said Kamel Kamal, an antique
dealer in a thriving commercial
district of Amman.
"It is better to accept what
Israel could offer at this point
and then work upwards from
-there," he said as he attended to
a wealthy customer gazing fondly
at an expensive hand -carved
table.

from the earth as it split and
shook. Other sounds quickly layered on: the din of buildings collapsing, the screams of those
trapped, the crackle of fire.
The so-called Great Kanto
Earthquake of Sept. 1, 1923, estimated at 8.0 on the Richter scale.
killed 140,000 people and left
much of Tokyo in ruins. Fires
burned for days afterward.
Tokyo was then a city of 2
million people. Now, it is a global financial capital with a population of more than 12 million. If a
quake of that strength were to
strike again, the economic and
human toll -would likely be far
greater.
Today, as on every Sept. I.
disaster drills were held through-

TOKYO (AP) — Seventy
years ago today, on a warm latesummer day, Tokyo's noontime
diversions were much like those
now: people slurped noodles.
jostled on trams, window:shopped for the latest Ginza
fashions.
Historical accounts speak of a
low rumble, a deep groan torn
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out Japan marking the anniver- people would be killed. about
sary. About 13 million people la),(X)0 injured and 3 million left
took part. including Prime Minis- homeless. Many consider that
, estimate con_seivativg.
ter Morihim Hosokawa...
Even so, at many of today's
Japan is among the world's
most earthquake-prone countries. neighborhood disaster drills in
shaken by hundreds .of temblors Tokyo, the atmosphere was more
every year. Many are almost too like a street fair than a doomsday
light to be felt, but strong earth- rehearsal.
On a dusty baseball field in the
quakes regularly cause largecentral Minato district, onlookers
scale damage and deaths.
On July 12, an earthquake and sipped soft drinks, waved colortidal waves off the northern ful banners and raised polite
island of Hokkaido left about 230 cheers as volunteers practiced
putting out fires set in metal
people dead or missing.
—
Many seismologists consider containers
major
a
for
Tokyo at serious risk
Officials insisted the drills are
quake this decade. Kiyoo Mogi, useful, but acknowledge they
chairman of the semi - hear_ little resemblance to condigovernmental Coordinating Comtions that would prevail during a
mittee for Earthquake Prediction.
major temblor.
went so far as to urge lawmakers
"We would have big, big
last year to consider moving the
problems if there's an earthseat of government to a safer
quake," said district fire ottkial
spot.
Ryokiji Ohtsu.
The Tokyo city government's
Disaster Prevention Council has
In 1923. fire caused most of
estimated that if a quake the magdeaths. Now, gas valves are
the
nitude of the 1923 temblor were
with aLtomanc shutoff
designed
to hit the-capital, nearly 10,000
capability, and Japanese children
arc drilled from an early age to
--turn oil the stove it a quake
Miss your paper?
strikes.
Subscribers who have' not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
_
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But firefighting officials say if
streets were blocked by rubble
and fires broke out in hundreds ot
locations simultaneously, they
simply wouldn't he able to put
them all out. Many Tokyo neighborhocids still have narrow streets
lined with small wooden buildings that could quickly go up in
flames.
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Kainal. 35, is 3 native of the
West Bank town of Nablus who
has been stuck - in Jordan since
1984 when his Israeli-issued residence permit eipired and was not
renewed.
Even in Baqaa, some want to
be optimistic.
"It is a positive move within
the peace process," said Fawziyeh ShataraL an elderly woman
who fled the West Bank town of
Hebron in 1967. "But what we
want is a complete solution, not
piecemeal agreements."

Church draws crowd
to prayer service

Toyko remembers historic earthquake

SLIMrecwert
these

•

COLD SPRING, Ky.(AP) — A few thousand people packed a
northern Kentucky church to observe the anniversary of a visionary's prediction that the Virgin Mary would appear._
The Rarish prayer group held a service Tuesday night at St.
Joseph Catholic Church to commemorate the occasion.
Qfjhe Tuesday night churchgoers, many had also ,been present a
year earlier.
Jeff Wright of Taylor Mill said he visited the church last year
too.
"Last year I saw a whole lot of lights," he said. "Whether they
were flash bulbs or not, I don't know."
Pam Swann and her sister, Mary Jo Stopher, both of Louisville,
said they saw lights flashing on the ceiling inside the church.
"I•came down to get closer to the lord and to receive grace from
my blessed mother," Swann said.
Stopher said she saw light last year also.
"I saw what appeared to be a gentle lightning flashing among
the trees and the church and all around us." she said. "It seemed
like lightning, but it wasn't like your normal lightning. It was very
gentle.7
The prayer group was expecting 2,000 to 4,0(X) people Tuesday
night, The Rev. Robert Henderson said. Some ,2,000 had filled the
church even hours before the scheduled start of the service.
An unidentified church official who answered the telephone this
morning immediately following the service that ended after midnight described the evening as "peaceful," but did not elaborate.
The visionary — a Batavia, Ohio, woman who has remained
anonymous — said she received another message May 1 from the
mbther of Jesus urging a prayer vigil the evening of Aug. 31.
according to a recent book.
Bishop William Hughes said no miracles occurred at St. Joseph
last year.
Henderson said he has talked to some people who think otherwise but that most people were just pleased with the number of
people who came to pray.Last year's event attracted national television cameras and about
5.000 people — significantly fewer thr jpredicted — to the small
northern Kentucky church.
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beautiful tree-covered building site,
only $9,900 with owner financing.
Located in restricted subdivision bordering many acres of public land owned
by Kenlake.
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Blue Jeans Special. 10 minutes from
town. 3 Br., 11/2 Bath,city gas & water on
1.4 tree-covered acres. Priced in the 40's.
Call James.

Country estatein town spacious in and out
with manicured 1.6 acre lot, 27' workshop,
21' LR, 22' Den, 18' Kitchen, formal DR
and 3 Br.,21/2 Bath s. All on one level. 1602
Hermitage. Call
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Just listed...large family home. 4 br
bnck redecorated and landscaped.
City location on quiet street close to
22no-5q-.1twttfrrz-titand 20 Den Priced in 804..

-.'.

Grounds abound with apple, peach,
plum, kiwi, pecan. 5 acre mini ranch.
Just 5 minutes from town. One owner.
workaisr.;-2 hattrtmick: *ho-6O
shop with power and water. 90
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deck. Patio & pool house. Established
locally near schOOls.
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Very attractive country home on large
manicured lot. Fenced pool area with

James

just
Perfect family horn*,3 Br.,2 bath, 3 BR brick on beautiful tree-cos, New house on five fenced acres
80s.
Mid
town.
from
miles
4
town.
gas heat, central air,city location. ered lot, just 3 miles from
Priced in the 60's. Gas heat.
70's. Call James.

N
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Captivating Canterbury. Move up to this
roomy 3 Br., 2 Bath brick With all amenities. 23' LR,formal DR,family room with
Fresh on the market at
fireplace.

Over.3,000 sq. ft. of apace for your family.
, 4 Br, 3i/2 Bath, gas heat, fireplace, big
fenced yard, mother-in-law apartment.
$134,800. Call James. 1202 Dogwood

$112,500. Call James.

Mini farm with classic farm house.
completely rebuilt with new
electric, plumbing, roof, bath,
kitchen on 5.7 surveyed cres.
Fenced for horse.. 10 minutesfrom
town. Mid 60's.

Southwest area. Rustic contem- One owner horrid on golf course
porary on 3-acres. Mid 70's. 301'40 With four beautiful tree-covered
metal workshop with power and acres. $119,900. Call Jame..
water.

For More Information On Any Property Listed, Call James at 753-1492
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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Hold on, here we go again...
Murray State's board of
regents finally put an end to the
suspense this past weekend when
it voted 7-3 not to renew President Ronald Kurth's contract.
But the journey from the present situation to a preferred situation is just beginning.
1tdger & 7bnes Stqf Writer
Getting rid of presidents at
Murray State seems rather easy
anymore. you just take a vote, spin on Murray State,. while waitdeclare you're acting in the best. ing for time to dwindle away.
Clean out your desk, Admiral,
interests of the university, and
make sure you keep working
but
send someone out on. his merry
r
hard for Murray State.
way.
played
hasn't
certainly
Kulth
But watching the university go
this drama out in a meek fashion
through a leadership change isn't
so far.(he called two press coneasy — it drains the university's
this summer to try and
ferences
higher
when
time
a
strength at
solidify his -hand), and I doubt
education is facing attack from
budget problems. Each depart, very much he'll play the last nine
ment is affected in some way, months very meekly either. I suspect we'll have more board meetwaiting for the outcome to be
ings like the one in Owensboro
played out.
earlier this 'summer, which
-What happens in the next few
doesn't bode well for MSU.
fascinating
be
to
going
is
months
While Kurth certainly has had
to watch.
a
almost
Kurth
his faults, the same can be said
By giving
year's notice, the board has put for the board of regents. They
the president in a precarious posi- have chastized MSU administrators in public, called community
tion. He-.must continue to fulfill
-- colleges "a black hole" and put
his. duties _a&
off making a decision on Kurth
which involve putting a positive

David Ramey

EDITORIAL
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Timedlo address
the jail dilemma
and stop stalling
Today an imaginary lock and chain will wrap
itself around .the Calloway County Jail. It will be
placed there by the state, which ordered the jail
closed today.
The lock, and chain have..been_x.endere.41-imag-inary by county governmentlieCause officials have
chosen to 'ignore the terms of that order.
The closure order has been stonewalled by the
county's insistence on filing appeal after appeal as
the state tries to bring the jail into compliance.
The Ledger & Times recently printed photographs of the inside of the jail. As those graphically illustrate, it is time for the stonewalling to
end.
It is time for Fiscal Court to act. Subtle stalling
by the magistrates appears to be going on —
ing for a new administration in January.
If a committee isn't going to be formed to find
the best course for the county to follow, then it is
time to close the jail and transport prisoners.
It is time for a humane solution to the jail problem. We are certainly not advocating a soft environment for. anyone who is found guilty of a
crime.
But shoving 10 more people into a cell
designed to hold only 12 is not the answer.
There is a point where punishment and humane
conditions need to be balanced.
Conditions at the county jail, beyond the issue
of humane treatment, are dangerous for both the
prisoners and the jailers. We haven't even touched
on the liability the county faces if anything happens to prisoners as a result of the facility's not
being in compliance.
Surely Calloway County government is capable
of achieving much more than the sadly lacking
status 00.
It is time to close the jail and transport if county officials are not willing to pursue any other solcourt appeals
--utionssIt is time to do something besides delay the
inevitable.
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Year not a good one for legislature

FRANKFORT -- This year has
not been one of the best for the
Kentucky General Assembly.
A bunch of its former members -the ex-speaker of the House, committee chairmen, Republicans and
Democrats -- are headed for jail
lime as a result of the federal
BOPTROT investigation of corruption in state government. Corruption aplenty was found. The investiThe Paducah Sun:
gation isn't over.
The Kentucky General Assembly's plan to install its rank-and-file
Despite BOPTROT and revelamembers in executive-sized private offices, ill-timed as it is. would be
tions of lobbyists buying legislators
inappropriate even in better financial circumstances.
for cash, the General Assembly in
The Capitol Annex renovation is being pushed forward despite the
special session simply couldn't
sute's budget squeeze and House Speaker Joe Clarke's call for a
bring itself to cut all ties to special
&las.
interests.
Thc. cost would not stop at the S3 million authori?ed for demolition
There's a new ethics code and an
and construction. Further expense. and a continuing one, would come
independent commission to enforce
in the rental of office space for state worker's being displaced by the
its stronger provisions, but no enterproject_
prising senator or representative
need pay for his or her coffee-, tea or
The situation cries for a solution somewhere between doing nothing
bourbon.
and undertaking the extravagant proposal now envisioned.
Then\ in a second expensive
session, the General Asspecial
These arc part-time officeholders, let us remember. An examination
find a way to agree
couldn't
sembly
of payroll records showed that lawmakers on the average spend 3.2
with Gov. Brereton Jones on the
days per month on state business in Frankfort befWeen s6sions. That
way to reform the state's system of
hardly justifies building large offices that would go unused most of
care and insurance. They're
health
the time, unless one accepts Sen. Joe—Meyer's contention that the
trying,- but the effort seems
still
more commodious work spaces would improve the quality of legislahall-hearted at best. —
tive work.
And,since the General Assembly
now claims as much credit as the
Speaker Clarke's analysis of the situation is better: "It's pretty hard 'governor for the state budget, let's
give the House and Senate 50
to explain how we arc giving oursiii•es new offices when we're laying
percent of the blame for the 1992-)4
off people."
budget that this year alone exceeded
We agree. This is an especially poor time for a major state expendirevenues by more than a quarter r:4 a
ture that too much resembles self-indulgence. For that matter, there
may_be no good time for building large private offices for 138 -part- .billion dollars until spending cuts
were ordered.
time state legislators.

GUEST EDITORIAL

was overqualified for the job of
being president of a university._
Unless the search for his successor is done nght. we may find
ourselves in the very same situation three years from now. Call it
provincialism. call it "the good
old boy network," call it local
influence, call ii whatever you
want — there is a certain degire
for too long.
of local involvement that must be
The regents need to get their recognized.
act together, because the decision
A good match for the universithat is made on finding a replaceThe.---acw ,4r.e.r.4ricia __doesn't__.
W
ment Tor -Korth wilt also decide if have to be a graduate
necessarily
this
all
through
we have to go
again another three or four years of Murray State, but does need to
have a weighted interest in the
down the road.
Local ties are important.
school.
of
sort
odd
an
in
The problem,
to admit it or not,
want
we
if
way, is very simple. They have-to
in the end, Kala
why,
is
which
the
unlike
find the right match —
Stroup and Ron Kurth were voted
previous searches. •
out.
Kurth brought very impressive
There are a number of qualicredentials to Murray State when
he arrived in 1990. But it wasn't fied people for the job — people
enough. In the end, as a universi- who love Murray State, people
ty official told me earlier this who have had distinguished
-month, the president and the uni- careers in education, and people
versity just werenjt a good fit. who would truly act "in the best
His Harvard education and naval interests of the university."
It's - tims_that the ,people who
background just didrt't mesh with
run the university really take that
west Kentucky.
Ron Kurth, in a Strange twist, to heart.
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Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
Thus you'd think legislators
would be maintaining a low profile
and offering constituents excuses, it
not apologies, for their sorry record
so far in 1993.
Not so. They're treating themselves to spacious new offices to the
tune of 3.5 million of—our tax
dollars.
They've ordered agencies in one
wing of the Capitol Annex to.vatate
the building so three floors can be
gutted and 122 offices some as
large as 16-fcct-by-16-feet can be
constructed for each Member.
(The 16 Democratic and Republican leaders in the...House and

Senate have long had their own
offices in therapitol.)
Each suite of four legislative
offices will share a receptionist..
How long before each of them
will have to have a secretary, personal aide and press spokesman is
anyone's guess.
Do members of the General Assembly need new offices?
If the treasury were flush with
money, if 2,500 state employees
didn't face losing their jobs in the
next year, if funds to open new
group homes for the handicapped
and for local government programs
weren't being cut this year, yes they

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and -encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. we
prim letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all ieuers must be signed by the writes, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Letters must not
be more than (X) wonis. Letters should be typeNtrinen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should Sc addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
8: Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

need new offices. Right now-they're cramMed into
the Annex basement in 5-foot
square cubicles that have as little
privacy as room. But the average
legislator uses that small cubicle
maybe twice a week when the
General Assembly isn't in session
and only for a few- hours between
committee meetings.
There arc any number of state
empkiyees who work in 5-foot
square cubicles every day, week in
and week out, doing such things as
responding to child abuse reports.
Some of thote employees won't be
in those cubicles this time next year
so the budget can balance, but
legislators, will have their three
floors of the Annex all to
themselves. .
House Speaker Joe Clarke says
the timing for thc new offices is had:
"It's pretty hard to explain how we
are giving ourselves new offices
when we're laying off people."
Exactly.
.
But Clarke's is practically the only voice of reason. on the
subject.
They want those offices and they
want them now -- at least before
January.
Ordinarily sensible General Assembly leaders are contributing to
the legislature's seriously damaged
reputation and they're giving the
impression they just don't care.
That kind of arrogance doesn't
bode well for the future.
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City.wide yard sale
set for Sept. 25
Because of the success of the
second annual yard sale, held in
May, Freedom Fest '93 will
sponsor atait. vezsxid.of "West
Kentuckys Biggest City-wide
Yard Sale" front 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Sept. 25.
More than 50 areas in town
will be sale sites, including the
courthouse square downstairs.
The sale last May drew thousands of people, organizers said.
Residents interested in having
'a yard sale should submit an
application and fee before Sept.
20 at the Murray Tourism Commission office in the Commerce
Centre at 805 No. 12th St. The
fee is $5 for individuals and $10
• for civic groups and merchants.
Maps with detailed descriptions Of items and various locations of yard sale areas will be
available for SI at the Commerce
--Centre Sept--24•25—__
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At Southwest
Elementaiy,
Jason Robbins is
succeeding against
some pretty tough
competition.
Himself.

Habitat for Humanity will soon begin work on its second
house, located on the 500 block of Pine Street. The house Is
being built for Leamon Lee Sr. (not pictured) and his family
(Pictured around sign), Carol, Patrice, Leamon Jr. and
Sarah.

Positive self-esteem important for children

quali- people
, people_
quished
people
the best
lty."
pie who
take that
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The Western Kentucky Regional
Menial Health-Mental Retardation
Board,Inc..is a United Way member
- agency that has served individuals
and families in the Murray/Calloway County area for 27 years. The
Murray office is located at 903
Sycamore Street, and offers a wide
And enforce thew - But do allow
variety of services.
One such service is giving pa: leeway for your children within
rents helpful suggetions to improve these limits.
flea good role model - Show your
relationships with their children, on
./a day to,day basis and during times child that you feel good about
of particular stress. The beginning yourself. Also let them see that you
of a new school year may be can make mistakes and can learn
stressful fqr both parent and child, from them.
Give your child responsaila and some children entering an unfamiliar environment may develop a He or she will feel useful and
valued.
low self-esteem, and feel unloved
_Show your child that what he 01
and incompetent. In order to help
combat this situation, the Western she does is important to vial. Talk
with him or her about activities,
Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Boarticiffers the interests, 'and school.
Spend time togethet - Share favofollowing list of way- to help build
rite activities together.
your child's positive self-esteem and
. Discuss problems williout
_mateihem feel capable,lovable and
productive.
"
in blame or commenting LILLA
ge.ward Childrerk - Give- praise, chilirs-chlraLter. If a child knows
recognitiOn, a special privilege or . there is a problem, but doesn't feel
increased responsibility for a job attached, he or she will be more
well done.
likely to help with a solution.
Take his_or her emotions and
Use phrases that build selffeelings seriously - Don't belittle a esteem. such as "Thank you fix
child by saying,"You'll grow out-of —helping" pr "That was an excellent
it" or "It's not as bad as it seems." idea.'" Avoid phrases that hurt sellDefine limits and rules clearly
esteem.

United Way
of
Inurrny-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care
Show your child how much you
fat,Hug them. Tell them they are
terrific and that you Jove them very
much!
If you have further questions
about parenting,or if you would like
additional information on the many
other services,offered by the Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Retardation office, please
call them at 751-6622. If you need
help during the evening hour, on
Sundays or holidays, you may call
toll free, 1-800-592-3980.
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Have A Safe And Happy Labor Day From All Of Us At Kroger And Field.
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TODAY
Northcott and Sedlock
wedding on Saturday

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today editor

Mr. and Mn. Mike Northcott of Benton announce the approaching
marriage of their dauglIer, Leann Northcott, to Tommy Sedlock, son
of Mr. and Mrs. ScoU'Solomon and Mr. and Mrs. Andy Sedlock of
Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Headley
ThweaU and Ms. Rowena Northcott of Benton, and of Lynn and Margie Northcott of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Vernier of
Benton and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sedlock of Toledo, Ohio.
Miss Northcott is a 1988 graduate of Marshall County High School.
She is employed by Morg,an. Trevathan and Gunn, Inc. '
Mr. Sedlock is a 1988 graduate, of Marshall County High School..
He is employed by United Parcel Service.
The. wedding williake place_ on Saturday, Sept. 4, at 4:30 p.m. at
Walnut Street Baptist Church, Benton.
• All relatives and friends are invited to auend.

Special seminar on Thursday
"T.O.T.A.L. - Teaching Our Toddlers About Learning" will be
the class to be taught by Family Resource Center of Calloway
County School System starting Thursday, Sept. 2, from I to 2 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ This class will include hands
on activities for parents and their 2 and 3-year olds. Beth Durbin.
program specialist at the center, will be the discussion leader.
There is no charge and child care will be provided free. To make
arrangements for attendance' call the center at 753-3070. Classes
will continue on each Thursday through Sept 30.

Westside group will meet

••••

Baptist Young Women of Westside Baptist Church will meet
Thursday. Sept. 2, St 7 p.m. at the home of Shanda Schaaf. Kathy
Ligon will present the program. Assisting on the hostesses' duties
will be Krista Boggess.

Army company reunion will
be this weekend at Kenlake
By R. MARK ADAMS
Guest Writer
This Labor Day weekend will
commemorate the anniversary of
an historical event in the lives of
the 480th Ambulance Company
of the Third United States Army.
It was, 50 years ago that these
men, who were teenagers at the
time, entered into military service
as draftees to fight in the World
War II as this region's
representatives.
The majority of these men are
life long residents of the tri-state
area of Western Kentucky, So:I:hem tHinois and Southeast
Missouri.

congratulates
Amy Waldrop
bride-elect of
Brad Maness.
She has
selected her
personal trousseau from our,
bridal -registry.
Amy and Brad will
married Septem(.r 17, 1993.

This group of men has held
semi-annual reunions since 1960
and will be meeting once again at
the Kenlake State Resort Park
Hotel at Aurora on Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 4 and 5, to celebrate this historic time in their
lives:
With all the negativity in the
news today, an event such as this
is an opportunity that occurs only
once in a lifetime.
These men were honored by
their country with many medals,
awards, decrees and a -TickerTape" parade in New York City
for their liberation of Jewish and
Allied Forces Concentration
Camps in Europe during the Nazi
reign.
The historical significance of
such an event is taken for granted
by so many who do not take the
time to remember the past sacrifices of men and women who
protected the 'freedoms we now
enjoy.
This to provide you with an
opportunity to witness and record
this rare moment. I trust diat,You
will take - full advantage/oT this
and not allow it to pass by.
The meeting will begin at
approximately 4 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 4, and will end at
approximately noon on Sunday,
Sept. 5. Persons may call the
hotel at 474-2211.

SRINTS
Downtown • Murray

Afurray Hairdressers to meet
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will meet Thursday.'Sept.
2, at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's. Plans for observance of National Cosmetology will be discussed. Melissa Parker, president, urges all members and interested hairdressers to attend.

Kimberly Ann Stalls and
Gary Barnett to marry

Poultry Group will meet

Stalls-Barnett wedding
vows planned Sept. 4
Kimberly Ann Stalls and . Gary (Herbie) Barnett announce their
approaching marriage.
Ms. Stalls is the daughter,01 Ms. Pat Cantrell of Murray and Carlon 'Cantrell of Tiptonville, Tenn.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Brock of Murray
and Ms. Edith Canyell and the late James Cantrell of Tiptonville,
Tenn.
Mr. Barnettyit' the son of Billy Barnett Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Donelson, Alf of Murray.
He is tht grandson of Mr. and Mrs. William Barnett of Hazel and of
the loe' Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Walker.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School.
/the groom-elect is employed at Jones Iron and Metal, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 4. at 1 p.m. at Blood River
Baptist Church.
A reception will 'follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

The Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association will hold a
meeting on Thursday. Sept. 2, at 7 p.m. at the Purchase Area Development District building, Mayfield. All members and growers are
urged to attend. For further information, contact John Pennington at
1-527-1015.
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Soccer workday Saturday
A workday at the Bee Creek Soccer Field will be Saturday, Sept.
4, from 8 a.m. to noon. Persons are asked to bring paint brushes,
shovels, rakes, etc., to help in the work of preparing the field. For
information call 753-6277.

Homemakers to meet Friday
Calloway County Homemakers Council will meet Friday, Sept.
3, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn. All county officers should be present
at this first meeting of the year. The necessary books and forms
will be distributed to being the club year of 1993-94. All Calloway
County homemakers are welcome to attend, according to Vinita
Winters, president.
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Special seminar on Thursday
"Dog Nutrition" will be the topic for the seminar by Dr. Michael
Troop DVM of Pet Wellness Center, Marion, Ill., on Thursday,
Sept. 2, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This is
being sponsored by German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky.
Mary Adelman, club member, urges all persons interested in feeding of dogs to be present. For more information call Adelman at
436-2858.

Charlton reunion on SatUrday
Descendants of the late Grover C. and Beatrice On Charlton will
have a reunion on Saturday, Sept. 4, at Puryear Community City,
Puryear, Tenn. A potluck meal will be served at 12:30 p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited. For information call Oyna Reeves
at 492-8454.

Robert M. Adams of Rt. 2, Box
63, Bardwell, Ky. 42023, has
been the coordinator for these
events since 1960. The writer is
R. Mark Adams, 510 Heritage
Drive # 150, Madison, Tenn.
37115.

Cochrum reunion on Saturday
Descendants of the late William Duke and Sebina Page Cochrum
family will meet Saturday, Sept. 4, at the Farmington Community
Building. Hours will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Each one should
bring sandwiches, drinks or chips, a family member said.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
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Pritchett reunion on Sunday

"Where your ideas turn to gold
759-1141

Dixieland Center
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Local students at Crosspoint, Campbellsville

First Baptist Church Youth
at Crosspoint Youth Camp
A group of sixteen fourth,-filth
and sixth graders and four adults
from First Baptist Church
attended Crosspoint Christian
Sports Camp recently at CampCollege,
bell s.v lite
Campbellsville.
Instruction in a number of
sports plus, fellowship and worship time were enjoyed by the
group.
Those attending were the

following
Wesley James, Matthew Hinton, Chns Faughn, Ellen Foster,
Courtney Griffiths, Jenny
Davenport, Kevin Cunningham,
Shane Andrias, Tyler Williams,
Josh Oakley, Joyce Rabe. Brian
Settle, Nicolas Garvin, Matthew
Yezerski, Lane Dennison, Anne
Pickens, Rebecca Cunningham,
Benji Kelly, Terry Garvin and
Joetta Kelly.

Pritchett family reunion will be Sunday, Sept. 5, at 11 a.m. at
Rockcastle Fire Department, located eight miles north of Cadiz on
Highway 274. For more information call 437-4588 or 437-4448.
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LBL homecoming Sunday

beg

The annual homecoming of the Land Between the Lakes will be
Sunday, Sept 5, at the Walter Bilbrey Place, across from the Buffalo Pasture in LBL. A picnic lunch will be served about 1 p.m.
Persons should bring chairs for seating. This it for all those people
from LBL in the communities of Model, Blue Springs, Nevils
Creek, Tharpe, Crockeu's Creek, 'Port Henry, Bethlehern and any
other settlements in the vicinity.
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UWSA luncheon Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of United We Stand America
will have a luncheon meeting on Thursday, Sept. 2, at noon at
Louie's Steak House. Prof. Winfield Rose of the Murray State University Political Science Department will discuss a significant
pending legislation on Congressman Jim Inhofe's resolution to
reform the secretive discharge *mess, according to Dr. David
Roos, chapter members. The public is urged to attend.
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Fall & Winter
Ladies' Dress & Casual Shoes
Have Arrived!!
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Turn a good cut into a terrific
style with the Ceti° Therm'
perm. Just 43.69 for a limited
time (Reg SO)

— _
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8,
Thursday & Friday 98,
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointive'', Necessary Ca. 759 911?

SPI

$11195 & $1495 Pair
Selby
Connie
Naturalize?
Fanfare
Citie Sidewalks

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5586.
grid *Vs
Peas Includes sirledes.
Lane Ash sold design ones eildllend
Mersa Ws pines ensche feeess.
eseadsy. Sept

.11

Factory Discount
Shoes
100 8. kb St.

A WHOLE NEW LOOK

7153-0419
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Ballard-Floyd wedding
vows will be Saturday
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Elizabeth and, Arden Woltennan of Lexington announce the
approaching mamage .of their daughter, Kamille Elizabeth BallaWto
Robin Mark Floyd. son of Faye and Norvell Floyd of Clinton.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Lexington Catholic High School
and Western Kentucky University. Bowling Green. She is employed
by _the University_ of Kentucky College of Pharmacy.
The groom-elect is 3 graduate of Hickman Countys High School.
Murray State University and the University of Kentucky College of
Medicine. He is employed by the University of Louisville Hospital
Department of Diagnostic Radiology.
The wedding vows will be exchanged osi Saturday. Sept. 4, at 4
p.m. at Mt. Pleasant United Methodist Church near Clinton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Pennington is teacher
*:ca': 13^.otog,a;ry.

CLASS REUNION HELD — Murray High School Class of 1978 held its 15-year reunion on Saturday, Aug. 14, at Murray Country Club. Pictured, from
left, are, first row, Mickey Spann, Dwaine Hampton, Becky West, Cindy Vance. Ann ClarA,Jill Austin Shuler, Renee Grogan Waide,,Shaun- Baker.
Darnell, Lisa Morton Jones, eAnn Thornton Barnett, Kim Alley Medley, Danna Shipley Young; second row, Laurie Crass Rollins, Owen Moore, Lori
Rushing West, Lori Brandon Sweeney, Janeann Turner, Vicky Chadwick Maynard, Elena Garland Jones, Lisa Hopkins Betts, Marilyn Howard Stevens,
Tressa Brewer Ross, Karen Jackson Clendenning, Donna Bailey Park, Bill David Wilson: back row, Gina Jones Coombs, Jerome Higginbotham, Roy
Richardson, Gregg Garland, Greg Garfield, Mark Thomas, Tommy Shown, Johnny McNutt, Bob Thurman, Keith Black, Kenn Perkins, Tim Morgan,
Claude Johnson, Ricky Carson, David Scott and Martin Kline.
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These four, animals are available.for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society Of Colleway County. They are. from left, -Misty." a spayed female short-haired black - tate:
"Socks." a spayed female longhairedthihualuili; "Baby." a spayed female white Pekingese; and "Spuds," a male Lhaso APSO/Poodle
mix. Animals who do not find homes intist be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public. are Ito 4:45 p.m. Monday. Thursday
and Friday, 1 to-6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday. and- closed Sunday. Humane Society is a United Was agency. For informa__
tion call 759-4141.

Kim Pennington, a native of
Murray and long-time resident of
Boston, Mass y has been
- appointed voice teacher at Wake:
High_ $c hog, for the
1993-94 school year.
Individual sessions will be
given to students there under the
austpices of the Wakefield Boosters Program. This high school
• program is one_of the- most outstanding in eastern Massachusetts, and produces young
musicians of exceptional caliber.
Coordinately. Pennington will
also instruct adult singers in the
Wakefield community in conjunction with the Wakefield
Repertory Theatre. This organization is devoted to .productions of
--American musical's; and has
received high praise for past
ventures.
In January of this year,. the
group Mounted a spectacular production fo Lerner and Loewe's
,My Fair Lady starring one. of
Pcnnington's voice pupils, soprano Amy Cole as Eliza Doolittle.
Pennington continues his
college-level teaching this fall as
he. begins his 18th year on the
faculty -of the Boston Conservat-

Christian Women's Club plans banquet
roles in productions in Illinois
duated from Murray State. Uni, Christian Women's Club of
and Kentucky-versity in December 1991 where
Murray will have a "Dinner of
'He graduated in 1982 with a
he majored in music. He is now a
Champions" Guest Night Banquet
bachelor's degree in CommuniCa- - music teacher and his special.
on Friday, Sept. '24, at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray Woman's Club House. lions with an emphasis on radio interest or hobby is writing.
Vine and South Seventh Streets. and television production and a
music.
minor in theatre arts from Murray
The featured. speaker will be
Murray. The cosi of the buffst
Bob Warren, former professional
dinner, catered by Vickie Geurin, 'State University. He worked- as
announcer and news director for
basketball . player. A graduate of
will be S10.50 per person.
WNBS-AM/WAAW-FM, and as
lay H: OvertOn, project direcSouth Marshall High School. he
producer for WKMS-FM in Murtor of the Spinners! of National
attended college at Vanderbilt
ray before he and his wife, Laura,
Scouting Museum. Murray- State
University. Nashville, Tenn
University, will present the spe- moved to Paducah in 1984.
Where he was an outstanding
' Overton worked in retail sales
cial feature.
basketball player. He is now head
until October 1989 when he was
Overton has been active in the
of Basic Training at Hardin.
hired Isf Theatre Arts Enterprises
theatre, both oil stage and back
Reservation's should be 'made
of Murray where he pursues a
stage, since 1976 when he
by - Friday, Sept. 17, by sending a
professional theatre career.
received his first applause for a
check for $10.50 for each person
small role in a high school pro- —„ -Tim Green, contemporary
attending,- payable to Murray
duction of 1776 And All Thal. mulician and songwriter, will Christian Women's Club. These
present pecial music. He graSince then fie has had numerous
may be mailed to-Marla Wallace,

Rt. 6,- Box 124, Murray. Ky..
- —
42071.
"All interested men 'and
women are welcome to 'lttend
this special Guest Night Banquet." said Melva Cooper, •CWC
chairman. Christian Women's
Club 'isa worldwide organization
and is not affiliated. with any
church or denomination.

ory. and his fifth year on the
vice faculty of Northeastern
University.
In Rrivate teaching practice,
Pennington has recrigly had _two
voice students who, made important debuts. ,
Joanna Porackova • sang the
soprano lead in Rossini's opera
Mow with Opera Music Theatre
International at Alice Tully Hall
at Lincoln Center in New York
City on May 18.
Daniel Clark, a Massachusetts
State Trooper, sang "America,
the Beautifuy" in the -Pops by •
the' Sea" concert in . Hyannis,
Mass., with the Boston Pops
Orchestra on Aug. 8. The conductor- was Harry Ellis Dickson,
father-in-law of 'former-Massachuscits governor and 1988
- Democratic Presidential candidate Micbael Dukakis. This sang
was written •1.00 years ago by
Katherine tee Bates of Falmouth,
Mass.4
Dukakis is Pennington's friend
and colleague on the Northeastern University faculty in Boston.
Pennington is the son of Mrs.
Clinton Pennington of 1000 Walnut St., Murray.
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NOW OPEN

'Commercial, Residential and Apartment
Carpet Cleaning, Full Line of Janitorial Service Building Maintenance - Professional Window Cleaning
24 Hour Availability For Emergencies

ë€444-4

Carpet Cleaning & Building Maintenance
Roger A. Moredock
Owner Operator

Just Oft Hwy. 94.- 3 MI. West of Aurora

st September
Boot

Anderson family holds reunion
A reunion was held July 25 at
Wcaks Community Center, Murray, for members of the Sarah
Collins Canter and John Alexander Anderson families, who
resided in. Calloway County
beginning in 1912.
Mr. Anderson was born. in
Inverness, Scotland. They had 11
children.
_ Genealogy books compiled by-Ftavi17-Roiscrtmir son of LIla
Anderson, were presented to all
living cousin.
They .are Addle Jones. Hun-

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
MICHAEL S. INGRUM, son of
Billy and Sharon F. lngrum of Rt.
2, Wingo. reeently completed
basic training at Recruit Training
Command, San Dicgo, Calif.
During the cycle. Ingrurn was
taught general military subjects
designed to prepare him for further academic and on-the-job training in one of the Navy's 85 occupational fields.'
Studies included seamanship,
close-order drill, naval hsitory
and first aid.
lngrum is a 1992 graduate of
Graves County High School.

ungwood, Mich., Fay _Nell Flora,
Murray, Dr. Joe Pat Anderson,
Memphis, Tenn., William Bowden, New Jersey, Ruth Aldeediee,
Lynnville, Lorene Workman, Palmersville, Tenn., and Harlan
Bowden, Cadiz.
Others present were Paul,
Becky, Alecia, Brian, John, Lillian Bell and Rae Robertson,

Rosetta-, Mary Anne. Kristina and
Rebecca Todd, Betty and Grover
Oakley, Pam; Stacy,. Wesley,
Casey and Kara Smith, Gerold
and Olveda James, Ruth, Tiffany,.
sAlderdice, Velvet, Chuck and '
Calic Wilson, Don Jones, .Ted
Workman, Dortha Anderson,.
Wayne Flora. and Debra and
Chris Hammontree.

NOW HIRING!
Murray Rental & Sales
is looking for a

Counter/Sales Person.
Immediate opening.
Apply in person between 8 a.m. &
5 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 2
No Phone Calls Please!
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Buy a boot*
in September
Save

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

c,91IouotaireValley'Water
SPRING RATER FRON NOT SPRINGS ARK
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PEN TALE
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Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$2,200 Letter II Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games — $100 Each
jefl,
• $700 Jackpot — 1.52) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week e
0
A,1:•*7
• Letter it' — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2200!
(Connolation Prize - 10%, of if Jackpot, minimum $100,
• 3 Special Games

210 Main

753.0819

Double Bingo pays 6014,
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and 90%

hoe
hack

Boots can he put in

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Kt.
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Children attending the Morris reunion were, from left, Kathleen and
Doyce Morris, Ca:herine Wicker, Sue and Ralph Darnell, Carolyn and
William Morris, and Martha and Floyd Barrow.
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Mr. and Mrs. Norman James Taylor

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Thomas Turnbow

Cunningham and Taylor
vows said at Lexington

Anderson-Turnbow vows
said; reception Sept. 19

Ms. Linda Gail Cunningham and Norman James 'Taylor announce
their early August wedding. They were married in a private ceremony
at Lexington.
The bride is the daughter of Guy and June Cunningham of Murray.
The-groom is the son of the late William and Helen Taylor of Winter
Park, Fla. •
Mrs. Taylor is employed part time as a licensed practical nurse at
Lexington Clinic and is a student working toward her R.N. degree at
Regents College.
Mr. Taylor is retired from the U.S. Air Force and is currently
emproyed as an electrical engineer for Sera-Air-fric7at- the lituegraSS
Army Depot, Lexington.
The couple is now residing in Lexington.

..._..N
DAY SALE
LABOR
September 1st - 4th
Closed Monday In Obsorvance of Labor Day

Waverly fabric bedding'
& window treatments
All Sizes 10% off now available. Special
Waverly not included.
orders take only 1. week.
Lace
O'Heritage
Made up just like custom.
Bedspreads

Swags. tiers, panels. table
cloths. shower curtains tic more
Entire Stock of 3A0/
u /0

Wicker

OFF

Lace Panels

'Kathleen"
Kitchen Curtains Less
10%
$599—$ 1 099
Swag & Tier Sets
Only $ 1

2"

4' x 6 Area Rugs

$899

& Up
mcrch.na valances ovwciote

$69"

Ruffled.. Curtains

CUSTOM BLINDS

Tailored Draperies
Day Bed Ensembles
Kitchen Curtains
Shower Curtains
ALL

10%

OFF

,Grandchildren attending the Morris reunion were, from left, Ron and
Unda Wright, David and Marilyn Morris, Dewayne and Debbie Barrow,
Patrick Morris, Ruth Ann Taylor, Betty and Paul Johnson, Carol and
Morris Wicker, kneeling,, Jane and Donnie Morris.

Morris family reunion
held at the Wright farm
The children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren. of Mrs.
Ola Morris, Paris Manor Nursing
Center, Paris, Tenn., and the late
Odie Morris met on Saturday
evening, July 17, for the evening
meal and fellowship at the Willow Haven farm of Ron and I in da Wright.
As guests arrived they vcrc
greeted with a huge welcome
hinner and a host of multicolored balloons. The meal consisted of roasted wieners, marshmallows, desserts and topped off
with a watermelon feast.
The etsening was spent with
viewing old snapshots, picture
taking, singing and telling -reminiscing family events entitled "1
Remember When."
An envelope of personal notes
was prepared to send to the family members that were unable to
attend. This inctuded Mrs. Ola
Morris who was unable to attend
-because of bad health.

60% off
mini blinds
vertical blinds 50% off
FREE ESTIMATES
FREE INSTALLATION

31-72' available window shades
cut to your measurement

,

204 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris

pt.
Wednesday.Sept.

r demi

Great-griindchIldren attending the
Morris reunion were, from left,
Dianna Jung with great-greatgrandchildren Josh and Corner,
Clint Taylor, Kane Barrow, greatgreat-granddaughter, Brandi Taylor, Benjamin, Jennifer and Heath
Wright, Leslie Wicker.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET
VISA
MC
Discover

CALENDAR

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

$nagg
ea
7

23"-36" Vinyl
Stock Blinds

Mitzi Carol Anderson and Keith Thomas Turnbow were married on
Thursday, Aug. 5, during a private ceremony in Murray.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Anderson of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Chad Turnbow of Paducah.
Their attendants were Canssa Belcher and Daniel Morehead.
The bride is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County and is attending
Murrat State Univers.4.
The groom is a 1993 graduate of Murray State University.
A wedding reception will be held Sunday, Sept. 19, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Hospitality Room of the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are _invited to attend the reception.

4A-imet

642-9019
1-$00-74$-9342
open mon -Sat. 9-S

6th & Main
753-0489

Wednesday, Sept. 1
Overeaters Anonynious/5 15 p.m /Ellis
'University Church of Chnst events
Community Center
include Bible classes!? pm.
911 Inmformational nseeting/6-8
p.m /George Weaks Center This is for
Baptist
r7
gLuumrrce: eBvien
Cb
cluyde
Emmanuel YB
30ch
:0
1a
seprt/6
bletsSintud
lvie
District 2 with Steve Lax, magistrate.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/6
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
ml('hamber of Commerce to. carpool/
Church Study!? p
caravan to dance lessons at Bordertown
Thursday, Sept. 2 - —
info/Jeanne. 753-0221, or Linda.
Murray State University Racers' open437-4414
ing football game • with F.astem Illinois!?
Oak Grove Baptist 'Church prayer meetp.m./Stewart Stadium.
ing and Young Peoples' Class/6 30 pin.
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
Eastwood Baptist Church service/7.30
and Auxiliary/7 p.m./National Guard
pm.
Deafer Baptist Church-Bible Study/6 30' Armory.
United We Stand America chapter
p.m
wom.an.,
on/noon/Louie'sSteakHouse
a
lunch;eem
include
events
Church
Baptist
Westside
Garden Department
Murray
Business meeting/7 pm
Club salad potluck luncheon/noon/club
Memorial Baptist Church events include
, house.
nrayer servicsi7 p In: Sanctuary Choir/8
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
pm
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m..
First United Methodist Church events
aaptlst Young Women of Westside Bapam
Group/10
Prayer
Covenant
include
tist Church/7 p.m /home of Shand&
Chancel
,
pm
Night/7
Youth Club Parents
Schaaf.
Choir/7.30 p.m
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
Bible classes/1 p m /Glendale Road
20th St. Into/Joan, 759.1345. or Richard.
Church of Chnst.
759-9994
TOPS 8469 meeting/6- p.m./Annex of
First Christian Church. events include
Calloway County Public Library.
Reunion Group/7 a.m.. Evangelism
Murray Hairdressers meeting/7
Committee/10 am. All Church Picnic at
p m/Pagliai*s
City County Park/5.30 p m.; Choir
rowers
Kentucky Contract Pools
Practiye/7 30 p.m
Association/7 p.m./PADD building. MayGrace Baptist Church events include
field Info/I-527-1015
King's Kids. Kid's Klubs, Bible ExploMurray No. 1 Water Distnct flushing of
sion. College Career Bible Study, Adult
fire hydrants/8 a m.-4 p.m.
Bible Study/7 pm . Weekly Workers*
Special seminar on TOTAL.!!
meeting/8 p m
p.m./Glendale Road. Church of Chnst,
First Baptist Church events include
sponsored by Family Resource Center. To
Lades''Bible Study/70 am • Fellowship
register, 753-3070.
Supper/5.30 pm. Sunday School Preparation for Youth Workers ind RA116 p m, Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 pm /for
Rum ...wartle
.in •.--weirdflpfl pin
Library open/SC
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm /Muttay-Calloway County Hospital.
"Dog Nutrition" seminar/7
p.m /CalloWay County Public Library
Free Info/136-2858.
Kyle Covington at Nature's
Bounty/6- 30-8.10 pm
Murray High School events include
Boys Golf hosts Paducah Tilghman.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dees Bank of Hazel/
9-11 30 am and VVisehares Grocery at
Midway/12:30-3 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tena./7:30
pm /Farm Bureau Building, Pans Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al•Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-1314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/l2 noon/Seven
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Clothes + Doctor)

CLEANERS

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!!
•

00

Dry Cleaning & Laundry
Alterations
Wedding Gowns• Drapes

any

Convenient Drive-Up
Windows

Jeff & Laura Wilson. Owners

off

"Quality is our Specialty"

incoming order

No Strings Attached!

521 S. 12th St.

Valid thru Sept 30

(Old Jerry's Restaurant)

Come Give Us A Try!

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Clothes+ Doctor!

753-2276

CLEANERS
•

•

1"
'
f
'

2
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•

I

* Sign Up Ft)r FREE Drycleaning

.11

Seas Restaurant.
Young In Hearts Class/10:30a m /Glendale Road Church of Chnst.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9-15 a.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
830 a m -4 15 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
am -4.30 p.m.
Land leftist's the takes events include
Flanetanum Show/11 a.M., 1, 2 and 3
p.m /Visitor Center, Food Preservation
depending on garden yields and iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 130
pri./Homeplace; Deer Up Close/10 Sm.,
Snakes and Turtles/I p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m.. Red Wolves(3 p.m./Nature
Censer.
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Recollect/sons will be published by local class
The NO0011 _English students of Lynda Coleman have begun
research for this year's volume of Recollections. The writing project
involves researching, writing, publishing, and the selling of a hardbound book which records local history.
The highly successful book was started in 1987 by Coleman in an
effort so enhance writing techniques, research procedures, and student
co-cperation, responsibility, and pndc.
Because the research involves.the community, anyone having informatitin useful to the students is bncouraged to contact Coleman at
753-5479.
Pictures or resources of any type are welcomed and will be carefully returned., The books will be available for sate by December.

The following topics will appear in Volume VII of Recollections:
People — Dwain Taylor, Dr. Starks, the Erwin family, "Pookii"
J5,Kiln Stroup, W.A. Patterson, Calloway Artist!, Douglas Tucker, and Boron Jeffrey.
Places
The County Jail. •Pagliai:s, Watcr Plant/Tower, Kiitsey
School..KatiOnal Guard, MSU Dairy Farm, First Christian Church,
and Murray Drive-1n.
_
Issues/Interesting Ideas — Tobacco Raising Process, Marshall/
Calloway Line Division, Effects of the Depression on Calloway County, Music Program, Murray Woman's Club, Famous Fires, Calloway‘
County's part in theCivil War, Killing Hogs, American Red Cross.
and the Economic Impact of MSU on Calloway County.

Free From Rudy's Farm!

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
, -have- been -released -as

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Wade

Minns and Wade vows
are said at Las Vegas

'Newborn' admissions
Crag baby 01 parents, Lisa and
Sammy Rt
Boa 156. Puryear.
Tenn .
Jones baby girl, parents Crystal
and Jeffrey. Rt 1, Boss 31C, Puryoor,
Tenn ,
•
.
Ezell baby girl, mother Krishna. 174
Wallonia, Cadiz
Dismissals
Mrs Tracy M Choate and baby boy,
4166 Linton, Cadiz. Mss Casandra
Kendall and baby- boy, 316 Cherry.
Paris. Tenn.:- Mrs. J•an. Smith Kennedy, 1510
. Ms. Frances K.
Cardinal, Murray:
Green,...Soutthside Manor, Murray:
Delmar
. Grissom. Rt. 1, --Box 362;
Hardin.. •
Ms. Genie Lancaster, West View
Nursing Mome, Murray Marshall S.
Higgins; Ft 7. Box 214. Murray, Fred
Lee Bray, P.O. Box 54, Hazel;
George..E. Paradise, 1601 -Sunset,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Su* Ramtio, MC
Box 239E. New Concord: Dewey S.
Pugh. IA Shadi Oaks Trailer Ct..

Tied on
Murray
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tending

2 to 4
3ank of
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Fall visitation
day planned
!vents

CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky, —
High—school juniors and seniors
and their parents are invited to
attend Campbellsville College's
--Fall Visitation Day on Saturday,
Sept.
Hosted by the Admissions
Office, the day will provide an
opportunity for college-bound
students and their parents to visit
the private college carrfpus as
well as learn about the college's
academic and extracurricular,
programs.
Registration will begin at -9
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p.m./for
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Class/7
Hospital.
mar/7
Library

attire's

include
smart
Calloway
I Hazel/
rocery at

eaa./7:30
ris. Info/

eetings/3
Benton.

n /Sirloin

a.m. eastern time in the Student
Activities Center.
Following registration, President Kenneth W. Winters will
*address the audience about the
college and its future.
Other sessions will include a
student academic session, a
parents-only session, and a financial aid workshop. Tours of the
50-acre campus . will then be
given from 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
along with lunch.
Following tours and lunch,.
- guests are invited to watch the
Campbellsville College. Tigers,
1992 co-champions of the MidSouth Football Conference, take
on Cumberland University of
Tennessee at 1:30 p:m.
For reservations or more information, contact the Admissions
Office at 1-81)0-264-6014. Persons may also write to Director
of Admissions, Campbellsville
-College, 200 West College St.,
Campbellsville, Ky. '42718-2799.
the college, founded in 1906,
is a comprehensive coreducational 'institution which
emphasizes liberal arts and sciences, business, teacher education
apd professional studies. Affil-lilted with the -Kentucky Baptist
Convention, the college has an
enrollment of 1,042 students.
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Mr. trid Mrs. Shane Paschall of
Rt. I. Box 73, Almo, are -the
parents, of a daughter, Ashton
Summer Paschall; born on Thursday,---Aug. 26, at 1:50 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Michele Kelly. A sister is
Brooke Paschall.
Grandparents are Pat and
Beverly Paschall, Rt. I. Box 73,
Almo, Gail McCuiston, and Mike
and Kaye_ Kelly, Pensacola, Fla
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$99

Ea Pc $149

SAVE OVER ONE-HALF
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Ea Pc $
69
. Ea. Pc

Queen Size

ON FAMOUS NAME BEDDING
•

FIRM
SEALY ORTHO REST

Your
Choice
of Styles
and Fabrics

SOFA SLEEPERS

with 10 yr. warranty

Twin Size

$99

Ea Pc

Full Size $149 Ea

Pc

Queen Size

soen
epos.,

King Size

$A Oil
-ius.t

$299and $399
Sealy Sofa
For the Price Of An

sieepers499

ORDINARY SOFA

EXTRA FIRM
SIMMONS MAXIPEDIC
with 15 yr. warranty

Twin Size $109Ea. Pc.

Queen Size

Full Size $159Ea. Pe

King Size

Ashton Summer
Paschall is born
here on Aug. 26
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-- •Handy reusable plastic container,
•Keeps sausage fresh afterriiu slice it.
•
•Saves all the moist flavor for every breakfast.
•Free when )hou'buy three 1 lb. rolls of Rudy's Farm Sausage.
•Just ni.il in the format right along with three UPC codes.
•Hurry — While supply lasts.

tut

friends

•-•'

Save Me My
I Sausage Saver!

_Sausage Saver Keeps The Flavor Fresh. I

Carlene Minns and Keith Wade were married Wednesday, Aug. 4,
at 3:30 p.m. at The Little White Chapel at Las. Vegas. Ncv.
The Rev. Sandy Robbins performed the ceremony. Their attendants
were the bride's eldest daughter, Joie Minns, and Willie Kui. both
from Prospect Park. N.J.
- They are now residing at 33150 Decator Blvd,, Apt. 216, Las Veg.
Murray
as. Nev. 89102.
" The bride is the daughter of Carl and Francis Calliari of Dubois, Pa.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Calliari and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Potempa of Dubois, Pa.
The groom us theson of Bobby Joe and Shirley Wade of Murray_ "
This
He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Mann,and WS. Sally
Newspaper
B. Wade, all of Fulton., and Mrs. Elizabeth Wade and the late Wilton
Wade of Colorado Springs,. Colo.'
Contains
The new Mrs. Wade is employed pan time at the-Review Journal.
Mr. Wade attended Murray State University and is employed as a
Recycled Newsprint
dealer at the Gold Coast Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas.
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Our Best Seller

$399set
599.

SUPER FIRM
LUXURY PILLOWTOP
with 20 yr. warranty

Full Size Mattress Set .'
Queen ,Size Mattress Set
Kin Size Mattress Set

90 Days
Same As
Cash

$399 Set
Set
$499
$ s .
-

All Famous Surplus

Up To 50
0
Io OFF
BEDROOM SUITES
SAVE • SAVE • SAVE • SAVE • SAVE
•1 Pc. Foam
.Bunkies
.1 Pc. Inner
Spring Bunkle
•Sealy
Day bed Mattress
•Day Bed Rails

Set

*38
*88
V8
*19

WOODCIFTER

= VISA

Hwy. 641. N. - Murray

GALLERIES

• Day BO
Top Spring ...

$49

•Day Bed
Pull-Out .

$88

•Full Set
Simmons Beauty rest
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•

-Queen Sei • . —
Simmons Bea utyrest

$499
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Mon.-Sat.
9-6
759-4522
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LEDGER & TIMES

Board rules that
company illegally
fired employees

1

••••••••••• K

GRAYSON, Ky. (AP)
The National Labor Relations
Board agreed with an administralive law judge that Cook Fariiily
Foods Ltd. illegally fired three
employees of its Grayson hampacking plant because of union
activities.
In a decision handed down last
week, the board affirmed Judge
Robert W. Leiner's finding that
the company violated federal
labor law when it dismissed Patty
Kouns, Toby Kouns and Ramona
Martin because of their support
for the International Brotherhood
of Firemen and Oilers.
Leiner ruled on Aug. 25, 1992,
that the women had been illegally
discharged. Cook's appealed the
ruling to the full labor board in
Washington D.C.
The case will now go to the
U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. Cook's can then appeal to the
U.S. Supreme Court if it doesn't
get a favorable ruling.
The outc,,,ome of the Sept. 20,
1991, union election at the plant
hinges on the case. The Kounses5
who aren't related, and Martin
Weft- among four workers whose
ballots were challenged by the
company.
The union needs the challenged
votes in order to have a majority
of the 354 cast and earn certification. The current tally stands at
175-174 in favor of the Firemen
and Oilers.
The case against Cook's also
involves allegations that company
officials harassed, threatened and
physically assaulted workers to
try to dissuade them from voting
for the union.
Leiner ruled that the election
had been tainted by the company's union-busting tactics and
ordered thatA new one be held if
the challenged ballots aren't
enough to swing the vote in the
union's favor.
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• Government files suit
against man who
won Michigan lottery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The federal government filed a
lawsuit Tuesday against an eastern- Kentucky man, alleging he
obtained VA benefits by concealing the fact that he won $00,000
in a Michigan lottery.
The suit alleges that between
July 1990 and June 1993, Mack
Cantrell of Melvin in Floyd
County. received $3,785 in benefits to which he was not entitled,
said U.S. Attorney Michael
Troop.
Troop explained such benefits
are designed for certain aged, disabled or Ilind persons who meet
the income and resource requirements of the VA program.
The suit, filed in U.S. District
Court, alleges that in October
1990. Cantrell applied for continuing non-service connected disability benefits, but failed to disclose that in June, he had won
$100,000 from "Zinger."' a lottery game sponsored by Michigan's Bureau of State Lottery.
Troop said the suit seeks three
times the government's damages,
for mandatory civil penalties of
15,000 to 110,000 per false
claims, and for court costs:
There was no telephone haling
for Cantrell.

We Accept 08 Govt.
Feed Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

Ex-convict pleads
innocent in stabbing
death of woman
GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) — Exconvict Samuel S. Fields pleaded
innocent in the Aug. 19-stabbing
death of a Carter County widow.
Fields, 22, was arraigned in
Carter District Court on Monday
on murder and burglary charges.
He was ordered held without
bond pending a preliminary hearing Sept. 20.
Police allege Fields plunged a
knife into the head of 85-year-old
Bess Stidham Horton while burglarizing her home on Grayson's
Main Street.
Fields, son of Republican sheriff candidate James "Ronnie"
Fields, was released from the
Bell County Forestry Camp near
Pineville on Aug. 2 after serving
45 months of a 5-year sentence
,for theft and burglary.
He was paroled on March 2,
1992, but returned to the camp
the following June 2 for violating
the terms of his release.
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Man placed on
probation for
shooting student
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COVINGTON, Ky. (API —
. Lawrence Briuon, charged in the
shooting of a Holmes High
School student nearly two years
ago, was placed on probation by
Kenton Circuit Judge Jitnes
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Button, 22. Cincinnati, pleaded
guilty to a reduced charge —
assault under extreme' emotional
disturbance — last year after the
jury was unable to reach a
verdict.
Britton had been charged with
assault and wanton endangerment
in the shooting of David Englemon on Oct. 28, 1991. Englcmon
has been in a wheelchair since
the • shooting.
Gilliece sentenced Britton _to five years in' prison, then _gave
him credit for the two years he
has already served in prison
awaiting- trial in the shooting and
.a drug-related conviction in Ohio.'
Britton's sentencing was
delayed for almost a year while
he served one year in Ohio after
pleading guilty to aggravated _
trafficking in cocaine.
He was released from prison
March 16 after earning credit for
the time he had already served
and for good behavior while in.
jail.
Gillicce said Britton would be
supervised- by an Ohio'probation
officer, He is leaving nekt week
for Wayne State University in
DelfOit.
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Snow sentenced
to prison for
manslaughter

)
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COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kenton Circuit Judge Greg Banlett sentenced John Snow, 22,
Cincinnati, to 15 years in prison
for the fatal shooting of his pre;
gnant girlfriend.
- •
Snow liad pleaded guilty, to
first-degree manslaughter in the
death of IS-year-old Wendy
Castleman-King in a Covington
stairway.
Police said 'Castleman-King
argued with Snow hours before
—the was shot once in the ,head
,withua .25-caliber'semiautomatic
pistol July 5, 1992: .
Snow admitting shooting
Castleman-King, 'who was eight
months pregnant, in a fit of rage.
A psychiatrist who examined
Snow found that he acted out in
response to extreme anger, Kenton Commonwealth Attorney Don
Buring said Monday.
Buring said that is .the classic
definition of first-degree manslaughter — homicide -under
''extreme
emotional
disturbance."

Democratic chairman
pays penalty in case
of state election laws
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
John Marksberry, Davicss County
Democratic chairman, paid a civil
Penalty of $750 Monday in District Court in a case involving
_clater plerAinn hum
Marksberry, who headed Gov.
Brercton Jones' ,campaign in the
county two years ago, enterecr.
into a pretrial diversion of the
case Monday with special prosecutors for the Kentucky attorney
general's office% according to
Charles Moore, his attorney.
Marksberry was accused of
accepting More than $100 in cash
contributions for Jones'
campaign.
The agreement, which did not
require an admission of guilt,
means the case will be dismissed
if Marksberry does not violate
state election laws for the next 28
months, Moore said.
Evidence in the case showed
that RandiTI Brown, a state,
Transportation Cabinet enforcement officer, brought $1,500 in cash to Marksberry and Wayne_
Hines, a Jones campaign worker,'
in July 1991 as donations for a
Jones fund-raising event in'
Owensboro.
'The money, according to earlier testimony in the case, came
from three people in Hancock
County — $500 each. State law
does not allow cash contributions
of more than $100.
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Nutt era begins against Eastern Illinois
First-year coach set for biggest game
when you're sitting in the big get out (of the pocket) and go."
By STEVE PARKER
Last season, Thorn ripped the
chair.
Sports Editor
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in
wide-tackle six for 218
day
a
Racers'
been
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that
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eight
last
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"I feel a lot better about our
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Racers meet Eastern Illinois at
However, Eastern Illinois pro- after Tuesday's practice. "We
Stewart Stadium.
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EASTERN ILLINOIS

Spoo returns to Stewart Stadium
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Bob Spoo's memories of
Murray State's Stewart Stadium
aren't pleasant ones.
Spoo, who will begin his
seventh year as. coach of Eastern Illinois Thursday when his
Panthers visit Stewart Stadium,
is 0-2 in two trips to Murray as
coach of ;the Panthers.
In 1990: the Racers were
coming off whippings by Louisville and Southern Illinois, but
Michael Davis broke loose on a
41-yard draw play as the Racers
rallied for a 14,10 win over
EIU.
In 1991, the Racers scored a
28-27 win, only after a twopoint PAT conversion that
would have given Eastern Illinois the victory was nullified
by a controversial offensive
pass interference call.
Eastern took out some
revenge on Murray last season,

•
• .r '

-

pounding the Racers 48-9 in
Charleston, which may be why
the pass interference call is
"water under the bridge,"
according to Spoo.
But Eastern's 'troubles in
Stewart Stadium aren't.
"We've always had a tough
time finishing the ballgame
down there," Spoo said Tuesday. "And we can't afford to let
that happen. We're hoping to go
down there and do something
different than we have in the
past."
The Panthers finished 5-6 in
1992, but closed with wins over
1-AA power Northern Iowa and
Western Kentucky. Eastern also
returns seven starters on each
side of the football, including
senior Jeff Thorne. A four-year
starter, Thorne was a pre-season
all-Gateway Conference pick.
He is already Eastern's No. 3
all-time passer after throwing
for 1,944 yards last season.

"He's got a very good football background," Spoo said.
"His dad is a coach, and he
comes from the right type of
environment."
He also features a quick
release — which helps make up
for a 5-10 frame.
To go with Thorne, four of
Eastern's top pass catchers
return, led by halfback Bill
Korosec — who had 32 catches
in addition to leading the team
with 571 rushing. Flanker Melvin Jackson was third on the
team with 23 catches.
Eastern was picked to finish
fourth in the pre-season conference poll, and did garner some
support for The Sports Network
Top 25.
"We're kind of optimistic,
with the experience we have
coming back," Spoo said. "But
I think every football team in
II See Page 13A

_
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Racer defensive coordinator Kim Dameron gives his second unit some last minute instructions before sending them into Thursday's opener against Eastern Illinois.

Mosby back in Racer pocket
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
MURRAY, Ky. — Butch Mosby's career at Murray State has
been one of going and throwing.
He was recruited out of Louisville Male High School as a quarterback. But as a freshman for the
Racers, he was moved to wide,
receiver. He remained at wide
receiver the next season, catching
15 passes for 373 yards and one

touchdown.
As a junior last season Mosby
was shifted back to quarterback,
playing backup to Tremain Lewis. He completed 22 of 62 passes
for 339 yards and two TDs and
was intercepted 10 times, and
rushed 94 times for 269 yards
and two touchdowns.
"When I got here 1 was throwing the ball, but they moved me
down (the depth chart)," said
Mosby, a business-management

major. "I didn't_ want to be redshined so they asked me to move
to wide receiver. It was 50-50
between me and coach (Mike
Mahoney) on whether to move to
wide receiver."
.And this season, under firstyear coach Houston Nutt, the
Racers have switched from a runoriented option offense to a prostyle set out of the I-formation
• See Page 13A

Ballard wins
Paducah tourney

Braves turn
9-1
County
an
Christi
blast
Offensive Lakers
division table

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County and Murray
High's troys soccer teams hit
the road Tuesday evening, and
half of those teams had a nice
drive back.
Calloway showed its offensive improvement by beating
Christian County 9-1 while the
Tigers were shutout 3-0 by
Paducah Tilghman in a big First
Region game.
In Hopkinsville, with five
minutes left in the game, the
-skie-s opened and the rains
came. However, the flood gates
opened five minutes into the
second half when the Lakers
put the game out of reach.
Leading 3-1 at half, the Lakers scored three quick goals to
go up 6-1 and blow the game
wide open.

The Murray High Tigers and
Calloway County Laker,
found out Tuesday at the
Wcstwood Country Club that
there is another competitor for
regional honors.
Ballard Memorial scored a
324, besting a 16-team field in
the Paducah Tilghman
Invitational.
The host Tornado finished a
stroke back, while Calloway
County snot _a 32 and Murray
a 329. 'Calloway's Jessie Rooker
shot a 73, one stroke behind
individual winner Brandon
Birriey of Ballard Memorial.
Murray's Adam Grogan and
Clay Bolin both fired 76s, to
finish in a tie for third place.
For the Lakers, David
Greene shot an 80, Eric Gallimore a 85 and Zach Ross a 90.
For the Tigers. Ryan Pickens
shot an 86, while Ryan Haverstok k shot a_

"The offense was really
worth watching in the second
half," Calloway head coach Bill
Miller -explained.
Scott Earwood scored the
first of his three goals early in
the game to get Calloway
started. Christian County's only
goal came- moments later.
Beau Jones got into the scoring with A pass from Jesse
Arant. The third and final score
of the first half was a piece of
work when Josh Arant hit Beau
Jones who dished off to Earwood for his second goal.
'Jesse Arant, Beau Jones and
Earwood strung together some
pretty passes to start the second
half half, all resulting in scores.
Chad Gray picked up two
assists and Mitch McClain, one.
With the junior varsity finishing the game, Dustin Parks, Jeff

Nix and Matt Farmer rounded
Nit the scoring.
The Lakers are back in action
Thursday night when they host
Lyon County at 5:30 p.m.
• Jeff Nix scored the only
goal for the Laker JV in the
team's 5-1 loss at Christian.
•

•

•

•

"We got 'thrashed," was the
way Tiger head coach James
Weatherly summed up his
team's 3-0 loss at Paducah
Tilghman:
Facing the No. 1 -ranked team
in the First Region, Murray suffered its firit- dereat of the year
in a game that was dominated
by the Tornado.
Tilghman's win over the
Tigers broke an 0-10 slump
since 1986. Weatherly said that
was not lost on the Tilghman
players.

"They were highly motivated," the coach explained.
"We playa' rather tentatively
and you have to give them credit, they took it to us,"

on Giants

Tilghman took a 2-0 lead into
halftime and didn't allow a
Tiger shot on goal in the first
half. The Tornado got on the
board quickly in'the second half
to Make it 3-0 before the-teams
settled in and played even soccer the rest of the way.
For the game, the Tigers
were outshot 22-9.
Murray's - next garne - Will- be
Saturday night at Ty Holland
Stadium when they host Owensboro Senior at 7 p.m.
• Adam Wells' unassisted
goal was the only score in the
Tiger junior varsity's 1-1 tic at
Tilghman.

Ward pitches Blue Jays out of Oakland jam

91.

The Associated Press
It looked like another blown
chance to gain some ground for
the Toronto Blue Jays.
But This time, Duane Ward
escaped a bases-loaded jam in the
10th inning and the visiting Blue
Jays held on to beat Oakland 3-2
Tuesday_ night. The victory gave
-game lead over
Toronto a
second -place New York in the
AL East as the Yankees lost 11-3
to Chicago.
* * * * * * * * *
N.

Paul Molktor's sacrifice fly in
the 10th inkri
•gave the Blue
Jays the lead. It was Toronto's
third straight victory after opening the West Coast trip 0-3 at
Seattle, including squandering
leads twice late in the game.
Dennis Eckersley (2-2) gave up
a leadoff single in the 10th to
Roberto Alomar and was replaced
by Rick Honeycutt. Joe Carter
followied with a single, moving
Alomar to second. After John

Olerud struck out, Alomar stoic
third and Molitor hit a fly ball to
center field.
"There's a lot of baseball left
but it was a big win," Carter
said. "Any time you get a chance
to pick up a game on the teams
that are behind you, it's a big
win."
The victory went to Danny
Cox (7-6), the fifth of six Toronto pitchers. Ward got the final
three outs for his 38th save but

not without some trouble.
The A's loaded the bases in the
bottom of the 10th with two singles and a walk against Ward.
But Brent Gates ended the game
with a fly ball to center field.
At Yankee Stadium, Frank
Thomas hit the 100th homer of
his career and Tim Raines homered from both sides of the plate,
driving in four runs, as the firstplace White Sox routed New
York.
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By MICHAEL FLAM
AP Sports Writer
Who's doing the chasing in
the NL West?
"Sometimes it's like we're
trying to catch them," San
Francisco's Barry Bonds said.
"They're the ones 'being
chased," Atlanta's David Justice said.
For the record, the Giants
have a 3'4 -game lead over the
Braves__ That's . after Justice
drove in four runs and Greg
Maddux pitched a six-hitter
Tuesday night in Atlanta's 8-2
victory.
It was the third victory in a
row and 17th in 20- games for
the Braves, looking for a third
consecutive division crown. The
closest Atlanta has been to first
since the opening weeks was
three games on May 28.,
The Braves have now won
four straight against the Giants,
Tuesday's victory coming after
Atlanta's three-gam sweep at
San Francisco last week.
"They're trying to catch us,
and we've got to play like
they're trying to catch us," said ,
Bonds, who went 4 for 4,
including his 39th home run, to
raise his average to .344.
"Right now I think we're thinking too much."
Madclux, unaccustomed to
being in a pennant race through
most of his seven years with the
Chicago Cubs, has happy
thoughts.
"I'm thinking about my next ,start Sunday instead of where
we'll be golfing in November,"
he said.
Justice hit a two-run homer,
his 35th, in a three-run fifth
inning that enabled Maddux
(16-9) to his fourth straight victory and ninth in 10 decisions.
he Maddox walked one ' and
fanned three in his seventh
complete game.
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BRIEFS
Vacation

over for veterans

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

-

The-one-day vacation ended for more than 100 NFL veterans
who were called back to their teams.
Under the new labor agreement, any player with more than four
seasons is a free agent when cut and dOes not have to go through
waivers. That allows teams to release players to reach Monday's
47-man limit and then re-sign them a day Wei to get back to 53.
Ottis Anderson. eighth on the NFL's all-time rushing list, was
not reclaimed after being cut by the New York Giants. Anderson,
36, lost his spot as the team's backup fullback to rookie Kenyon
Rasheed. The Giants-brought back center Ban Oates and cornerback Perry Williams.
Minnesota brought back five players, including running back
Roger Craig. Kansas City reclaimed four, but not former starting
linebackers Percy Snow or Dino Hackett. San Francisco re-signed
linebacker Mike Walter, cornerback Don Griffin, kicker Mike Cofer and running back Marc Logan. Buffalo re-signed suiting safety
Mark Kelso.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — On a night
when the St. Louis Cardinals
apparently conceded the division
race to Philadelphia, they came
up with the kind of heroics that
have been missing during their
recent slide.
"We haven't given up on anything," said Bernard Gilkey,
whose two-run triple with two
outs in the ninth inning gave the
Cardinals a 7-fit victory over Cincinnati .on Tuesday night in a
game that had five lead changes.
"We have a lot of character."
The Cardinals are third in the
NL East, 10 games behind the
Phillies and have won only three
of their last 11 games. So before
the conclusion of the game, they
traded Lee Smith, baseball's

Rockets signs with Raiders
EL SEGUNDO, Calif.(AP) — Raghib "Rocket" Ismail signed a
two-year contract with the Los Angeles Raiders for $3 million. The
former Notre Dame receiver-kick returner spent the last two seasons with the CFL's Toronto Argonauts. The Raiders have a twowtek roster exemption for Ismail:

FROM PAGE 12A
the country is optimistic nght
now."
On defense, the Panthers are
led by Ray McElroy and Shavez
Hawkins, a pair of defensive
backs who also earned all Gateway preseason honors.
The linebacking corps of Chris
Brown, Tim Carver and Mike
Martinez is a "fine group"
according to Spoo.
- The opener is,just one of three
road games to start the season for
'the- Panthers.
"lf you're.going-0i° be a successful football team, you have to
win on the road," Spoo said.
"We've .got some chances early:"
What it will take to.be successful against the Racers, Spoo isn't
quite sure.. With a new coaching
staff, and a bevy of new players,
Spoo doesn't know what to
expect from Murray State.
"It's that anticipation of wondering," Spoos said. "We don't
know whit to expect. You just

SOUTH BEND, Ind.(AP) — Lou 'Holtz said he has no intention
of reading the book that accuses him of paying players at Minnesota in 1984-85 and .encouraging steroid use during his seven seasons
at Notre Dame. "Under the Tarnished Dome: How Notre Dame Betrayed its Ideals for Football Glory," written by Don Yaeger and Douglas Looney, is due out Sept. 7.
Holtz's stay at Minnesota has been investigated twice by the
NCAA, yielding a total of five years' probation and other penalties.
Also in the book, former Notre Dame player George Williams said
as many as 50 players on the 1988 national championship team.
took steroids.

Dodgers trade DaVis to Detroit
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Los Angeles traded outfielder Eric Davis
----toPetroit for a player to be named. The 31-year-old Davis, paid $2
million this year, is eligible for free agency after the season. He hit
.234 with 14 homers and 53 RBIs in 76 games for the Dodgers this

season.
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NEW YORK (AP) — All of
Andre Agassi's boasts suddenly
sounded empty.
He bragged about his new
work ethic, his renewed confidence. He thought he'd strut into
the U.S. Open without playing
many matches and just stroll off
with the trophy and the fat check.
Instead, he walked off a loser
Tuesday in one round — just like
Jennifer Capriati and Michael
Stich. Two-time defending
champion Stefan Edberg nearly
did the same, while No. 1 Jim
Courier and No. 2 Pete Sampras
breezed ahead.
Sweden's Thomas Enqsvist,
ranked 61, beat Agassi at his own
game in a 3Y2 -hour affair, outhitting him from the baseline and
making his head spin with 20
aces in a 6-4, 6-4„.1,-6, 6-7 (3-7),
6-2 victory.
"I didn't really feel sharp from
the first point to the last point,"
said Agassi, the 16th seed. "And
when you are down two sets, it
takes a lot of energy out of you
to get back into it."
Agassi should .know because
he never has come back from two
sets down.
"In the fifth set," he acknowledged,- "I made a lot of mental
errors."
Agassi' complained he had
trOuble with -the swirling winds,
trouble with his backhand. Mostly he had trouble with dbublefaults — three in the final set —
and with Enqvist's 125 mph
serves.
"It's definitely a setback for
me," Agassi said. "To what
degree I don't know yet. Maybe I
have to work a little harder."
He seemed as shocked by his
upset as the crowd that had
cheered so hard for him.
"If you win," he said, "you
feel like you're on top of the.
world. If you lose, you feel like I
am right now. It will get worse if
this guy gets his butt kicked in
the next rounds."
Before Enqvist experienced the

biggest victory of his Life, his
compatriot, Edberg, nearly suffered one of his worst losses.
In the heat of the day, Edberg
lay sprawled on the court, FROM PAGE 12A
knocked down at the net by a that will feature a balanced
blistering backhand to his head. attack.
He rose slowly, like a boxer at
"The option' would suit my
the count of nine.
talents better," said Mosby. "In
And just as slowly, Edberg the new offense I have the option
struggled back, exactly as he did to run or pass. Last year it was
a year ago to win his second running."
straight Open.
Nutt believes Mosby can do
No defending men's champion the job.
ever lost in the first round of the
"He's not a natural thrower."
U.S. Open, much less a two-time said Nutt. "But he's a senior and
defending champ like Edberg. he's got character. He has good
Yet he barely avoided that dubi- speed He can escape and get you
ous distinction, surviving 6-2, out of different problems. We'll
0-6, 7-6 (9-7), 5-7, 6-3 in a get rid of the ball and do some
31/2 -hour drama against 99th- things he can do."
ranked Olivier Delaitre,
7 Murray State has Won only
Less fortunate was Capriati,
seven of 33 games in Mosby's
the women's No. 7 seed,
career, including a 2-9 mark last
drummed out in the first round by
season.
Leila Meskhi, 1-6, 6-4, 6-4.
"It has been difficult," said
"I couldn't believe I could get
Mosby. "We've had a lot more
totally off after the first set when
talent than our record showed."
I played great," said Capriati,
But he thinks a new coach,
who punched a forehand long to
new offense and new attitude will
end an 18-shot rally on the final
turn things 'around this season.
point. That was Capriati's 61st The Racers open at home Thursunforced error, more than double
day night against Eastern Illinois.
Meskhi's
_ total.
"Coach Nutt gets everybody
about playing the game,''
excited
Mary Jod hernandez, the
he said. "He's getting a lot of
women's No. 6 seed, withdrew
support. We haven't set any team
because of abdominal pain. She
goals, but I believe if we play as
was replaced by Maria Jose Gaihard as we can and leave everydano of Argentina, a "lucky losthing
on the field — win or lose
er" from the qualifying tourna— we'll be all right."
ment, who promptly showed up
to beat Andrea Vieira 6-2, 5-7,
6-0.
Bye-bye, too, went Such, the
men's No. 6, who succumbed to
Henrik Holm 6-3, 7-6 (10-8), 3-6,
6-3.
Not all the lop players had a
tough time. Courier dispatched
Marco Aurelio GOrTii 6-1, 6-3,
63;7 Sampras beat Fabrice Santoro 6-3, 6-1, 6-2, and with Agassi's loss now has a seedless path
to the quarters. He could then
meet No. 7 Michael Chang, who
beat Shelby Cannon 6-1, 7-5, 6-2.

L.

career save leader, to the New
York Yankees for a minor league
pitcher.
Close game or not, Smith had
long since left the bullpen when
the game ended.
"I knew I wasn't coming back
here," said Smith, 35, who is finishing a three-year, $8 million
deal and could be a free agent
after the season.
"It's just one of those things.
Just want to go out and show the
rest of baseball I can still pitch."
Gilkcy's hit. ended two nights
of frustration. He fouled out with
the bases loaded and none out in
the third, making him 0-for-1 in
that situation over two games. He
also flied out to the warning track
with runners on first and second
. to end the fifth before tripling to
right-center off Rob'Dibble ( 1-2)

1.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?
(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)
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Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely, invest
• in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button,
,

II To Advertise in Murray and Calloway County's
#1 News Source Call 753-1916 Today.
,

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray
,
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Murray State Football
t Racers vs.
Eastern Illinois

wevir

Thursday, September 2
Stewart Stadium, 7:00 p.m.
Mosby, a senior, is dangerous
threat to run out of the pocket,
while Rodney is a natural passer.
"I'm sure I'll be a little bit
nervous when I get in there but
I'm prepared," the freshman from
Bentonville,_Ark. said.
Nutt, who has made a concentrated effort to get fans to Racer
games, says he'll keep an eye on
the attendance.
"Our kids have worked hard to
get to this poinL I hope dey're
given the chance to perform in
front of a lot of people."

Rip.

Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.

CALL 762-4895 FOR TICKETS
The game is sponsored by

peoplesBank
IMILIULII LI • 7••••111111111

Also... the first 2,000 fans will receive pom-pons, compliments of
Mr.Tommy Sanders of Murray, while the first 1,000 MSU students
will receive 'pom-pons, courtesy of Student Affairs and the
University Store.

It's A Whole New Ballgame
..._ v...
•••.,•••••4‘

••

••••-•.

4

Good sell we.
Arcx coterage
good price -

•Mosby ...

•Nutt era..
FROM PAGE 12A
promises to get many of them in
the game.
"We're going to play a lot of
kids," he explained. "We want to
see how they respond under
lights. All of them respond diffferently when the lights come on."
Nutt-answered a popular question at Tuesday's press conference, stating that Butch Mosby is
his quarterback, but freshman
Cory Rodney will see his share of
RaPs•

SCOREBOARD
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Alternaaar Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel,&
Water Pumps•Radiator,Heater Work•Drive Shaft
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tire* • Full &
Self-Service GALS • Make Service Calla

RUTH1E'S
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-8
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

Murray State Racers
(2-9 in 1992)

Woodmen offers a wade variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-delerred interest features.
To land the plan that meets your
needs, contact:

GO RACERS!

VS.

Eastern Illinois Panthers

SHILIGESTME

(5-6 in 1992)

Thursday, September 2, 7 p.m.
Woodmen
JIL of
the World

The Coaches

20th Anniversary

Houstoa Nutt begins his collegiate football head coaching career tonight after taking over
the Racer program on Dec. IS, 1992 A 1981 graduate otOklahcaria State, Nutt carne to MSU
from Arkansas, wbere he was an assistant coach in charge of receivers and the passing game
from 1990-92 He previously saved six years(1984-89)coaching quarterbacks and receivers
at Oklahoma State and one spring(1984)as quarterbacks coach at Arkansas State He began
his coaching career as.graduate assistant coach at both Arkansas(1983)and Oklahoma State
(1981-82). Nun is a vetenin ofseven bowlgames,coe as playa Heplavedinthe 1978 Orange
Bowl and coached in the 1912 and 1991 Independence Bowls,the 1984 and 1985 Gator Bow Is.
the 1987 Sun Bowl and the 1988 Holiday Bowl

Tonight begins the 20th anniversary of
play in Roy Stewart Stadium Completed in
1973, the facility first opened its doors to
football on Sept 15 of that year, v.tum the
Racers defeated Western Carolina 27-25
Murray State has gone on to compile a
75-33-2 home record in 20 years at the
stadium, including seven years when the
Racers were undefeated at kortie
The stadium is named after Roy Stewart,
one of MSU's great coaches and athletic
administrators who compiled a 60-33-11
record in.42 seasons as football head coach.

Houston Nutt

Life Insurance Society
flame Onkt: °Mil& NetorIa

Jim Crick
Woodmeo Bldg.
3rd & Mapie, Murray
489-2322

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

Bob Spoo
Beginning his seventh year as a collegiate head coach,all at Eastern Iffbiois. Bob Spoo has
posted. 33-35 record A 1960 graduate ofPurdue, he was an assistant at his alma maw from
197846,serving as offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach dunng his last two seasons
there Prior to that, Spoo was quarterbacks coach at Wisconsin front 1973-77 As a playa in
1957,Spoo succeded NFL Hall of Fattier Len Dawson as Purdue's starting quarterback He is
1-2 vs Murray State. 0-2 in ganies played at Murray

Home Openers
In 68 years, Murray State football teams
have gone 43-2.1-4 in the first borne contest
of the year Since they began playing in
Stewart Stadiuln, the Racers are 13-7.in
home openers,*Inning three ofits last four,
including last season's 36-0 win against
MissOun-Rolla

The Series

Begun in 1946, MSU and EJU have met nine times on the gridiron, with the Racers holding
a 5-4 series advantage Each team is undefeated on its home field, with EIU winning last year's
game in Charleston 411-9 after MSU on the previous two contests in Murray, 28-27 in 1991
and 14-10 in 1990.
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TIRE AND AUTO
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Season Openers
Murray State is 39-25-4 all-time in season openers, including a 22-10-2 record
when it opens its season at home
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"Service is our business"

SE:
LT:
LC:
C:

Piaui Box Store •
Carrying Everything
You Need To Move

Shell

RG:
RT:
TE:
FL:

.
24 Hour Towing Service_
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

753-9131

CAR WASH
•

* OPEN 24 HOURS
* ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 DAYS
A WEEK FROM 8 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
* NO WATER
SPOTTING
• FOAM
BRUSH
* HEATED
FLOORS
* 3 SELFSERVE BAYS
759- 1544
* AUTOMATIC ai
Main St., Murray
BAY

WASH
iArros• From DQ,

Touch Down at Big B for
all your cleaning needs.

FB:
TB:

LT:
RI:
RE:
LLB:
MLB:
RLB:
LCB:
RCB:
SS:

753-9525
Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart

2
86
64
72
73
68
57
67
55
71
79
69
42
88
4
43
8
16
45
40
39
17

Matt Hall (6-4, 195, Jr.)
Nick Anagnogou (6-0, 185, Jr )
Sean Coleman (6-0, 250, Jr.)
Jesse Hinkle(6-3, 280, Jr.)
Marcus Kimbrell (6-2, 275, Jr.)
Ezra Wise(6-2, 220, Fr.)
Mike Gossett (6-1, 265, Jr.)
Scott Ilargitt (6-2, 240, Jr.)
Norman Mims(6-3, 245. Sr.)
Dan Ford (6-2, 285, So.)
Mike Cutter (6-3, 285,.So.)
Jason Delgato(6-2, 230,So)
Xavier Shepherd (6-3, 245, So.)
Kris Minnich (6-3, 240,Sr.)
Sheldon Smith (5-5, 155, So.)
James Baker(5-10, 175, Fr)
Butch Mosby (6-1, 175, Sr.)
Cory Rodney(5-11, 180, Fr )
Jon Ross (6-0, 225, Jr.)
David McCann (5-11, 190, Fr.)
Timmy Bland (5-11, 185, Jr.)
Wrrynee McGowan (5-9, 170, Jr.)

FS:

51
46
62
90
87
50
89
59
1
60
26
56
32
.35
9
28
30
38
34
31
14
24

SE:

80
II
67
77
79
92
74
73
70
60
71
78
87
89
82
10

LT:
LG:
C:
RG:
RI:
TE:
FL: "
QB:

1

15
32
44
13
35

FB:
HB:

Greg Jeasik (6-3, 190, Jr.)
Obadiah Cooper (5-8, 145, Sr )
3, 285, Jr.)
Mike Richert(6,
George Gilson (6-3, 285, Fr)
Aaron Hill (6-3, 265, Jr.)
Chris Anderson (6-5,245, So.)
Duane Conway (6-3, 270, Jr.)
Chris Westenberger (6-4, 300, Fr
Don Mensik (6-3, 275, Jr.)
Chit Hyde(6-1, 285, Jr.)
Kyle Price(64. 300, Jr.)
Steve Roehng (6-5, 310, Jr )
Mike Tarpey (6-2, 230, So.)
Rick Mullen (6-6, 230, So)
Melvin Jackson (5-9, 160, Jr.)
Pete Mauch (5-10, 175, So)
Jeff Thorne (5-10, 180, Sr.)
Mark 1)oherty (6-1, 195; Fr)
Willie High (6-1, 195, So.)
Br)an Jasker(5-11, 215, Fr )
Bill Korosec (6-0, 205, Jr.)
Chns Hicks(5-9, 190, So)

Joe Lepsis-(6-5, 245, Sr.)
Jeff Homak (6-1,220, So)
David Leaven (6-1, 245, So.)
Jim Chapman (6-1, 235, Fr.)
Bill Christmas (6-5, 250, Jr.)
Dane Fuller(6-0, 255, So.)
Anthony Hutch (6-4, 260, So.)
Phil Jones(6-1, 210, So.)
Allen Johnson (6-2, 185, So.)
Willie Corbin (6-1, 195, Fr)
Martin Diehl (5-10, 205, Jr.)
Jimmy Stratton (6-0, 225, Jr)
Chad Gann(5-11, 195, So.)
Terry Anthony t6-1,215-,-Fr-} Bino Edwards (5-7, 175, So.)
Larry Kendall(5-10, 180, Fr.)
David Dodds (5-9, 180, So.)
William Hampton (6-1, 175, Fr.)
Beau Brown (5-10, 175, Jr.)
Andrew Henry (6-2, 170, So)
Reuel Shepherd (6-2, 180, Fr.)
Elliott Dunn'(6-0, 180, Fr )

LE:

9 Mike Miller (6-1, 210, Jr.)
Kevin Zeng (6-3, 210, Jr )
75 Demetrius Lone (6-4, 250,Sr.)
72 Kendnck hall (6-2, 255, Fr )
97 Chris Wilkerson (6-1, 255, Jr.)
58 Paul Pautington (6-2, 220, Jr)
95 Kevin Ellison (6-5, 230, Fr.)
91 Curtis Pnce (6-3, 250, So)
88 Chris Brown (6-4, 215, Fr.)
51 Matt Sweeney (6-3, 215, So)
37 Tim Carver (6-0, 195, So.)
39 Todd Miller(6-0, 220, )
3 Mike Martinez(5-9, 190, Sr.)
_ 4 Sean Drenclel(6-1,210,1r.)
30 Jerome Buchanan (5-11, 170, So.)
28 Mike McNapi(5-10, 165, Fr )
40 Ray McElroy (6-1, 190, Jr.)
21 Phil Brewer(6-0, 155, Fr )
5 Shave: Hawkins (5-10,205, Sr.)
14 Eric Ducks(6-2, 200,Su?)
41 James Dorsey (6-0, 190, So.)
29 Curt Ringhofet(6-1, 195, So)
_
98

LT:
RI:
RE:
WSB:
MLB:
SSB:
LCB:
RCB:SS
FS:

Good Luck
Coach Nutt
On Your First
Racer Season!

Specialists

Specialists

Punts:
§ Erik Lombard (6-1, 175, So.)
7 Chris Dill (5-10, 175, So.)
Kickoffs:
FG/PAT:
7 Chris Dill (5-10, 175, So.)
Punt Returns: 17 Waynee McGowan (5-9, 170, Jr)
KO Returns: 39 Tirnmy Bland (5-11, 185, Jr.)
17 Wa)riec McGowan (5-9, 170, Jr.)
Long Snaps: 91 John Sewell (5-10, 215, So)
Holder:
5 13enji Bona (6-0, 190, So.)

Punts:
Kickoffs:
FG/PAT:
Punt Returns:
KO Returns:
Long Snaps:

6
18
18
10
11
40
79
92
1

Darrell Runnels(6-0, 195, Sr.)
Steve Lancia(5-11, 190, So.)
Steie Largent (5-11, 190, So.)
Pete Mauch.(5-10, 175, So.)
Obadiah Cooper (5-8, 145, Si)
Ray McElroy(6-1, 190, Jr.)
Aaron Hill (6-3, 265, Jr.)
Chris Anderson (6-5, 245, So.)
Jeff Thome(5-10, 180, Sr.)

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At
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Buffet Special
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Bar-B-0 Ribs, Fried Chicken,
Fried Catfish & Country Ham
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Includes Food Bar, Salad Bar. Dessert Bar
& Drink.
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
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Creative Landscaping
Garden Center • Gift Shop
753-1725
407 N. 12th St.

200 N. 4th
Murray, KY

753-6377
Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
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WALTMART

Mon.-Fri. 6:30-6 p.m.. Sat. 6:30-2 p.m.

Holder:

CC 3

Fri. & Sat. 4:30 to 8:00 p.m.

Defense

Defense
LE:

407 Maple • Downtown Murray • 753-4451

Offense

Offense

641 SUPER SHELL

Eastern Illinois Depth Chart

Murray State Depth Chart

Body Shop
753-5142
900 Sycamore - Murray

Lakers and
Tigers far
the past
65 years.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

753.5273

TRANSMISSION

Trans-Tune Special
Fluid Change - 21 Pt,s.
Inspection - Pan Gasket
Any Applicable
a$1995
Adjustments
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Best of Luck MSU!
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- Social Security representative
' to be at public library Sept. 14

15.95

,
•:
tkrter &
•rs Seals &
irk • Fuel &
• DriveSh•ft
es • Yu &

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Muffay at the Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday, September 14, 10:30 until
12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
*Before geuing his or her first
job, because a Social Security
number is required to get proper
Social Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to
examine a person's Social Security card. Be sure to apply fix a
.number at least 2 weeks before it
will, be needed.
•After a death in the family to

•

. 6-6
1-5782-

IS!

see if sillnfly0f benefits can be
paid.
*When someone in the family
is disabled, to find out if disability benefits can be paid.

Post Offices dealing with
rise in number of robberies Bicyclists to participate in
annual Diabetes Bike-a-thon

BUFFALO, N.Y. SAP) — A masked bandit holding what
appeared to be aloe under a newspaper leaped over a counter and
- The 13th annual Diabetes Bikeordered clerksaway from their cash drawers. He and an accomplice
a-Thon will be held in Murray fix all
grabbed V2.000 and fled.
interested bicyclists on Saturday,
It Wasn't a bank job. It was a holdup at a post office in Buffalo
September 11. Participants can ride
last week, the latest in a string of robberies that has postal inspec*At retirement — at 65 for full
anytime between 8:00 &M.and 5:00
measures.
security
at
look
closer
a
taking
tors
rate benefits or as early as 62 for'
p.m. Bikers should first repon to the
In the first seven months of this year, bandits knocked over 76
reduced benefits. Sign up for
west entrance of Murray State Uniall
for
with
holdups
56
country,
compared
the
around
post offices
Medicare 2--or-3'months before
versity's Curris Center. The event
-1989.
of
(i5 even if there are no plans for
funds, that will be used for
raises
and
mail
rose
postal
trucks
carriers
offices,
Robberies of post
retirement.
diabetes education, research and
from 98 in 1989 to 232 in 1992.,said Paul Griffo, spokesman for
*Anyone with a quesuon or
support functions for those with
the Postal Inspection -Service in Washington.
with a report to make prior to the
diabetes and their families. Over
As with bank robberies and other thefts, post office holdups
representative's visit to the
was raised last year. .
S1500
increase during hard economic times. In some instances, the robbelibrary may telephone the MayParticipants may enter by paying
ries may be committed by thieves looking for easier targets than
field Social Security office St • banks, postal officials said.
an entry fee or by asking individuals
247-8095.
to pledge a certain amount of money
in
18
last
holdups
the
five
office
or
post
been
have
four
There
for every mile they ride. Biker
months in Detroit, where there had been virtually no such robberies
registration and sponsor sheets are
in previous years, postal inspector Fred Van de Putte said.
available at the Murray Kmart and
Los Angeles also has seen a slight rise in post office holdups,
Wal-Man stores, all Murray City
though Postal inspector Raymond Chavez said he did not have
and Calloway County public
figures.
schools, the Spoke and Pedal Shop
chemP of _things, four or.five robberies still isn't a
"in the grand,
in Murray's Bel-Air Center, and in
heck of a lot," Van dc Putte said. "But for some reason, the bad
the Education Unit of the Mrrayguys- have decided it might be worth going into the post offices to
County Hospital.
Calloway
see what they can get."
Detroit post oftic.j.s already are fitted with bulletproof glass at
the counters. but Officials are considering additional security measures, Van de Putte said.
Holdups had decreased in the late 1980s.at New York City post
offices, then rose to a peak of 11 in 1991, during the recession,
postal inspector Sara Levinson said.
Since then, New York City post offices have completed security
improvements that included bulletproof windows at counters,
Tickets are now on sale for the
Levinson said. Six pglclups have taken place this year so far, she
13th Annual Industry Appreciation
said.
Dinner, sponsored by the PADD
Los Angeles' Chavez said many post office robbers are looking
Rural Economic Development
for money to buy drugs. But most robbers avoid post offices
Council, regional chambers of combecause they know postal clerks don't keep much cash on hand, he
merce, and economic development
said.
corporations. The event is scheOne post office in a high-crime area in Los Angeles is next door.
duled for Thursday, Sept. 9, at
to a bank that's been robbed about five times in the past year. he
Paducah's Executive Inn. A recepJune Adams
said. The post office hasn't been aiouchEd, he said.
tion will begin at 5:30 p.m. with the
"I believe the crooks know that with the revenue generated at
dinner following at 7:00 p.m.
wish her well."
post offices, they're not going to get a lot if they come in," Chavez
The growth June has seen at
The dinner annually recogniz.es
,
said.
MCCH is "a result of the wonover 100 industries that tontribute
derful people who work here",
she says.
"1 am proud to say I have been
part oP the greatest workforce
that there is," she said. "Take
care and God bless:"
Acuff, known as the "king of
Two ter in this 0/arks country musiy
June and her husband. Bill,
BRANSON, Mo. (AP)
country music," died last year at
will be moving to Pensacola. of Roy Acuff's violins now
center.
Florida, where they have purMrs. Tabuchi bought them at age 89.
belong to Japanese fiddlin'
Tabuchi, a classically trainikk
chased a new home. Their
wizard Shoji Tabuchi_ whose an auction Aug. 2-1-22 in Nashviolinist, became hooked on
chance meeting with the country' ville. She paid $40,000 for
daughter, Karen, will be transfermusic legend 29 .years ago Acuff's Amati violin, believed to country music after meeting
ring to that area with an accountAcuff and his Smoky Mountain
be more than 250 years old, said
inspired his career.
ing firm. Their son, Mark, and
Boys at a show in Japan in 1964.
David Patterson, president of the
Tabuchi's wife, Dorothy, surhis wife. Kathy, reside in MayTabuchi's show is one of the
prised him with the violins at a firm that conducted the auction.
field where Mark works in
most popular in Branson, where
show Saturday night at their thea- She also paid S15,(XX) for a violin
contracting.
Mel Till's, Roy Clark, Mickey
presented to Acuff for his 50th
Gilley and other country stars
anniversary on the Grand Ole
headline theaters.
Opry.

Adams tiimored for 16
years of service to MCCH
Recently honored It a retirement tea at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital was. lune
Adams. June served 16 years in
the hospital's Puchasing Department. She worked as store room
supervisor and was the hospital
print shop manager. She has
helped design and print thousands
of hospital forms and had daily
contact with many departments.
"When friends have retired
before me, what they gave during
their time at MCCH remained,"
June noted. "Perhaps what I have
given will always be a part of
this hospital. Every time someone
looks at a form they can say they
remember when June started in a
small, wee room in the old
Mason Hospital in 1977 and left
in 1993 with a full print shop to
be envied by all."
MCCH Administrator Stuart
Poston presented June a Hamilton
chiming mantel clock on behalf
of the hospital. She also received
the traditional hospital retirement
cake adorned with the MCCH
service logo and a flower
arrangement and several gifts
from friends and co-workers.
"June has been a loyal employee and a good friend to so many
of us at MCCH," said Poston.
"She has a jovial manner and has
been a strong influence on many
employees. We will miss her and
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All riders will be required to wear -a bike helmet approved by the
Department of Transportation. It
you have a coupon from the back
cover of the summer edition !
MCCH's Vitality Magaime,
can redeem it for 15 percent oil an%
bike helmet at Murray's Wal- Mai t
Kmart or Spoke and Pedal Sh,,;
Adults must accompany 'Bike
Thon participants who are 14 ye.,!
and under. Bikers can choose Ii
a 12-mile route or ride around 6.
one-mile route designated alo •
some of M.S.Ll's campus sidcwjR
Cash prizes of 550, $25 and St
will be awarded to the bikers wI
collect the three largest Lt.)11UtbL.
U0f1S through sponsorships
participants will receive a
from Diabetics Taking Como)!
Bikers who ride 23 miles- or nio,
will also receive a League ol
can Wheelman's patch.

Tickets available for annual
industry appreciation dinner

Japanese fiddler owns two of Acuff's violins

to the economic grow th in caL h
the eight Purchase Counues.
This year's featured
Seaboard Farms 01 Kentucky, 10
cated.in Graves County. The inte
grated broiler complex was invite,
in November 1990 and currentk
employs 535 people from through
out the region. n President of Sca
board Farms, Harry McDonald
who has been employed in th:
poultry business for over 25 years,
has served as company' president to,
three years.
Tickets may be purchased for
each by contacting the Purchas,
Area Development District at 747
7171,554-2097,or 753-8-125: or bs
contacting the following orgamia
tions throughout the region: Ballar.,
Co. Industrial Development Board
665-5744; Murray/Callow-ay Co
71,
Chamber of Commerce:
Carlisle Co. Judge/Execurive's
fic 628-5451; Fulton Chambcr ii
Corn rue: 472-2%1: Ili. kmari
City Ma 'v. ()ilice: 7
1)c
County
May
velop. Corp.: 247--()62 Clinton
Hickman Co. Chamber of Com
merce: 527-7665: Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce: 441.1746
IndllSit

S21

1.1K. al

Police say attacker used condoms, ordered baths
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — A
rapist who used condoms in two
attacks and ordered his victims to
bathe after he assaulted them
appears to be targeting women
alone in upscale homes, police
said.
The rapist also usually cuts the
phone lines in the house and puts
a pillow or sheet over the victim's face during the attack,
police Sgt. Joe MacKay of the
sex crimes unit said Tuesday.
licken,
y Ham
essert Bar

Four rape-burglanes and three
additional burglaries have
occurred since November in
neighborhoods on the city's far
north side. Investigators said
Monday the rapist has targeted
women who were alone in their
homes, attacking them at knifepoint between midnight and 6
a.m.
In one attack, the rapist used a
condom he had brought with him,

and in another asked the victim
for one, police said. He also
insisted his victims bathe afterward, presumably to destroy
physical ev idence, investigators
said.
Police arrested a 32-year -old
man in the area early Sunday on
suspicion of burglarizing a home
to which phone lines had been
cut. But he was not charged in
the series of crimes being
investigated.

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Excursion-boat operator Alan
Bernstein doesn't .agroe with
Gov. Brereton Jones' idea that
casinos might be added to horse
tracks.
Bernstein wants the state- to
approve riverboat casinos and is
organizing a meeting of legislators in September to discuss his
plan.
"We don't want to become the
'Vegas of the East,— said Bernstein, operator of B & B
Riverboats. •
Bernstein is organizing a late
September meeting of rivertown
lawmakers to lay the groundwork
for a campaign to legalize riverboat casinos.

rgers
53-0045

Bernstein believes riverboats
could have a bigger economic
impact on a greater number of
communities than track-based
casinos could. He also believes
they could revitalize the thoroughbred Industry .by divcrtutg-

1111

E

part of state-tax revenues from
riverboats to help the racetracks.
Racetrack casinos could benefit only about six communities,
he said, adding that probably 15
to 20 communities might qualify
casinos.
for-riverboar.
r
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Bar-B-Q Special

Whole' Pork Shoulders

1,/a lbs. of Bar-B-A
1 pint of Baked Beans
1 pint Cole Slow
12 pock of Buns

Cooked Warnpy's Way

13.30 per lb.

^

90.95

Bar-B-Q by the lb.

Whole Rib Racks $8.50

6.00 per lb.

Chicken Halves $2.50

We Cook Over 100% Hickory Coals

16 X 80 Fleetwood

OPEN LABOR DAY 10 A.M. TILL THE MEAT IS GONE!
015

*

TODAY
* CALL
to reserve your order for

51
TT' 1

OW•.11
OW •

•••

•

;
;

the holiday weekend!

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The former treasurer of McCreary County's solid waste management 'board wrote 68 checks to
himself totaling $7,843 without
documentation, according to an
audit released Tuesday by state
Auditor Ben Chandler.
The report said members of the
solid waste board failed to submit
detailed claims for expenses.
Chandler said the matter has
been turned over to the Kentucky
State Police for investigation.
Jeff Sumner resigned AUgust 12
as secretary-treasurer of the
waste management board in
Whitley City

ecial

Open 11:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Sunday

"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"

Solid waste board
under investigation

3-1725

-BAR-B-CUE

Aurora, Kentucky • 474-8336

Chopped or Pulled

Write Home About

0
0
$18II9
—

ing
Shop

BAR-B-CUE

** LABOR DAY WEEKEND SPECIALS **

Riverboat casinos could have big impact

od Food

Wampy's BBQ
Open Year Round
Serving Award Winning BBQ

PRICE INCLUDES
See Our
Selection
•14' Single
Wides
•16' Single
Widac

• 3 Ton Central NC
• Upgrade Insulation
• Storm Windows
• Garden Tub
• Wire For Ceiling Fan
• Delivery/Set-up

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
imat.

COMPARE

PRICE-SELECTION-SERVICE

•

0.1

Opon 7 Days a Week; M-F 8-7; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
1-800-533-3568
Hwy. 79 E., Parts, TN
901) 6440012

SUBSCRIBE

Let Lis Cater Your Next Party
Call Ahead (474-8336) on:

See Our
Selection
•Double
Wides
'Triple
Wir1P-

.....-

••

shoulders,
racks,
chickens,
turkeys,
„ party packs, BBQ

•

•.•

•
•
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CELEBRATE SUMMER'S LAST HOLIDAY WITH THESE SAVINGS

10th 8 Chestnut St.

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
73% Lean
100V. Pure

A. Choice Boneless Whole

U.S D

EYE OF
ROUND

,•

**4
•

99

10,741111;x
•••/••
it

.

"4'

.1••• ••

• •

VW

The
(fro
•

GROUND
BEEF

War

Ish;
del
chi

Red Ripe

$

Eye of
Round Stook

54.99
io oz. $2.29

Singleton (Bonus 3/6.18)

Popcorn Shrimp

$1.48
Lb. $1.38

Ground Chuck
Ground Beef

Pub
noti
for
hu
VOL

Whole
20 Lb. Avg.
Each
99c

Lb.

81% Lean (Any Size Pkg.)

Sort
out
the
ters
ol
Chi

79

Certified (Any Size Pkg.)

Lb.

CC

WATERMELONS
Lb.

Ribeye Steak

Col
Inc

•

Any Size Package

Lb.
Sliced
Free

Boneless Value Pack

Fec

Western

Cantaloupes

Pao
fat
A
moi
of

4-

may

41.

the

BittiG"4

E3Eps3

Sliced

1:100060

BOLOGNA
OR WIENERS

•

411itt •

PEPSI OR
DIET PEPSI

39
$1.29
Lb. $2.29
Lb. $2.79

Bacon

.111

it

POTATOES

Chicken Nibblers
•Field Boneless

Hams
-:

ri„Oil
1
".@

• - 2---c----

%5.tot

...-''
--- .

MIX

ilfg°1
11101 I it

twits

1

—

"44.,m'

--.

4.4a)
rk%"-tfal'ir
f
IT-;-,

•A --I

_ Beepers
•_•1

.
C41%
nt
tuslit•

*
what
. I

st

79°

CORN MEAL
5 Lb.

1GA '
t ""

•eihne!i

2°h MILK

16*
CHARCOAL

IGA Sandwich

Prairie Farms Asstd. Flavors

BREAD

ICE CREAM

10 Lb Bag

24 Oz. Loaf

Callon Bucket

Gallon

77

99°

$169 Sliced

Milkhouse 10 oz.

Tea Bags

Cheese

49

991

Kraft 18 oz. Bottle

Bar-B-Q
Sauce

8

89'

Lender 12 oz.

Bagels

simar

T•

mac

SUGAR
4 Lb. Bag

$109
Limit I

Dates

Sept. 1-7, 1993

Corn On Cob
IN AD-COUPON
Jim Adams IGA
P-52-09-170

601

1,414

GRANULATED

%lbw 0 tit

tit

Shedd*

GRAPlianIELLY

POTATO CHIPS

32 Oz. Jar

6 Oz.

OLEO TUMBLERS

99' 79°
•

Country Time
Lemonade
_it MONAD!

8 Oz.

Buy One, Get One

FREE!
0

HOMETOWN PR
•

Regular or Pink
Makes 8 Quarts

t•SlituArn Nuys I

Charles Asstd. Flavors

Why Pay 1110111

Effective

9

sutotta.,
47-

I

Green Giant Nibblers $
12 Ear Size

4C1=>

(itarittur

GRANULATED

_____

299C $299•1

I iy

:TAY

/

C4441•

Sunflower Self-Rising

-

Bunch

((id

cosi WO
nits

41,40)

Lipton Family
24 Count

ice
goal
ets

421...°51119

!
f1C4
Lg gt"
Corral M.'.1

OR il

•

10 Lb.
Bag

Turnip
Greens

Limit 4
Additional Amount 89'

we
stic

—

ASSP /

WI .

an

$ 49

2
Liter

Lb.

On Cot

gro
out
Ire
re s'
go
the

Russet

These Flavors Only

Lb.
Pkg.
Reelfoot Sliced Slab

Kui
Poi
gre
sal(
• CS
Aci

I
$

With coupon. Limit one coupon par family
Coupon good Septombar 1 through Soplember
7, 1903. Ogod only al Jim Adams IGA. 0142
IIGATL3

We reserve the right to
,I irnit quantities and =rut
printing errors
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New book tells story of America, role of flag

14SU photo by Sherry 1.4e-tatn

Faculty. members having 26 years of service at Murray State University
were recently honored at the Faculty and Professional Staff Luncheon.
They were presented certificates and pins. Recognized faculty included
(from left) Dr. James Hammack, department of history; Dr. C. Ronald
Celia, department of English; Dr. Pete Whaley, department of goadences; and Dr. Dunvood Beatty, department of agriculture. Not pictured
were Dr. Charles Daughaday and Dr. Jean Lorray, department of English; Dr. Eldon Heathcott, department of agriculture; Dr. Wadl Mahfoud,
department of mathematics and statistics; and Dr. Harry Conley,
chemistry.

Consumer group goes after Chinese food
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Somebody always seems to be
out to trash the food you enjoy
the most. Now the calorie counters, sodium sifters and cholesterol cops are taking out alter
Chinese. •
The Center for Science in the
Public Interest decided to test the
notion that Chinese food is better
for you than, say, McDonald's
burgers and fries, and came out
voting for McDonald's.
For instance: An order of Kung
Pao chicken has almost as much
fat as four .Quarter Pounders.
An order of Moo Shu Pork has
more than twice the cholesterol
of an Egg McMuffin.
And House Lo Mein had twice
the salt of a P1174 Hut pizza.
"Popular Chinese dishes *like
Kung Pao Chicken and Moo Shu
Pork are as bad for you as a
greasy cheeseburger and fries,"
said nutritionist Jayne Hurley in
CSPI's September Nutrition
Action Healthletter.
CSPI, a consumer advocacy
group, bought dinner-size takeout portions of 15 popular dishes
from 20 mid-priced Chinese
restaurants in Washington, Chico:go and San Francisco, and sent
them to an independent lab for
analysis.
"Soup and egg roll aside, what
we found would make your chopsticks splinter," said the article

titled "A Wok on the Wild
Side."
"Fat ranged from a respectable
19 grams (Szechuan shrimp or
stir-fried vegetables) to an outrageous 76 grams (Kung Pao chicken)," it said. "that's . more than
you should cat in an entire day,
and more than 40 percent of
calories."
Sweet and Sour pork was OK
for sodium, but stir-fried vegetables hit the day's quota with
2,100 mg. House Lo Mein had
3,460 mg.,- which CSPI called
"incredible."
Moo Shu Pork had a• two-day
supply of cholesterol, but most 91
the dishes were lower in saturated
fat than most American dishec.
And "It's easy to turn, almost
any dish into a healthy one," the
analysis said. "It's spelled r-i-cThe more rice, the less fat and
sodium in the overall dishes.
And real Chinese has vegetables, steamed. vegetables, the
report noted.
Finally, there is a method to
the Chinese method of eating
with chopsticks. You lift the food
let the fat and sauce drip away
before you deposit it on your rice
bowl. Then when you cat from
your howl you are left with mostly goodness.
As the Chinese would say: Hao
chi. Good eating.

A new National Geographic
Society book, being rekasecl in
conjunction with the Sept. 14
dedication of the Star-Spangled
Banner Monument in Washington, weaves the story of America
with that of the American flag —
the nation's most enduring
symbol.
The 232-page volume, STARSPANGLED .BANNER: OUR
NATION AND ITS FLAG, traces
the evolution of the flag from
those flown by early settlers to
the largest one ever made — the
size of three football fields —
unfuled by the Humphrys Flag
Company in Pottstown, Pa.: in
1992.
The text, filled with facts and
anecdotes, traces milestones in
the nation's history and document
Old Glory's role in these events,
such as Lewis & Clark's ,epic
Journey across the continent and
the planting of the first flag on
the moon — difficult because of
the rocky soil. The hook also
includes a special section on flag
etiquette.
-The flag is the single symbol
that bonds the diverse United
States...It embodies the heroism
of Americans both famous and
anonymous, our identity as a people, our dreams of the future,"
The Golden Knights, the U.S. Army parachute team, freefall at 135 miles an hour 6,000 feet above Yuma, Ariz.
writes author Margaret Sedeen in
Nearly 250 photographs and paintings are featured In the National Geographic Society book, "Star-Spangled
the introduction. Sedeen has been
Banner," to be sold in bookstores. The book Is timed with the Sept. 14 dedication of the new Star-Spangled
Banner Monument in Washington.
a Society staff writer and editor
since 1974.
Among the little-known facts
where Key's home stood at the each book will he donated to the
an 186.4, charge 4gatmt a Union
monument.
contained in the book:
time he wrote the national
position at Petersburg. Va. AfterThe book will be available in
*Throughout the long and emoanthem in 1814, the monument
ward, unhurt, he found 75 bullet
bookstores across the country in
tional Civil'War, Abraham Lin-. holes in his flag.
and park will be operated by the
September and has a retail price
.coln refused to allow the removal
National Park Service.
Illustrated wtih 249 photorebellithe
of
sale
representing
the
stars
of
One dollar from
graphs and paintings. the largeof $37.50.
ous slates. "The American flag. format book contains chapters on
even in a Union asunder, always "The Birth of the Flag," "The
held the promise of a Union
Flag in War and Diplomacy,"
restored," writes Sedeen.
"The Flag in Exploration." and
*The r, number of stars and "The Flag in Dail uk"
The final chapter shims, the
until a
stripes increased o 15
importance of the flag in
law in 1818 required that a star
hie It includes
da%
be added to the blue field with
mander is Capt. Charles Bos.FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
each new state, but that the civil rights struggles, flag.
man,
Who has headed an opera
political
controversies,
number
burning
in
The Kentucky State Police
stripes remain only 13
campaigns, sports. arts and crafts,. announced several command - Lions division in Frankfort.
forever.
Capt. Kenneth Hardin
national celebration, and the his-. revel reassignments Tuesday,
•The tune of "The Starfrom the Mayfield po,i
transfer
derived
Allegiance.
of
the
of
Pledge
tory
.
is
for
klanner"
new
commanders
including
Spangled
Bowling
Green. U. Too William,.
Presented in cooperation with
six state police posts..
from a popular English drinking
of a- drug-enforcen•Hil
formerly
Park
Key
Scott
the
reason
Francis
the
a
is
post
Capt.
London
commander
song — which
Douglas Asher was promoted to branch in Frankfort, was prom
Senate did not adopt it as the Foundation, the book coincides
with the dedication of the new
major and assigned to Frankfort. otcd to captain and transferred n.
official anthem until 1911.
Capt. Larry Lewis, who has been Mayfield as post commander
*During the Civil War the job Star-Spangled Banner Monument
Capt. Riley Wyatt transI ers
and Francis Scott Key .Park. commander of the Richmond
11%:IS often one ol
of flag bearer .
Bowling Green to the CA
from
in
Bridge
example,
Key
London.
Asher
in
near
post,
succeeds
For
Located
dangerous.
the most
post.
iimbia
The new Richmond post comSgt. William Smith led troops in Washington, only yards from
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Our Name Says It All
Values Every Day

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

.

"I*

•

The
chapel
Brashei
Actii
Ryan I
will bt
Grove
Burt.
Friel
Mr.
View
illness,
Sun
sons,
and w
Mrs. I
Mrs. I
Murrk
Lee.

loopt-e-7-a•
#
r gypft
114
0
4 44;
62
Wylwood

Golden Corn,
Sweet Peas &
Cut Green Beans

Real Ham -Flavor

Smoked

Ground Beef

Goldcri Hipc

Bananas

Picnics

19

Grk
day a'
officia
Frie
The
form
13 von
Mrs
at the
_Fla.
•
Sur
Icy. (

1572 Oz. Can

, Kurtz Tomato

Fresh Boneless

Thorn Apple Valley

Premium Franks

Fryer Breast

Sc'
the c
and
Pal
Barr)
New

12 oz. Pkg.

32 oz. Jar

MI

West

Ar
Mt.
Hi
Div

Golden Flake •

Potato Chips

St. Clair

Field Sliced Slab

2 Liter Bottle

Bacon

Bubba Cola

Si
ter,

Pimento Salad

Win;

6 oz. Pkg.

TI
10 a
was
Pa
11, s
.1aso
Bi
Low

99'
FROZEN FOOD

DAIRY VALUES

Inju!
SI
Wit
pare
Eliz
Pau
Dav
Mui

VALUES
S o/

16 oz. p

Blue Bonnet Spread

Quarters
Texas Style

Biscuits

Banquet

39
10
c
t
.
pkg.
69

12 ot

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Orange Juice $2.29

99

Pipers

Mushrooms

Mustard

39
EVERYDAY •
LOW PRICE

T6 Oz. Bottle

Saltine
Crackers

Pkg
49
16 Ot

24

Frozen Entree

72 Gal. Carton

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Hilltop Mills Self-Rising

Royal Oatmeal

J. Higgs

Flour

Snack Cakes

Corn Chips

5 I.1). Bag

10 Ct. Box

69 .6W 99

98'

•

79

$1

Frozen

ors. Buttermilk

e 4.-

07

Banquet

Prairie Farms

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
manufacturer's
and
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

oz. pkg.

Fox Deluxe

'Kurtz Squeeze

4 oz. Can

16 oz. ctn.

7.2

Garden Rite
Stems & Pieces

-

Prairie Farms

Pudding

111

Crisp

Gal. jug

Swiss Miss

39
Orange Juice69
Pizza
79
Pot Pies

16 oz. Pkg.

SAVE•A-LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It Al!"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

,

Shoe String

Fries
20 0/ l'kg

39
Prices Good
Wednesday, Sept. 1
Through
Tuesday. Sept. 7, 1993

We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.
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r-Group claims second assisted suicide

DEATHS
Charles Mix Sr.

Earl Lee 411

4

The funeral for Earl Lee will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David
Brasher will officiate. Mrs. Oneida tVhite will be organist.
Active pallbearers will be Eric Lee, Jack Let. Kent Lee,
Ryan Lee. Ronald Bisig and Albert Crider. An honorary group
will be members of Adult Men's Sunday School Class at Elm
Grove Batist Church.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
y.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Thursda
Mr. Lee, 76, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:30 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray. His death followed an extended
illness.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Juanita Holland Lee; two
sons, Wayne Lee and wife, Janet. Slide!, La., and Robert Lee
ford,
and wife, Anna. Murray; five sisters, Mrs. Nelline Weather
and
Burkeen
Odle
Mrs.
Warren,
Opal
Mrs. Betty Jones, Mrs.
Mrs. Dorothy Morris, and one brother, Ovie Lee. all of
Murray; five grandchildren. Jack, Eric, Kent, Ryan and Sara
Lee.

Graveside services for Charles Mix Sr. were Monday at 11
a.m. at Park Lawn Cemetery, Evansville, Ind.
Ridgeway Morticians of Pans, Tenn., were in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Mix Sr., 80, Rt. I, Puryear, Tenn., was pronounced dead
on arrival at 12:30 p.m. Friday at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
He retired from the U.S. Navy in 1964 after having served
in World War II and the Korean War. He was a member of
the Masonic Lodges both in California and at Buchanan. Tenn.
Born Nov. 3, 1912. in Mount Vernon, he was the son of the
late James Mix and Mary Braser Mix. He also was preceded in
death by two sisters, Carolyn Wood and Helen Neisser.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Catherine Rupbrecht Mix, to
whom he was married on Sept. 29, 1938; two daughters, Mrs.
'Catherine (Cindy) Robinson, Murray, and Mrs. Cheryle (Chcry)
Robinson, Hatel; one son, Alvin Mix Jr., Murray; four granddaughters, Diana Lynn Robinson, Beverly Jean Gardner, Melissa
Ann Robinson and Alisa Beth Mix: five grandsons, Mark Allen
Robinson. James A. (Jay) Robinson, Jeremy Lee Robinson, Joel
Franklin Robinson and Alias Dylan Mix: one great-grandchild.

terminally
SEATTLE (AP) — A new group formed to help the
its
suicide,
commit
person
ill end their lives has helped a second
director says.
in Dying,
Ralph Mem, executive director of Compassion
to say
except
details,
(Sher
give
or
person
the
declined to identify
the person was well-known in the Seattle area.
ly ill
Earlier this summer, the group reported helping a terminal
,
The
tes.
SeattiC
barbitua
with
life
his
end
7(a
his
in
patient
cancer
dently.
indepen
suicide
that
ed
confirm
Times reported it -had
-as iq
Mena, a Unitarian minister, said Monday that as many
Seatthe
from
ing
g
counsel
receivin
other terminally ill patients are
year.
this
founded
was
tle group, which
their
The group counsels terminally ill patients who want to end
lethal
lly
potentia
for
tions
prescrip
obtain
them
lives and helps
medications, Mew said.
up
Under state law, promoting suicide is a felony punishable by
been
to five years in prison and a 510,000 fine. No such cases have
prosecuted recently, city and county authorities said.
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Coast Guard chotwopper crashefrom

maintenance workers
• NEW YORK (AP) — A Coast
Guard helicopter on a routine trip the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration out
plunged into the Atlantic Ocean
while trying to land Tuesday. to do routine servicing of the
One crewman was kilted andCo-pilot Lt. Mark Fisher, 28,
another critically injured, authoridrowned, said Tricia Letson,
ties said.
Three others were found atop spokeswoman at Jersey Shore
Medical Center in Neptune, N.J.
the downed HH-65A Dolphin
The, pilot, Lt. Marc- Perkins,
helicopter, said Lt. Commander
32,
was in critical condition with
Coast
the
of
e
Dono'hu
n
Kathlee
Guard station at Sandy Hook, broken ribs, a shattered right kg
and head injuries, Coast Guard
N.J.
. They were taken to Brookdale spokesman Petty Officer Charles
Hospital in New York, where one. 'Smith said.
was listed in guarded .condition
and the other two were stable,
spokeswoman Kim Flodin said.
In February, the, newly elected
The cause of the crash was
school board voted not to renew
board.
The
investigation, the Coast
t.
under
Kelley's contrac
Guard said.
created the position a month
The .H11-65A Dolphin had a
later, but board members have
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
with
it
of problems in the 1980s,
history.
create
not
did
they
said
Earl , Callaham, a funeral
Kelly
stemming from its allegedly faul•-1(c-Ile.y in mind.
in tile!, was appointed
director
ty engines. .Avco Lycoming of
On Tuesday, new. Superintenjudge-executive
County
Martin
Williamsport. N.Y., paid the govdent Eddie Michael said he had
Bierenin Jones.
Gov.
by
y
.
Tuesda
ernment $17.9 million in 1990 to
"no disagreement" with his
am, 32, replaced his
Callah
.
engines
settle a lawsuit over the
'predecessor.
father, John B. Callaham, who
The helicopter came down in
"He •.has been active in this,
died Friday.
the water about three-quarters of
county for a long time,- and he
The younger Callaham worked
at
site
landing
the
a mile from
has the experience to do a good
Richmond-Callaham Funeral
at
Ambrose Light off the New Honk, which his father owned.
job," Michael said.. "This is a
Jersey shore. It had been cStry mg
dead issue for the time being."
said
_,Franders, the state official,
school board members could have
avoided any controversy by speNew
m
At&
cifying a new position for Kelley
Sitipment Of:
.
Mir V.W
when they decided not to rehire

Mrs. DewlDrop Rowlett
ThursGraveside services for Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett will be
will
Dale
John
y..
Cemeter
CityMurray
at
p.m.
1
day at
officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in thc
your
form of donations to Murray-Calloway County Hospice or
favorite charity.
Mrs. Rowlett, retired teacher of Murray, died Sunday morning
ille.
at the home Of her daughter. Kathy Rowlett M.D., Jacksonv
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Officials say super
who hired himself is
within legal bounds

Jones appoints
Martin County
judge-executive

LOUISA,. Ky. (AP) — State
Sutvivors include her daughter and two brothers, Bill Brumon officials, have coneducati
Ala.
le,
ley, Columbus, Miss., and Brad Brumley, Citronel
cluded that the former Lawrence
County superintendent was within his legal 'rights when he
appointed himself to an adminip.m. in
1:30
at
before his contract
Tuesday
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Stone
L.
Johnny
for
s
Service
44 strative job
Elder
expired.
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Wingo. Harvey Lynn
• Kentucky's Education Reform
and Bobby Crittendon officiated.
s.
Act prohibits superintendents
Pallbearers were J.R. Ward, Orville Adams, David William
in
from hiring close relatives, hut
Barry Clapp, Buddy Coplen and Joe Stewart. Burial was
County.
l
Marshal
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y
in
Cemeter
Church
Baptist
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at
a.m.
8:26
at
according to Penny Sanders,
Mr. Stone. 62. Rt.2, Wingo, died Sunday
director of the state Office of
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
Education Accountability.
of
member
An employee of Goodyear Tire Co., he was a
Ted Kelley named himself to
Mt. Pleasant Church of Christ.
548,0(X)-per-year position of
the
and Iva
He was preceded in death by his parents, Joseph
director of district-wide services
Diviney Stone, and one sister, Linda Murphy.
several days before his contract
one sisSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Nora Harrell Stone;
expired in June.
Stone,
Bill
,
ter, Mrs. Jeanette Williams, Murray; three brothers
Sanders said her office decided
Houston, Texas.
04 015•Celeatial Candle Holden, & Sheba'
Wingo, Joe Stone, Fulton, and Bob Stone,
him as superintendent.
to leave any action on Kelley to
•PRITILl'd Flower- roe
•Wiaiden Heart
Kelley, who served for three
the Lawrence County school
•De.oratite Watering (.41(111
•Yankt, Stymy.] Candle.
4)
/
0
years as superintendent and preboard, which reaffirmed Kelley's
tun' Frant...
&
•Virterne•ke
viously worked as the district's
decision two weeks ago. The
* l'enr Round Christmas Shell *
Wednesday at
assistant superintendent for
board added a more specific list
4110F
The funeral mass for John Wayne Wilson was
finance, said Tuesday he prides
Farm. where he
of duties to Kelley's job descrip10 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy
S
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g
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g
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Pallbearers were Michael Johnson, Scott Dossett,
753 102
tor personal gain."
Chad. Thomas,
helping develop a master -plan.
II, shane Keeling, Steve Keeling, Jerry -L. Cagle,
Jason Burgess and Davey Walker.
ments by
Burial was in the church cemetery with arrange
Farm.
Fancy
Lowe Funeral Home of
a.m. from
Mr. Wilson, 17, Fancy Farm, died Sunday at . 2:30
.
injuries sustained in a traffic accident
Scott
Survivors include his parents, George W. and Dana
HONG KONG (AP). — An
grandhis
Farm;
Fancy
Wilson, and one brother, Derek Wilson,
on in a fireworks factory
explosi
(Jack) and
parents, R.C. and Betty Scott, Murray, and Thomas
at
least 27 people, accordkilled
and
James
ts,
Elizabeth Wilson, Fancy Farm; great-grandparen
news report today.
a
to
ing
including
Pauline Myatt, Mayfield; several uncles • and aunts
on in Nanping in
explosi
The
of
all
David and Dotty Scott and Don and Jennifer Scott,
Fujian province early Sunday
Murray.
also seriously injured two people
and led to a halt in production at
16 other fireworks factories in
the area, said the daily newspaper
Investments Since 18.51
Wen Wei Po, quoting a report
from the China News Service.
Last month, an explosion killed
15 people and injured hundreds
in Shenzhen on the border with
GAUHATI, India (AP) — VilHong Kong.
of
AM
state
9
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at
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K U Energy................. 311/3 • if.
Kroger
Pagliai's has numerous, no hassle, no coupon needed
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specials. Inside dining and carry out specials.
Mattel
McDonalds ......................34 • 1/4
Merck ...........,.,__..........3l'/. • 1/4
— LUNCH ONLY —
J.C. Penney..................431/4 - 1/4
Peoples Firsts...,.......311112B 40A
• 1/.
Quaker Oats
8" Pizzas with 1 Topping
Schering•Piough...........61 1/4 • %
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CHIROPRACTORSears

Johnny L. Stone

1.,

John Wayne Wilson

27 die in fireworks
factory explosion

Stock Market
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India villagers flee
homes as elephant
herd tramples area
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GOOD NEWS UPDATE

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BE7TER HEALTH

%

Time

Wal-Mart....---.........255/s sac
as maritat mew milks
Hard Lyons is
'

stock
UPC •

moo wichangad

Court

Square

Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

•

Additional
information
Availabi•
Upon ReQuest
Our
••• mart

hiWARD
LYONS
•Inid of I. Ion

1 1abe

• theft MN ire PC

AROBLEM AND DON'T KNOWare!IT?
How

Chiropractors spend years of specialised training in order to locate
where misplaced spinal vertebrae are
impinging nerves which travel to the
muscles, organs and glands of the
body. After locating the vertebrae
impinging the nerves(sublimations),
the chiropractor. using various
highly specialised techniques, is able
to replace the misplaced vertebrae
and release pressure on the nerve.
This is called a spinal adjustment.
Millions of people are walking around with sublimations but don't feel
anything wrong with their becks or
necks. They assume their nerves are
fine and never get their spines

checked. How wrong they
do you know if you have a subluxation? You go to a chiropractor and get
your spine checked and adjusted (if
,
needed).
After all, you get your teeth
checked, your eyes checked - why not
your spine? It only takes•short time.
its fun and your whole nervous system and 13,will thank you for it
sees.
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962 •

8" Pizza with 2 Toppings

8" Pizza with 3 Toppings
— 7 DAYS'A WEEK

3 Lunch Specials
Always 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Large (14") Pepperoni
Thin Style Pizza • Additumol roman" nes
$595
• Tax

• No aubsalutes
• No coupons needed
• InAtfir dining & carry

price

out only?

Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975
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Clifty Farm Whole

Smoked Picnic
Fields 12 OZ

Pond Raised

69?),

Pro
Leaguers

Country Ham
39_

Catfish
Fillets
$189
.1,0 Lb

Sliced 79' Lb

89c

Lb: =

I

Sliced Free

Grade 'A' Frozen

Turkey Breast
Prairie Form

Whole
Milk
$ 1 99

Armour

Hunt's

Vienna
Sausage

Sauce
18 oz

5 oz

79°

2/89'

G

Bake In Bag

gingsfora
Charcoal
Briquets
$329

1
I

19Lb.

Bryers All Flavors

Ice Cream

EFFECTIVE 9/1 Thru 9/7 1993

ORDER EARLY
FOR LABOR DAY

°LONE 15.7 oz
Crunchy Nugget cereal ONLY
•

:Doi:MOO Ofoto ONTII) TO ON CNOO• M•
NOChs!fl MORN NO .st streoouo
hoomr$1110111 N MOO
••
:how .*• .romr•
Th.-:
••••1.1
(.110•1 ,•

J30(21 only

:4;

SAVE 75c
on ONE 32oz. or larger
KRAFT' Mayonnaise I any
variety) or KRAFT: FREr
•
Nonfat Mayonnaise Dressing

Owen's Best Fried

r •nirree
h) 'WS

38000 555

al Good only at Owsn's Food Mkt.

Chicken
:soh, MO CONON P50 film hoOKooSS

EFFECTIVE 9/1 Thru 9/7 1993

'•

; '""06,

only at

(WNW Nflo 1 ..
,
10 TO 001 COW°.Pio
*WWI :NOON WS
N OFPNIINCIO
WO MURIA .1l1.044 SAM OWN"
ro. •••••,..4(9•••••1“••••in ••••••• nano
N. "ON none* mow 'has! CNA.*
lek '4.../WOW %MI / Tarrial
•+• aro •••• MO.!.1 NUM'S NO C.N1
,14.01 ••••0'Ma" Mrsq ot .m3
•gloo

Good only at Owen's Food Mkt.

"Lip Smackin'
Better Than
Finger Licfrins"..

Bar-B-Que

3800

Plus
And All Your
Picnic Needs

EFFECTIVE

KRISPIES "

on

Ihrl, 9.7 1993

TWO 19 oz.
Kn'spies•

edirry#

•

cereal ONLY.
COONNIO ONTO IANTI, TO NI CONN,.!•
NO MMUS !VOCAOSII COUPS. Yr *O'er
Of,00
4111011111111111 OP
valor rrt mop, •r rr,set
SA/ C111...•
me err •••••••••Ferry rows wine.
I

WON,C.whomor
0,1113 !Frio Coomow

\Good only at Good

PRODUCE
3 Lb. Bog Yellow

Onions

Snow White

Dole 1 Lb.

Bartlett

Cauliflower

Cole Slav

Pears

99' 99! 99f.
Golden
Ripe

Extra Large
Green

Grapes Bananas Peppers
Lbs

*i1..
-•3- •

1 3/99'

3 Lb. Bag
Eastern Red

Eckrich
Honey CurecJ

Ham
Butterball
Turkey

Owen's Best

Heatthy Choice
Honey Roasted

Owen's Best
Storemade

BBQ Beef luo6ey Breast Pimento Cheese
$359 $539 $269
Owen'c

Rest

Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Storpmade

Apples Breast BBQ Pork BBQ Ribs Cole Slaw
$ 1 19 $389 $489

$359Lb99
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SECTION B
-11
I Field II

MEAT
SALE
nava
14-14=!
Field 12 Oz.
Proleaguer

WIENERS
- Llmtt 6 -

SEPT. 1993

MAZIUM
mu 2 3 4
6 7 MEMO

Field 12 Oz.
Reg', or Thick Slice

BOLOGNA

Bush's

Stokely's

Frito-Lay

Corn or
Cut Green Beans

Ripple

Showboat

Potato Chips

Pork & Beans

or 1
4f'

tInare
.go .•

CanOz1:1,
15

76

$

Reg.

$1.39

'Libby>
Libby?
Libby/ Libby's

1111111111•11111111111111111115
Ultra Tide
Reg. or w/Bleach

Potted Meat

Detergent

Oz.
for •3Can

1 $278
42.49
Oz

Field 12 Oz.
Finest

BACON
$1 09

INASE.e2‘M

Ground Chuck
SI 37
3 Lb. or More!

Pkg.

U.S.D.A. Select-w. will custom

cut for you cookout $

T-Bone Steaks
Field 1 Lb.
All Varieties

FRANKS OR
WIENERS
9128

Lb.

Mrs. Grissom's

Pimento Spread...Limit

5..12

oz.

Cup

VV hole Ham...Sliced
Turkeys

...Perfect for your Smoker,

Picnics

J & M Meat & Field Meat

•
• COOK OUT
Saturday
10-5 Friday & 10-5

3 Field
Hot Dogs
$100

Hamburger
& Pepsi

Free Your Wayll.Lb.

Scotlad 10-12 Lb.

...Sliced Fre* Your Way!!..

Field Kentuckian
Halves

'
99

$169

Burgers Co.

$100

Lb717C

Whole Smoked

Lb.

57

Lb

83c

All Profit Donated to Murray High Band
Outside In ConsessIon Stand Wagon

Listen to WBLN Friday & Saturday for
all the excitement!!

Cabbage or Broccoli

Golden Ripe

Bananas Slaw Mixes

HAM

a.
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Lb.
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KFVS-12 to telecast telethon
END OF THE SEASON CLEARANCE SALE
SAM 2100 Trimmer/Cutter
.21.2 cc two cycle engine
•Weighs just 12 ti.
•Brush blade capable

r,

fclik

lir
,

_V"--

SAVE
$30

GT1100A Grass Trimmer
•21.2 cc two cycle engine
•Lightweight - under 9 lbs.
•Tap to advance cutting head

SAVE
$20

21 ..,,reg99
Murray_Iome a Auto
Q

il°ti
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ON SALE

$
ON SALE

$23999

4
99-9
reg $17999

Chestnut St. Murray

753-2571

1111 UNITFP Current Investment Rates
MONEY
MARKET
ACCOUNT

'
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

'2,500

MINIMUM

CURRENT

'

INTEREST

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

'500

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

'500

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

'500

'500

3.25%

3.35%

3.65%

4 25%

4.35%

3.30%

3.38%

3.68%

4.30%

4.40%

RATE
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

United It's Possible!

I 300 Johnson Boulevard, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443 Member FDIC

-I

MSU ATO chapter wins award

Eddie Mathis, M.D.
announces the opening of his new
family practice in Marshall County.
• Complete Family Health and
Preventive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blu.e Shield
of Kentucky

0

• Admitting privileges Marshall
County Hospital
• Hours: 8:30-5:30 Mon.-Wed. & Friday

Stilley Building
Suite A
George McClain Drive
Benton, KY

For Appointment, Call 527-2600

THE VITAL-18
OVER 1.5 MILLION BOTTLES SOLD IN THE U.S.A.
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Viewers of the 28th annual Jerry
Lewis Labor Day Telethon September 6 can look forward to II hours
of entertainment and information.
The Telethon will be broadcast by
KFYS12 from University Mall in
Carbondale..
World renowned entertainer and
humanitarian Jerry Lewis will star
from the Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas.
The spectacular will feature an
unprecedented lineup of stars from
television, stage, sports and
music on the Sahara stage and via
satellite feds from the Mel Tillis
Theater in Branson, Missouri as
well as the Comedy Store and
KTLA studios in Los Angeles.
Ed McMahon rewms in his long:time role as anchor for the national
broadcast and Leeza Gibbons of
Eniertainment Tonighi is scheduled
to co-host the Telethon for the
'fourth consecutive year..
KFV-S12 sports director Randy
Ray and news anchor Mary-Ann
Maloney will co-host the local segJerry Lewis and 1993 Muscular Dystrophy Association National Goodments from University Mall in Carwill Ambassador, Lance Fallon.
bondale. The Telethon is making its
'first major debut from University
Through interviews and profiles. feat- 40 neuromuscular diseases
Mall. Because °Nile floods impact the Telethon will again spotlight through programs of worldwide
on our area. the Telethon is also adults and children served by MDA ,research, comprehensive patient
being aired at a new time. The 13th
and add to viewers' understanding and community services, and fat
annual edition on KFVS12 will of people with disabilities. The reaching professional and public
begin Labor Day morning at9:00am. scientific achievements made by health education. The Association's
following The Brealfast Show and
MDA researchers during the past. progranis arc funded almost entirely
CBS This Morning. It will end after year will also be highlighted.
by individual private contributors.
Heartland!yews Ai Six by preemptThe Telethon is a Labor Day _MDA does not accept government
of Fortiuti and -CBS's viewing tradition with more than
ing
funding and is not a United Way
first hour of prime time programs.. triple the audience of any other ageacy.
The Telethon will end at 8:00pm telethon. More than 80 million
The Telethon is MDA's largest
Monday nighi
single fund raising event. Last
people in the United States tuned
year's Telethon raised a record
Volunteers are still needed in- into last year's show, carried by
million in pledges and contri$45.8
...Carbondale and Cape Girardeau. MDA's "Love Network" of more
nationwide and $281,622
butions
Those wishing to help should call than 200 stations.
The goal is to beat last
locally.
the MDA office in Cape GirarMDA is an independent volunyear's achievements.
deau at 1-800-455-1234.
tary health agency working to de-

WHAT WILL "THE
VITAL.IS"
DO FOR ME?
You can losel to 5. pounds per
week. at the same time feel better
than you:Pte ever felt before.
No Hunger
No Heaidak hesNo Constipation
No Tiredness
You will have more
energy; be more alert;
have a bettor temperament

Murray State University's Zeta
Lambda chapter or Alpha Taa
Omega fraternity has been chosen
as one of 10 national ATO chapters
__ _to r=ive .tlic_Init _Meat Award_
Matthew R. Wilcox, director of
chapter services for ATO,said all of
the 170-ATO chapters are evaluated
each year in a national search of
excellence.
The True Merit Award is
awarded based on communicatiot.s;
financial stability, social services
and alumni relations,.according to
Zeta Lambda president Chad Anglc.
"During the 1992-93 academic year,
members of the Murray State fraCernity volunteered at the local Special
Olympics,contributed to Need Line
and paid a $12,000 inherited debt.
Angle said the award is a great
honor for the chapter. "Anytime
you're recognized as being one of
the 10 best chapters in the nation,it's
an honor," Angle said.
Matthew R. Wilcox:director of
chapter services'for ATO, said the
Marray State fraternity. has shown
exceptional commitment to the
campus and community, scholarship, social service aid alumni
relations. "The Zeta Lambda chapter is a model organization-On-the
Murray State campus," Wilcox said.
"The chapter continues to recognize and effectively plans to meet
ATO standards of excellence and
principle-based brotherhood. By
working together,they have demonstrated the qualities and collective
attitudes that distinguish the chapter
as a rewarding campus organization."
"We currently have .60 members
and they work extremely hard in
community service and alumni relations," Angle said. The chapter
maintained a grade point average of

Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) located at 104 N. 5th
Street. Murray. will be closed Monday, September 6, 1993, for the
Labor Day Holiday. The office will
reopen on Tuesday,September 7, at
8:00 AM.

Hello
Stranger!

IS IT SAFE?
This product is grown and processed
under USDA requirements nght
here in the United States

•-• 4:4

IS IT GUARANTEED?
Yes If for any reason you are
dissatisfied. your store will refund
HIM of your money

After

The Vital-18 can he purchased ()NIA at:

Natural Naas
bonev tree
[Namaland Grillo
Mur r ay. Kentucky
502 7S3-346

anb

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where Questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's myjob to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some usaul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your now
neighborhood. And more. CO_

ITerTmA-s9.7t:

lemon tree
K•atitrity
502-44?-43494

Paducah.

•

3.017 out of a possible 4.0 for the
1992-93 academic year, he said.
The fraternity recently moved .
into a new house on Main Street,'_
across from Oakhurst,_home of the

WI

04111ass• SWAM. Caitund
14Z•tess

Murray State President Ronald I.
Kurth. The chapter will hosi.a
dedication ceremony and open
-house Oct. 9 during MSU Homecoming_ fesuv ;tics.
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THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 2. 1993-(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
dale of birth, call 1-9(0988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ness partner or Tate is willing to
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIEE: lend a helping hand. Try not to he
Good things happen when you con- too pushy. Comparison shoppers
,centrate on one project at artime.. find bargains.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
- Divided attention could prove cost)
orendanger your job. Be particular- Timely communications or travel
ly positive and respectful when deal- will create an expanding network of
ing with members of the opposite valuable contact.. A partnership
sex and business:will +improve. flourishes. Tie up some loose ends
Teamwork is more important than in the romance department:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. .121: A
ever if you are to achieve your
career goals.'Early in 1994. the good day to re-examine long-term
financial picture brightens. A investments and goals. A fresh
romantic relationship could lead you breeze is blowing. Begin anew in a
relationship. What you start now
to take the big step next spring. .
CELEBRITIES BORN 0-N could end with your enjo).ing a very
THIS DATE: author Cleveland comfortable lifestyle.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Amory. quarterback Terry Bradshaw. tennis star Jimmy Connors. Evaluate your chances for success
before accepting a new responsibili. football star Eric Dickerson.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): ty or job. It might be better to stay
Your instant rapport with someone put. doing what you 10103 you can
helps you work out a sound finan- do well.
cial plan. Patience and tact are . SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
essential *hen handling a personnel 21): A daily walk or workout helps
problem. A friend's loyalty is tested. you and your buddies get fit. ExerTAURUS (April -20-May 20): cise greater restraint at meals.
Do not neglect your creative or Repaying a loan or favor will put a
artistic talents. This is a good time to friend or neighbor in a great mood.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
approach an influential person for ti
personal favor or loan.-Home repairs 19): Your heartfelt words will do as
and renovation boost your proper-' much as any materialofferings
today. Take a chance on love or a
ty's value.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A clever *a-Make a contribution to
show of strength wins you the atten- your community by working on a
tion you.need now. Reading holds special campaign.
AQUARIUS (lan. 20-Feb. 18):
special appeal for a child. Do not
forget about monthly cleanup Paying attention is importani A foe
chores. Polish the car and straighten mo try to throw obstacles in your
pailr, luckily. they boomerang. An
out your closets.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: authority figure gives you some
You may have to choose between excellent personal advice. Follow it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-.March 20):
two good friends. Do nothing in
haste. A health club could help you New investments and proposals
get back in shape. Think about tak- meet with good luck. An eagelfy
awaited check arrives. Remember
ing some time off-from work.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):.Make the lessons of the past when planchanges at work or home that will ning for the future.
increase your comfort. Your busi-
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TODAY'S CHILDREN will be very.s.ocal. imitating.sounds heard in
the nursery. A sensitivity to certain foods will show up early. Although
somewhat bashful when young. these forward-looking children have high
principles and family-onented values. As adults, they will be quick to stand
up for their ideals. They are aware of the importance of good health habits
and will try to get some eiercise every day. Loyal and gentle. these romantic
Virgos make devoted spouses.
tTo order a yes ised and updated cogn of Jane Dual

hest-selling hook "Yestenfa%. Tortal. and Fat-n-

et liow Aural/fry Can Help You Find Your Plai.e in God
to Dison. 00 Andrews and M.Meel. P0 BOl 41.4242.

Plan.' send SS91 plus SI pmtage and handling
CsR Mu 6.4141 Make .he.ks pa%ishie to

Andteies and 5kMeel )

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
4

mr .on%enience Noss Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
NIonda% -

.
Ship %% vekl% & Sa‘c monc‘
st.i 9 am.. 14 pni 5.d. 14 J. M. 7 pm. sun 1-s pm
H. 1.41 N.
75.1.2380
tIlimpit Plata

sr

710.3079

ingemeg King 402-113411
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WHAT IS "THE VITAL-IS"?
It is a cultivated. liquified spirulina,
72 minerals and vitamins which
inclOde 18 of the known
rritnino acids
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Names drawn for Calloway jury list
The following people we to report for jury duty in the Calloway
Circuit Court on Toesdau-September 7,1993 at 9:30a.m. ifi the Miller
Courthouse Anna.
Angela Carol Belcher, David Elroy Bogard, Phillip Don Bonds.
Shirley Ann Boone, Diane Jo Boren, Joe Thomas Brandon, John
Walter Brinkley, Dianne Bucy,
Betty Ann Bumphis, Ted Allen
Burcharn.- -Larry Dale Callihan.
Lana Jo Cannon, Sue Carraway,
Gerald Carroll, Charles Chancy.
Jenny Lou Clark, Loal Dean Cole,
Rondal Collie, Cletus Sanders Colson, Gregory Dan Cooper, Sandra
Sheri Craig.Carlos Stanton Crouch,
Linda Sue Crouch. Linda Sue Dar-

Elizabeth Whitlow, Rhonda Jean
Stacks, Ralciall K. Taylor, Tom
Wonham, Abdulhakim A. Yahia,
Lynn Thompson, Gregg'. Lynn
Walker, Mary Knipe Weeks, Mary-- Tammy Pete-York and Tor M43C- Yu.

Raspberry, William Keith Rigsby.
Jay Eric Rogers, Demon Andrew
Shaffer-, Gretta Lynn Shepard. Debbie Denise Smith, Glen, Neal
Starks, Larhea Denise Stewart. L.A.
Travis, William Gregg Travis, Leshe Ann Turner, Marjorie Vandergrift, Frankie Glenn Wallace, Patricia Weatherly, Edrie Arlene Wheat,

MSU professor to serve
as delegate to conference

Jerry Williams, Tarrnizi Achmad,
Jan Renee Arnold, Ronald W. Atkinson, Renee D. Ballard, Herschel'
Bass, Janice M. Bayruns. Natalie
Black, Dana Kelly Bledsoe, Twila
Suzanne Bowles, Stephanie Elaine
Brookhart, Cheryl Anita Burke,
Lisa Rossler Calkins,Chad William
Canter, Richard A.Centers, Billy D.
raiwers,...11.Kicaerly Dawn Clements,James Erwin Cofer,Gregory
Lee Cohoon, Terry Lynn Colson,

An assistant professor in the
were also gi% Lii b represent:arc c,
department of office systems and Iron) other nauons.
Waldman received a bachelor's
business education at Murray State
University recently served as a U.S. degree in 1969 and master's degree
delegate to an international confer- in 1975 from -the University ot
ence in Vancouver, British ColumWisconsin, and in 1993 she received the.-doctorate degree from the
bia Canada.
Dr. Lila Waldman, who has been
University. of Minnesota.
employed at Murray State since
The 199-1 conference will be held
1992, was one of 42 voting delin Oslo. Noma%
Rupert Emerson, • Cathy Ernstberegates selected from the'USA Chapger, Sharon Alinda Fields, Donald
ter to attend the international conRussell Fleming, Chester Lee Fox.
, ference.
Ned Galloway, Teresa Ann Gar- Tonya Lee Cox, Tobatha Renee
The International Society of
tand, Robert-Ross-Garrison, tarry- C--rocker;'eharteb- Darnel, Fred
Business Education was established
Dewayne Doughty:Rebecca Smith
Gale Gooch, Ortis Guthrie, Sherrie
in Zuhch, Switzerland in 1901 to
Dunawiy, Michael Ray Gamer, deyelop business education in all
Ann Holbrook, Earl Davis HudsDUDLEY-BRIAN and JAN sNIIIH
peth, Roger M. Humphrey. Odell -Sandra N. Geveilen, Dec Halcomb, countries of the world. Today there
Jarreu, Barbara Jones. Brenda Gail Harold L. Hart, Chad Alan Hen- ar
inel
vol vAt
6
c memer nations actively
Jones, James Thomas Long, An- dren,Gary W. Henson,Carolyn Sue
. Alum..1...ayMcClure.,John Pick- lag-land. Barbara Kay It-van, DeThe fundamental purpose of the
ncy McGee, Robbie Neil Martin. Noah E. Jones, Randy Bruce Jones..
Mohammed Kenunetamicolai.Snot
Shawn Karen Maxwell, Nancy
organization is to form a bridge
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
Carolyn Miller, Tammi Nannette Kitimanonda, Judith Ann Kratzer,. between business education and the
•Clean, Dependable Cars
Mitchell,Carolyn Ann Morris,Ray- Rosie Mac Lee. William D. McCarworld of business on an interna
.Call
Us For Rates
evening.,spiansored by the MSU
Murray State University will
burn Nelson Musgrove. Clarice thy, Carol W. Maxey,Pa eta Anne
trona! basis.
Tickets
Heritage.Program.
Scottish
celebrate the songs of Scottish poet
Norsworthy, Nbra Leticia Parrish. Miller, MichaelA;„
• ,
7 AM_
conference foare 58 each. Although tickets. will
Robert -Bums as well as other
Deborah Lou Perry, Ted Madison Nickelson. Mark Edward Penner, cused on Canada's educational s-y.sEast Main St.
traditional music from Scotland's
be sold at the door, reservations are Potts, David White Paynor, Mau- Sandra K. Sarten, Deryl Duane
tern, its- economy, international
753-4461
Highlands and Hebridean Islands
encouraged and can be made by
Sofiatim, Veronica Fay. . trade'anti. •7ulture... __ Presentations
reen - Myrna 4 RanAden, Shirley
during the Scottish Heritage Festicalling (502) 762-6888.
val Sept. 17-19 with performances
Their music can also be enjoyed
by Smithfield Fair.
during the Scottish Heritage Faire
Smithfield Fair performs, vocal
on Saturday, Sept. 8. The fair will
harmonies to the accompaniment of
be had in the Murray-Calloway
guitars, accordion and bagpipes.
County Park on Arcadia Drive beThe husband and wife team, Dudhind Vial-Mart. Admission to the
Icy-Brian and Jan Smith also incor'-_ fair which includes a wide,variety of
poratc original . compositions into
events for the' whole family is $3
their performances.
each, with children 10 and under
- The Smiths have been featured
getting free admission. The-fair is
with National Public Radio's Thistle
being- sponsored by the Murray
and Shamrock host Fiona Ritchie in
Caledonia Society.
.
a live radio broadcast to support
The public is encouraged to atpublic radio. They have released
tend both of these events. Addiit
three albums and have a fourth on
tional information can be obtained
the way.
by calling (502) 762-6888.
Duralast' Clutch
—Recently they performed at-the
Discs and
Biloxi (Miss.) Highland and Island
- Pressure Plates EVERY DAY
Games, the Kerrville (Texas) Folk
Per-on,ioci.ieo
Store stock Or.
Festival and were the featured guest
excrronc_:
.,
Wells Distributor Cops 419
artists in a sell-out concert as a part
of the Louisiana State University
Clutch
School of Music concert series.
American Reart Association
Throw Out
ICritiOn
EVERY DAY
The Smiths say that their perforBearings
Control Modules
mances blend the familiar mer or rros.
es
Store stock on,v
32 41
lancholy Celtic music with a sharpened hope for the future. DudleyBrian explains, "Scottish music
Our Best Price
-sings itself. It's the combination of
lyrics, language and melody."
Jan agrees noting that the lyrics
Quality Work at a fair price.
have universal themes. "I identify
with them. They are applicable to
Hydraulic
EVERY DAY
—Continuous
my life. As old as they are, they are
Valve Lifters
still fresh."
Aluminum Gutters
The Smiths are former- members
EA
All Others 2?? to 5 '
(Commercial & Residential)
of the American folk quartet Charmer and have performed in concert
Main
EVERY DAY
EVERY DAY
with such well-known folk singers
—Vinyl Siding
Push Rods
Bearing Sets
as Arlo Guthrie and John Pt-inc.
1) 350 smoi,
For .„?5(1 smoil bloc.
Cne., .48015
They are both active members of
CheVy •MS2909P
—Replacement Windows
AB Others. 99c to 3 94
AN °Mors - 1917 to 49 97
Carburetors
The Caledonian Society of Baton
EVERY DAY
, ,!..
Rouge and the Clan MacLaren
794
Heavy Duty
W,Wor'N Pernon,'
3 Piece
EVERY DAY
*Lifetime Guarantees
Society of North America. DudEVERY
DAY
Shocks
I EA
EVERY Day
Timing Sets
ley-Brian is a piper with the CaledoCamshafts
Tor 350 srria8 bloc.
Special
EVERY DAY
nian Pipes of Baton Rouge.
cheo, .12199S
Orders
to' 350 small bloc*
FREE ESTIMATES
may be
They will bring their unique style
All OThers 1847 to 48 47
Che6V. •TM?74
Duralast' Gas 1
Higher
54T94
•
of entertainment to Murray on. FriEA
Car Shocks
EVERY DAY
day, Sept. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the
EVERY DAY
Detroit Gasket
Carburetor
Piston Ring Sets
EVERY DAY
auditorium of the Wrather - West
Full
Gasket
Sets
r 350 small bloeii
Kits
Kentucky Museum. Their perfor,C,
y•
•11
C
heVy
Chevy T•18.255
64 VC
231 V 6 and kmall block Foca
46 12
',tore
mance-will be a part of A. musical
All Oth•rs • 12 97 to 62 97

SUBSCRIBE
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Insurance Agent
I represent SHELTER INSURANCE.
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I am committed to helping you
protect what you value most and
to providing you service
whenever you need it

4)4
143 1.4
Stout
Shop Towels
Bundle of 6 towels

Fast Orange
Hand Cleaner

You work with one professional agent for
all your insurance needs—an agent who
will keep abreast of your needs as they
change and keep your total
protection package up-to-date.
Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - _Murray

SHELTER
INSURANCE

Well always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Cos Home Office

1.• -••• ••••• •-••

1817 W Broadway. Cohanbla. MO 65218

TiJCk and Oe rood
nsonuOrs it.stock

•

=Reim ql

EVERY DAY
EVERY DAY

STP Oil Fitters
Store stock Only
Or U.17 each.

2$
FOR

EVERY DAV

597

EVERY DAY

STP Air Filters

1188

EVERY DAY

STP Oil
Treatment

2T.
149

97

for most vehicles
Store stock Only

540z

Haynes
Manuals
Over 00 car

, and Fixes •
mai handling
s

196

6a•
Dreirea

• I can offer you complete family
and personal needs protection.
• I am trained to evaluate and
counsel you on your Insurance
needs.

99
49

I 97

EVER,
/ DAY

15 oz

Exxon Superflo
All weights in stock
'3 cases

il•r , ann. ,

Duralast •
6 Year Battery
Engineered for
longer life and
extra power

AutoZone•
5 Year
Battery

4.888
388.8..
EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

I V..

▪

DAY

97!

Havollne yob
Case Piice
Ago:,In Rebate
Alter Rebate

12 94
40

8•

11?
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liCIVOlin..4•694 *punt.
3se
12 So
Mej•i
2 40
Rebate
After oebolo
95 is
Debate De'"

03,!,
I6P

EVERY DAY

Pro-Gard
Clean-Up

497

Gunk
Engine kite

EVERY DAY

16or .F8
Or St Al each

2$
FOR

Prod
Engine Flush

MURRAY
753-8971

S. 12th St
in Southside Center
t Ilimemeette.

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

tall!

OPEN LABOR DAY
/
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Retirement
tea given for
Linda Fennell
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Rake in...

during our

Labor Day Weekend
Sidewalk Sale

•

Friday & Saturday 9:304:00
Sunday 1-4 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Assistant Administrator Jim Taylor
presents Linda McDougal Fennell with a mantel clock on the occasion
of her retirement from the hospital.

Off

Save Up To

Invitations • Candles • Plush
Anniversary Figurines • Ceramic Bunny Bookends
Shoebox Boxed Christmas Cards
and lots more!

•

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
4111,
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Labor Day
Book Promotion

Selected Group Books

Friday, Saturday & Sunday Only

5CV —$198

""..•

Linda Fennell of Route 1,Dexter.
was recently honored at a retirement
tea at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She retired from the
hospital's Environmental Services
Department after 15 years of service.
Linda worked as a housekeeper
for the Business Office and front
lobby areas. She was responsible
for keeping those areas clean. neat
and sanitized. She has spent many
hours of work in the hospital's old
first llser lobby as well as the new
lobby— Which was built 'in 1987.
"I can even remember when we
moved from the old Mason Memorial hospital to the new hospital,"
Linda said. "It affected every
department,of course. And,it was a
mess to try to keep thingrcleati!"
MCCH Assistant Administrator

CASH
SAVING

.11

•

Jim Taylor presented Linda a Hamilton chiming dufflel clock
behalf of the facility. She also
rcceivexi the traditional hospital retirement cake adorned with the
MCCH service logo and a plant and
gift of money from several co-workers.
"Thanks to everyone for making
my years at MCCH special ones,"
Linda said. 'Tye made so many
friends at the hospital. It really m
like a big family, and I'll miss
everyone."
Linda also has a sister, a daughter
and her own mother who have each
worked in the hospital's Food Service Department.
"We truly appreciate Linda's hard
work through the years," said Taylor. "We wish her all the best in her

retirement."
Linda and her husband, Paul,
attend Independence Methodist
Churct. They have three children:
Paul Mack and Patricia Lynn Baker,
both of Dexter; and Debbie Lou
LOveu of Benton. They also have
three grandchildren.

Specially Priced
Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

FREE IMPRINTING ON ALL CHRISTMAS CARDS TIL OCT. 1ST

Lake Region hapane Gas

READMORE
BOOK-N-CARD *

Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

Chestnut Hills • Murray

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
vri.orrusarr Fon •Lauin RESOLOCES

Kopperud Realty's Showcase of Homes
Gentlemen's farm with horse barn and located just
southwest of the city limits This totally redecorated 3-4 br home and great 3-4 stall horse barn
surrounded by white plank fencing on 2 acres will
-delight your family: Additional acreage available

Fresh on the market! 3 br. I level home with new
central gas heat & central electric air, extra large
rooms, detached workshop building& metal storage building, fenced backyard surrounds large,
tree-shaded wooden deck. $69,900.

Immaculate spacious home in Canterbury Estatts
Master bedroom opens into a lg. bath w/dressing
area Loaded with special features and situated on a
large, beautifully landscaped lot $134,500

KOPIRIRUD
Built to quality standards, this 4 br.,31/2 bath home
features 2 thirster suites, large bright kitchen, large
side entry garage with built-ins. Great closet space
and many other features Adjacent lot aitallaisle in
Southwest Villa Estates.

711 Main St.

SP"

753-1222

"

This stylish two-level home features a large
downstairs den with walk-out to a private patio.
Just right for Your family, it features four bdr.,
two bath and 'a floor plan well suited for family
life. New heat and air, new wincio-v7a and many
extra's await you! $115,000

Homes FOR LIV1I1G.
Our Sign Means Business!!

Look this one over! Brand new 3 br., 2 bath home
on 1 acre lot. Oak cabinetry, beautiful woodwork,
large family room with fireplace. City water.
Must see this one to appreciate. Priced at
$107,900.

753-1222

MININPIN
IMMO ai

_1

11.1111.1=
1
Wonderful 4 br, 1
beautiful view from any room in the house,
wraparound deck or poolside.
War
'

Air

Immaculate 4 br ,272 bath home with both formal
& family rooms, dining room and separate workshop bldg Fenced back yard Just reduced,

Lovely home just mornents from the city La7e lot,
living room,eat-in kitchen,3 br & 2 baths Central
heat St air. Priced in the S60's Newly decorated!

Spacious 5 bdr., 3 batb one-level home in quiet
residential neighborhood. Part of home ideally
suited for live-in relative or renter Offered at
$118000.

4414

A

4.42
Affordability and livability describe this newly
listed 3 bdr. charmer with central gas heat,
central electric cooling and separate studio-office
building. All offered in mid $704.

AIM

2
5
1
Elegant, almost new 3 br., 21/: bath contemporary
designed home, featuring glorious sun room, full
basement and superb quality throughout Situated
on 572 wooded acres in private setting $169,950
-

Lovely 4 br.,272 bath home on 27i acres. Custom
oak cabinets & desks throughout, 2 stairways,
central gas heating. Offered at $165,000. Additional acreage available. Fresh on the market! .

Newly listed...4 br., 3 bath in excellent condition
located in family neighborhood, Southwest
'sc)%ools Has screend porch and central gas heating.
Only $94,500.
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CLASSIFIED
Moodily Editioa
Tuesday Edition.
Weds's/lay Edition
.
Thursday Editlea.
,
Friday Edition.. ._..........-:...—....--.---.-.—
Saturday &lithe;

Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
,..11iiieday 3
Wedneeday 3
Thursday 3

tli411 los ‘141t1.1 I
Lap) Neon.
.. Notice

010

Personals
Card of Thanks
In !Assoc'',
• Lost & Found

030
040
050

Farm Equipment
370 ......... . Livestock & Supplies
200.—...... Poultry• Sumba's
190.

Freda*
Feed•fleed

400
IMO

Help Wanted
060.
070 ....Doseseac & Children,
090
100
110

230

Situation Wanted
Business Opporturuty
Instructaon

290..
530

4NsPORI

410

Pubbc Sale

540

. For Trade

560

Free Column
Wanted

570

Exterminating
Business Somme
Hwang And Cooling
Services Offered

250...

I.‘ Na•

\11•11 ii \lt \ I

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
•I It% It I •

470
460 .
405
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
tried Cars
Vans
lied Thick.
Camper.
Boats• Motors

tr.%1 i •%141F. ItEN141

150

Business Rentals

420

Horne Leans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

165

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

. Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

220
240

Horne. For Sale

260
3rio

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st

day. 5. per word per day for each
additional consecutfve day $I 75
extra for shopper Tues Classified,
go into Shopping Guide • $2.00 ex•
tra for blind box ads

Appliances
Horns Furnishings

Antiques

170
150
195 ..
200
210

Vacuum Cleaners
Sowing Machine's
.... Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

Yard Sale S7$0 Prepaid

Firewood
Musical
Miareitariiroui

A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline

TV & Radio
Pets. & Supplies

220

ReS
Wanted

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of Judgment and Order of Salo entered July 18, 1993,
directed to me and issued from the office of the Clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, at
Paducah, in the action of United States of America, Plaintiff, v.
LaJeanna G. Thornton, Defendant, Civil Action No. C93-0004-P(1),
on October 5, 1993,at the hour of 11:00 a.m.,at the Calloway County
Courthouse door,Murray,Kentucky,I will sell to the highest and best
bidder the following, real estate:
Lot Number 14,• Block D in Westwood Subdivision as
recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 14 and in the Partial Replat
of Block D as recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 83 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. The above
descnbed property is sold subject to the restrictions as set
forth in Plat Book 3,Page 15 in the office of the Clerk ofthe
Galloway County. Courtand.such restrictionsare specifi---cally referred to in his conveyance and incorporated
herein as if same were • written in full.
Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Don Riley et
al to th.leanna Thornton dated September 18, 1986 as
recorded in Book 169, Card 312 in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment
in the amount of $34,986.48,, plus accrued interest n the amount of
$1,196.86, as of May 19, 1993, plus additional interest. which accrued
at the daily rate of$9.1061 from May 19, 1993,until July 28, 1993 and
interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 3.58 percent per
annum,until paid,including a subsidy amount of$14,436.00.from the
sale of the property in the event the property sells for more than the
above balance set out herein, plus costs, disbursements . and
expenses.

The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court, the deed has been approved by the Court; and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
-shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said-property at the time
of sale, and shall be sold free and clear of any right or equity of
redemption. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds of
the sale of the real property in the same manner and with the same
effort as they attached to the property prior to the sale.
For:

.
Wilma L. King
WILLIAM D. ZERILLO
UNITED STATES MARSHAL
Western District of. Kentucky
114 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, KY 40202

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Proposals will be received by Oaks Country Club at the Club Meeting Room on Oaks
Country Club Drive until 6:00 p.m. Sept. 14,
1993 for the furnishing of all labor, materials, services and equipment construct Alterations and Additions to Oaks Country
Club, Calloway County, Kentucky.
Copies of the bidding documents may be
obtained at the country club.
. No bid, performance or payment bond will
be required.
Any bid received after time setfor opening
of bids will be returned, unopened, to the
bidder. •
No bid •may be withdrawn, after time set
fortiid..opening, for a period of thirty days.

The family of
James L. Hargis
wish to express our
sincere thanks and
deep appreciation
to all our friends,
neighbors and relatives who stood by
so faithfully in our
sudden loss of hustiara, Daddy and
Granddaddy
James. For all the
food, the beautiful
flowers, the pray.
era,and comforting
words. Thanks to
John Dale, Dr.
Querterrnous, the
the
pallbearers,
singers, all the
cards and to the
Churchill
J.H.
Funeral Home.
May God bless you
always.

1071 FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701
MUSIC DJ. Dances, parties, weddings, at musical
styles 753-0343
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545
WRITERS interesled in be
published arid wiling to
pay Survey being taken
Confidential Write to: Box
592. Murray, KY 42071

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

Naha
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- DRAFTING Service, cusnuine hand tossed pizza, tom home plans, commerfresh sateds,. sandwiches. cial, industrial drafting,
gyros Open al year at computer aided drafting, 28
Spin Closed Mon and years experience Call
474-8119,
Tu•s
4988630 after lpm
1400-649-3804

MRS. THERESA, Roeder
& Advisor. A Pus born
Structural
walls: Psychic. gifted from God
crete
slabs, drives, walla Cat- 554%7904 call for
ered & stomped concrete appointment
CAU.OWAY County Con-

Free estimates 4744338

---411
.
-AA -•••••••••••........11-••••.••••••••••••4111..00.....---.

Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured,
*00% investmeht
assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

SALES Professionals
Specialized- Communica
bons. Inc a tang distance
phone carrier. has shined'
ate openings or sates pro
fessionals in the West Ky
area Comprehensive train
ing 8 unlimited commission
plans provided Mail re
sums to 2343 Lakeway
Circle. Pans. TN 38242
THE Prudential is seeking a
bright highly motivated in
&victual who has the India
live to build a solid. proles
social sales career in insur
ance and investments
EllinSIVO, tow year.. earn
as you learn training prc8
ram College degree pre
lerred Starting salary up-k3
$500 per week Excellent
benefits Call Sheree White
at 1 800 264 0950 or fax
resume to 502 443 6483
for an immediate appoint
rnent Equal Opponuraty
F
Employer
TOBACCO cutters needed
492 8628 after 8pm
US POSTAL It GOVERN
MENT JOBS $23/hr plus
benefits Now hiring
1 800-200 8760 24 hours
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to 1500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash PO Box 224. McKenzie TN 38201

TAKING applicabons for
maintenance person Apply
Hildate Apts. Hardin KY
EOE
WANTED barmaids. wait
dancers. 1500
resses
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Cafe. Paris
901 642 4297 7pm 2am
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance. etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
call
into
more
219 794 0010 ext 7159
8arn 8pm. 7 days
070
Dominic
& Childcare

ALL around maintenance
man needed Apply m person at Riviera Courts Of
lice, 8am 11am only No
phone calls
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/hr plus benefits For
application 8 info, call
1-(214233-9078 7am to
10prn 7 days
DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope 101 the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not lull time high
school students Call
753-9378 Free days a week
• between 8 00arn-3 COpm
We are an EOE This project a funded by the Western Kentucky Private In
dusty Council-JTPA
EXPERIENCED auto body

man. Apply in person at
Donnie Hudson Body
Shop, Almo, Ky or by calling 753-6475 days or
753-9918 nights

HEATING, cooling, duct
work instiller,' minimum
one year experience
435-4699
IMMEDIATE opening available for telemaketer/
secretary, 374 hours per
week Send resume icy PO
Box 770, Mayfield, KY
42066.
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets a now accepting
applications for woodworkers $ finishers Prefer experience 409 Sunbury. be
hind Bunny Bread, Murray
NEW physician's practice
in Murray needs business
office employee with medical officio background
Great opportunity Resume
to P. ALVIS, PO Box 192,
1.4"yfiekt Ky 42066
PAINTER needed, sewninc. Wan sprayer pre
*erred Immediate opening,
apply at Vegan Metal in
Sedalia. Ky 328-8980
SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company will
Vain Cal Monday Ihru Fnday, 9am-lpm only
615-398-8269
WANTED • aggressive
well groomed person willing to start at entry level
position with woolent ad
vancement opportunities
Job inductees delivery
customer service. Opining'at Cotortyme in Murray
Mayfield Apply In
person

Musical
SEWING pbe wanted, in
cluding formal wear
753 1061
WILL do exceUent wort,
cleaning hornet or offices
Have low rates 759 1107
or 753-2366 and leave
message

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASS-i_paid for good. used
Mies, shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
GoodS 519 S 12th
Murray

USED electric fuse box
used carpeting electric
range air condiboner re
frigerator storm windows
753 4109

CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759 9553

FRONT pan 8 front spoiler
for 1976 Camaro
753 0910

WILL do house cleaning
Cat Betty 474 2131 nights

JUNK air conditioners will
pick up 436 2904
LAWN mower deck for 4
wheeler 75313809

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Recital gowns it tux°
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753 6981

seen at 5001

ei west io Johnny Robertson Road
South io Sq Hoe Road, NM on Se Hale Road 1/4 mile
r,1 111 TO. 1111

01.01

753-0466

r

1991 MURRAY lawn
mower, runs & looks good
Ask for Matthew 436 2106

Murray

Speech Therapist
Opportunity available for licensed speech
therapist to design & implement speech
therapy to both children & adults. Case
management & staff training are also elements of the position. Competitive salary,
flexible scheduling, & comprehensive benefits package available. To apply,send cover
letter, resume,& salary expectation to: Lisa
Wathen, P.O. Box 950, Owensboro, KY
42302 EOE

METHODIST.
mEti3OCAST 9GSPIT4,

mci:•,.:,E

AN OPPORTUNITY AWAITS R.N.S AT
METHODIST HOSPITAL OF MtKENZIE
• 7p-is R.N. Staff Nurse - E.R.
• 7a-7p R.N. Staff Nurse - Med/Surs.
12 hour shifts. Excellent benefits:
Contact Kathy Heath -Townsend for more
information at 352-4162 or :152 534.1
EOE

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
arid we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3 Service. We
represent 7. -A.M. Best A- or A+ rated*
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-900-455-4199

•••

BABY bed, very good con
Make offer
dition
759 4110
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavabng inc We haul top
Soil, gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759 1828

1/014111,0f T 00C.API !AT ON

PO Box 1013

mirror headboard padded
rails Call after 5pm
759 9972
ROUND oak table haging
light fixture couch good
condition 753 5395 _

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

1.•

WOOD clarinet excellent
'condition $175 753 1628
241

S.

FORD 5000 tractor. A I
shape, 4 new Ores. 4 14
plow, 1211 wheel disc 8
large blade $8700 obo for
all 753 8965

FOR lakes ponds roa'&
streets We have dozer
grader dirt mover & oiso
bush hogging Any siZe
lobs Free estimates Call
Ted Edwards or Charles. .
Smothermao 436 Sith'd
753 9822

FARMALL, 1953, new
paint good Ores. 3 point
hitch $2800 4.36-2727 ask
for Joe
200
Sports
Equipment
1917 BRUNSWICK pool
table reduced to $250 obo
Call Break Time Billiards
759 9303

K T I and Associates offer
ing a full line or investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 Or 436 6099
270
Mobil.
Homes For Sal*
12x52 TRAILER with hum
on rooms Must be moved
Call 753 0751

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
4374667

12x70 3BR 1.4' bath For
info call 759 2005
1986 BUCCANEER 14x70
2br. 2 bath $15 000
753 3645 or 753 9305

6FT deli case Toledo high
speed meat saw model
5320. 220V Globe slang
machine, comstock castle
oven
double
901 593 5439

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
,Ileors
Knights of Columba. Hall

QUEEN size waterbed with

Miscellaneous

CERTIFIED nurse's aide
will do in home health care
and -or housecleaning
436 5792

AFTERNOON dishwasher
Apply at Granny's Restaurant. 1006 Chestnut

EXPERIENCED tobacco
,
cutler 435-4424

Node*

The Oivner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.
Oaks Country Club
August 24, 1993

-41

140

For Sale Or Lease

460

Computers
For Sala Or.trad•
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale

129
130

300

For Rent or Lease

$500 Column inch
Display Ada
40# Dumont 1n4 Rem
aos Dinners% 3n4 Run
t All 3 Aes Yea Ran Wallin S Der Prris4
1175 per coleus irsti curs ter %.a, Moe
Iry

MI 11(11 ‘Nonsi:

SALES

155
160

360

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

060

020

iltion
hwest
sting.

‘11

Mobtle Homes For Sale

365

sin

Fifteen(15%)percent ofthe purchase price shall be paid in
cash on the day of sale, with the purchaser to execute a
bond with approved surety payable to the United States
Marshal for the Wester District of Kentucky for the
balance of the purchase price, together with interest
thereon at the rate of 3.58 percent per annum, said bond
being due and payable in full, together with all accrued
interest, within sixty (60) days from date of sale. The
purchaser may prepay the bond at any time prior to the
expiration sixty(60)days from the date ofsale by payment
of the balance of the purchase price plus all interest
accrued at the rate of 3.58 percent per annum from date of
sale to the date of payment in full.

quiet
deally
red at

270

205 Mobilo Horne Lots For Rant

.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash,or upon a credit of sixty(60)
days subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:

home
twork,
rater.
:ed at

1(1.41.

200 .......Mobil. Homes For Rent

•

Advertisers are requested to cheek the
Ant insecure of their ads for any error.
The Murray Lodger & .nmes will be
responsible for only one incorrect inset.
ten. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

753-1916

p.m.
sis
pm.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

•

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlima are 3 dap, Is odirguaa• aall are as Sallow*:

5B

1993

HORSE 3'4 gaited stallion
6yrs old. $1100 8x20 haul
ing trailer $150 1976
Chrysler Cordoba 98,XXX
acutal miles $800 1976
Semi Gusto() Cheby 350
van. $800 Call 759-9673
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
army pants, shirts & boots.
new & used guns Jerry s
Sporting Goods. 6th 8 Wal
nut. Mayfield
NEW 16' 8 165' Blem
truck Ores $60 & up Alsc
XP2000 W L Generals, 1st
line at low, low prices LOIS
of used Ores $10, $15, $20
each Warehoute Tire, 400
Industrial Road 753-1111
PAPA. Bear Fisher wood
burning stove $150
753-0706 days 474 8771
after 5pm
SANBORN air compressor.
60 gal vertical tank, 5hp
motor. 5011 Sears air hose
Craftsman '4 dove air
wrench $600 Like new
489-2329
SHAVING mugs, mustache
cups, good docks, knives,
brass horses, many other
items 753-9780
• VIDEO camera, VHS format with extra 2hr battery
pack in case, $500 Wood
burning stove, hutch Rebel
27' firebox with 811 of pipe
and stove board. $300
489-2886

GE refrigerator freezer with
ice maker. $200 GE pat
scrubber portablil dishwasher. $60 436-5407
160
Home
Funilehlrue
ANTIQUE hand made solid
cedar bedroom suite twin
bed, dresser, chest. $500
Mahogany chest antique,
$50. 753-6897
BASSETT dining room suit.
tabie,6chairs, hutch.$600
753-1362 days. 435-4236

rights
COLONIAL style

BALDWIN Baby Grand
piano, black satin finish
size 52 753 3588
BASS drum, double pedal
DW 2000. 1 yr old List new
$475 sell for $250
753 2981

Have Mop

OUR Pledge When you
compare quality, insulation
options and sot up you w
find that we will have Iv,
very best value for yo.'
housing dollar Dinkins Mo
bile Homes. Inc Hwy 79
TN
East
parts.
1-800642 4891 One of
the Southeast's oldest and
largest Home Centers
•

Will Travel

Bonded

Carpets
General Cleaning

References

Offices
Owner

Stripping & Waxing

Beverly DeVries
(502) 436-2663

Floors &
Maintenance

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
MIECEMIall
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

N.U.R.S.I.N•G
Wurrat(a16,u i Counts Hospital II trailer in
prom Wing analits healltniirr in 14'ettem
Kenn/rev and Northwest lennessre 1411111.11/1to•S
thf' fIdhkU trig lob openings
STAFF DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
Full-time position B S degree in Nursing re
(wired, Master's preferred, at lees! 3 5 years of
clinical nursing experience required minimum of
2 'years in nursing OduCatiOniteaching
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT COORDINATOR:
Full-time position B S degree in Nursing re
quired. Master's preferred, at least 35 years of
clinical nursing expenence required, minimum of
2 years in nursIng quality assurance/quality
improvement

Please'send resume in confidence

For dieted,contact
K\
I vn R%
.10111(1• R1•1

(502)762 1319

earth

tones couch. excellent condign Greet for college student 8100 753-4868

••••••••••••••••
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3YR old Yamaha P
Shooter trombone, great
753 0 788 or
buy
753 2266

SO3 Poplar Street
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Ousless
Med
1992 16x80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br, 2bath with Geor
gm carpet. $22000
901-247-3233

SPACIOUS 2br. 2 bath duplex, appliances Ammeter:I'
central as
gas heat
7W4103, fOarstfl OOp01444,
-CUMMINGS Meier Poles. 1 yew lease No pets
Specializing in mobile 753-2905
home e4ocIncserwee 200 TAKING applications for
teeP 1375 100 amp $325 section 8 rent subsidized
435 4027
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms. handicap =asstd. Equal•Housing Oppor2c0
lobes
tunity Apply Hilldaie Ads
Hardin. Ky or call
Howse Far NW
502-437-4113
2BR, kaki/view. completely
furnished, total privacy
$200/mo plus utilities I de
posit Hamlin. Ky
217 431 7034
LAKE area. small trailer NEAR MSU kitchen, Irving
room privileges utilities
474-8056
furnished Coleman RE
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br. 753-9898
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to cdlege 753-5209

.-.c• eta.'N''•7

2eri
Hostig
And Cooling
-

-4
-

NEW condition 77, ton
Trani) heat & arr unit
accept bids 753-1300, after 7pm 489-2116
WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436-2904

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
120

ipsrbosets
For Rom
1 2 3BR apts furnished
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-1252 days 753-0606
after 5pm
„ 1BR Sept 1 1st floor, nice
dean all appliances air,
otriet No pets 492-8634
1 OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 753 4109
2BR duplex in Northwood
Lease and deposit
$325/mo 753-4704
FURNISHED tbr apt with
paid utilities No pets
Lease and deposit required Available Sept 1
Call attar 5pm 436-2755
MUR CAL Apartments now
acitepang applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
for Section Stow rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

CF registered ternaleyan
kittens, diarnpon grandparents, shale leukernis shot,
wormed. health guaranteed. $2004a 489-2495
she( 7pm
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Sennng Murray for over
12yrs 4362858
PARAKEETS $10/each
Various size cages
759-4119 after 5pm
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers weeding to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thnlung of
contact one of our COCASous and professional
&genet at 753-1222 or slop
by office al 711 Mein St
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Penn, Pail Dailey
Bet -Air
C•nt•r
5 02 - 7 5 3 •.S 0 L D .
1-800-369-5780
TRAILER & small cabin on
lake tor sale and V. 04w
of land 753-1038 after
4pm

Lola
Far Sale

BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited rostra-60ns
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded. Southwest School
YELLOW delicious apples District, natural gas, city
water, cablevision 3 3
753-7269
2E1F1 house in Murray & in
miles from city limes FiC0111
YELLOW
Sweet
Lynn Grove 753 4109
nancing available Lots as
Demeans.& prune plums,
4I3R house references & tel apples McKenzie Or- low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566
deposit 492-8851
chard 753-4725 or
BUILD your dream home
FOR sale or rent Renter 753-9468
on a beautiful heavily
charged mind 3br. 1 bath,
wooded lot Dogwood,
12 miles southeast from
Made, Oak, Cherry, etc
Murray 753-6392
COPELAND'S
location. privacy,
Choice
ORCHARD
VERY nice 2br frame
convergent WM* deep lc(
Mayfield
house, 1 mile east oeMurwith 10011 frontage, 18011
ray large living room &
Now Picking Red Skins
depth Safe nice neighborkitchen, 2 utility rooms. 2
and Apples
hood An exceptional opfireplaces garage
portunity Call 753-6453
623-8312
$350/m9r. plus deposit. 1
BY owner Beautiful
yew lade 753-0089
wooded lot, almost one
410
acre, Fairview Acres, four
miles East Old Salem
For Rent
Road Call 753-4423 after
Or Lame
7pm
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
MAPLEWOOD Estates
Large tarnlly
warehouses on Center
Appxox 1002/x150', city waDrive behind Shoney's
Yard Sale
ter, REC electric, 1 mile
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
Take 121 North to Stalls,
from Murray Court Ware
turn right on 299 take to
on 94E 615-662-7632
Kirtsay,turn left onto 464
about 2 mew on that
460
road. Follow signs.
Homes
Thurs. & Fri.
GREAT trail horse 5yrs
For Sale
Sept. 2 & 3
old strawberry Roam Leoam till T
3-48R, 2 bath ranch, in
pard Alp approx
ors or name Card children's&
quiet neighborhadd, near
$1200 753-2905
a ct4i clothes at low once'
city schools, great room
Catly
sings
$
moray
LIKE new lett cattle trailer
with fireplace, large family
:othes dares arid SCANI anti5th wheel $1600 After
style lutchen, newly decor.0135 ail onced lo soil
Sprn call 436-5416
ated, all appliances included, neatly landscaped
freshly painted exterior, 2
car garage, $87,900 Cal
for appointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
MC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
Dr
op quality bloodlines FOR sale Land 10 acres
Black/white, gray/white 20 acres, 45 acres, 65 3BR, 1 bath brick house.
with blue eyes 753-8809 acres & 100 acres Also 2100+ sq It, large lot in
will rent 753-1300 after Circarama, 905 Fairlane
BREEDERS Close Out 7pm 489-2116 ]
753-3793
Special] AKC registered
Boxers, 3 pups. 1 female ROBERTS Realty Callo- 3BR. 2 bath trick. 1380sq
dame. 3yrs old CAII JJ & way County's oldest and ft. 3yrs-old, $72,000. Phone
Co 753-2511, 759 2549
most reliable real estate for appointment 753-3293
ageocy For WI your real BRICK home,
central hea,
COCKER Spaniel. 6 mac estate needs call them towater, 2br, 1
old, housebroken regis- day at 753-1651 1 Syca- gas line, aty
bath, hardwood floors doutered, $50 4365590
more and 12th St
ble carport, large barn, appliances refngerator negotiable, $40's 492-8892
FALL apples & Damson
Cal to plaoe• your order
753-4725 or 753-9488

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

culi, (is

NICE 2br, 1 bath lake view
home, full basement, large
kitchen & living room, fireplace. deck, garage, cornmuncy boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision $4AO
759-2085

Motorcyclsa
1980 1100 XS Yamaha
$950 obo 753-0095
1089 HONDA VTR 250
Sport take, low mileage
sharp 753-5718

26FT Nomad Camper,ft*
sell contained, sr.'wrung,
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 502-437-4902
30' NOMAD camper, bumper hitch, bunkhouse
model, loaded, sleeps
8-10. fluly.sal contained,
excellent condition, $6900
Also available, matching
1983 Chev Suburban, 454
motor, traalwing pkg, both
for $10,000 obo Call
753-8966
520

DISCOUNT parts, dependabet service for elf brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm,
Sat 10am-3pm

14' ALUMINUM V bottom
fishing boat with 18hp Evinrude motor, oars, troNing
motor. seats_ gas tank,
depth finder,, goes with
boat Older boat & MOW(
used very little. Call
753-4871 or work
762-4811 7am-3pm.

1983 GIPSON Lazy-Cruz
houseboat, 4311 long with a
1976 MERCEDES 280. 1988 Volvo-Penta 4cyl mo17,XXX, gas, 4dr. asking te, Kohler generator 75
(rebuilt), sleeps 8-10 peo$3000 474-2777
ple. lots of special custom
1982 PLYMOUTH Sap- work & dean, 2 Ws. microporo Call 753-0838 after wave, coffee maker & most
5pm
of furniture stays Real nize
1984 VW Quantum station houseboat for the price
wagon, excellent condition, Call 753-4871 or work
762-4811 7arn-3prn.
75,XXX miles 759-9508
1988 HONDA Accord LXI.
loaded, 70,XXX miles
$8000 753-2816
1989 MERCURY Sable
blue excellent condition,
new transmission, $5000
obo 759-4453
1991 GEO Tracker cornerable with bikini lop, yellow/
black 4x4, 5sp, a/c pls.
p/b cassette, warranty.
$9000 obo 759-1870
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird,
61,XXX, oil changed every
3000K, tuned up recently &
new tires, auto, as, arrirtm
cassette, $7000. Call
753-5242 9 30 to 5.30

su
ray
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. kt;o420
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;
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ox 48
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1983 HUNTER 20, 25ft
mast, 170sq ft sails, sleeps
up to 5,- asking 15000, including trailer & outboard
474-2777.
1985 RANGER 373 V. 200
Mercury, fully equipped,
exoelent shape 753-0509
42FT Cris Craft Romer for
sale or SOTO trade
$27,500 Twin 427 low
hours fords. exaelent condition . 436-5811 or
436-5082.

KENTUCKY Lake front
home 4h, 2 bath, spectacular view, large fireplace, 436-2043
skylights, patio & deck
wheels with
$99,900 For sale by SET of factory
trim, rings & center case,
owner 502-436-2953
$103 753-0910

=M IMP IIIMM
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Name of Child

Name of Grandparents
Keith & Pauli kciin
Grandparents
Brenda Moore
Aubreyv & Linda Stom
Enclosed is
$7.00 1st picture
$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picture.

mes of grandpprents_name_of_shild

(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

-

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line c4 equipnient Fr.,.,uncles Day or night,
753-5484

Too
days
Too
On
Polan
later.
On
In
utast
In
in the
In
eight!
In
tated,
In
Walk
admii
In
deten
ing d

THE Guew CO Seamless
aluminum gutters, vanity
of colors Licensed, insured EserneW available
754)4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Genie, dewingservg $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, /Umo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn, 753-0530
WINDOW I door repair
Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt SONIC*
560
Fres

Ter
Hocin
entere
vetera
Fi v
I 1-da
lcadci
On
annou
millic
sancti
To
71. A
Condi
Singe
Th(
drivel
learn
Flori
(1884

FREE puppies to good
home Chow & German
Sheperd mix 10 wks
753-9883
LARGE adult male dog
needs good home neutered, all shots Call
759-9952

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing. vinyl siding. painting, Free estimates 18
years experience. Local relerimoes 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Rentodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring.
436-2052.

Call
Paul Dailey
753-7653 Located In Ledbetter Shores
On Kentucky Lake
Three chicks, fabulous view, four bedrooms, three
baths, intercom, satellite dish, 14 closets, 14x22
workshop, boat storage, community water, 2,827
sq. ft. under roof. You have got to see'

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596.
KB. ASSOCIATES, General construction, remodeling, garages,decks, patios,
intend trim. 753-0834.
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, al colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.
LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
81
Kitchen &,Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4to SuNlituRY MURRAY Oileland Bunny Bread)
751 5040

DAD

FOR SALE - BY OWNER

ON !A

Price Just Reduced - $159,900

Sodom
Offered
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb.
Al IA all wound mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark

4,100 Sq. Ft. Under roof
4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, living room, dining room, large kitchen, family
room wffireplace, large in-ground swimming pool, double garage.

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.
AIR Conditioning-Ron Hal
Heating. Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4609,
435-432-7

toWn
t
*Pr(
a 56
* Re
* Ha
* Ctt
* Re
* Se
*
*N0

Shown -by Appointment
753-7687 or 474-2251

,

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for on oggress1ve IncilvIduce
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong.communlcation skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray, KY 42071

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

[4t Of1
1 *

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo
in your paper. (Photo enclosed.)

P•4r. •`'.

CARPORTS for cars and MOOOY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
trucks Special sizes for
molar home, boats, RVs 753-5888.
and etc Excellent preelec- 'MR Chimney. diummty
tion. Mph quality, excellent oissrier 442-87114
value Roy Id 759-4864
MULCH, pick up loads
C D HOME Repairs Cal Murray 4365560
753-9669
NEED carpel or vinyl inCHIM Chen Chimney stilled? Have 20 years ex
Sweeps has 10% sensor personal Cal 474-2789
citizen discounts We sell
dernney caps and screens PAINTING. exterior, interior Call Charlie Rains
435-4191
753-57S4
COUNTERTOPS. cuslorn
Homes, trailers. offices PLUkeING reparman with
WuNfs Recovery, Murray same day service Cal
436-5255
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing RJIIRED Journeyman
dtenghI we do plumbing
and Cooing Service Complete installation and eer- electrical, carpentry and
y ice Call Gary at general repair 492-8403
7%-4754
ROCKY COLSON Home
CUSTOM bulldozing and Repair Rooting siding,
backhoe work, septic. sys- painting, plumbing, contems, 3548161 shw llpne crete Free 'eternities Cal
474-2307
DRYWALL, finishing, re
SHE
E TROCX finishing,
piers, additions and blowtextured ceilings Larry
ing ceilings 753-4761
Chnsrniii 492-8742
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Healing, Cooling 1 Electric,
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699
436-4327

ANTIQUE refinishirg, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.

Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.

COUPON

UCENSED tor electric and
gas 753-7203

1

530

ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mimeonano.,etc Free estimates
489-2303

'MI MB

CARPET and vinyl =WI,bon and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247

Al. ALS hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683

epteier 12

Send photo.

1984 GIAC 4x4 Sierra,
1ftetP! /4800 1993 Dodge
Caravan, VI. nice
$14,000 753-7516.

Boos
11 Moors

AlIT

Nikki Morris
Grandparents
Charles S Donna Henry
Evelyn Feulner
Walter II Dorothy Foulner

1983 GM Blazer. VS. M.
piti. as,It, amervi camases.
4 wheel drive good condition 4119-2079

1990 LT 80 SUZUKI •
wheeler 492-8298

acre, 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753-9475

753-1916

Today!

1979 GMC Jitrirrw 434,new
Wes, 11)00C mass on no.
350 engine. goad allies
753-5899 alWr Spin

MARTIN Heights ranch 1987 FORD Bronco II XLT
brick horns available 3br, 2 4x4, auto, p/ar, pre one
ball. open family. dining/ owner, excellent condition,
kitchen wee, front porch. $6000 Cal 924-5380
patio, 2 air garage, Landscaped 1549 Whippoorwill 759-1604

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's AlCONDO 2br, 2 bath over- pine Car Audio Specialist
looking pool Chateau Dixieland Center, 1 block
Maurice, $75.000 2949 from MSU dorms
Harrison, Paducah, KY
CAR stereo installer, ex443-4757
G
2,AREbAaT
th ba
LOC
tbeAba
TIO:pt0
3xlx1.

Visa and Master Card

3 BR, 2 bath, by
owner EY Su..
large wooded lot. 2
ear garage. lotto( mum, large family
room
'if/fireplace,
large storage bldg.
$90's.Call Bob Of Lou
Davis 753-0822

Ms
"

6

Bring in by September 9 (12 noon) to
be published September 111h.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask North dealer.
for Andy at The Appliance North-South vulnerable
Works, 753-2455
NORTH

A Stitch in Time Saves Nine

cations. Had South taken the queen
with the ace, he would surely have
gone down.
•K 95
APPLIANCE SERVICE
West had no more clubs to lead
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
V AK
and had no effecti ve alternative move.
Whirlpool 30. years ex•K J 10 96 3
In practice, he shifted to a low heart,
perience
BOBBY
+72
but declarer won in dummy and led
HOPPER, 436-5848
WEST
EAST
the king of diamonds. East took the
•J 7 4 3 2
Q8•
ace and returned the ten ofclubs, but
•106 5 4 3
•.1 7
he was fighting a losing cause.South
•4 2
•A Q5
won with the jack, led another dia•Q
•K 109864 mond.took the next club with the ace
SOUTH
and so made four notrump.
•A 106
East should have realized that
Resodenbal/Commercial
Q 98 2
the queen of clubs might be West's
•8 7
only cluti„rzt, which .lorse • a signal
•A J 53
would be'futile. To protect against
The bidding.
that possibility, East should have
BACKHOE SERVICE. North East
South West
played his king of clubs on West's
BRENT ALLEN septic tank 1•
2•
2 NT
Pass
queen!
instellation, repair, replace- 3 NT
This would have fixed South's
ment 759-1515
Opening lead -queen of clube.
wagon beyond repair. Whenever deThe signal is probably The most clarer got around to leading diaBACK1i0E 'Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drive valuable weapon available to the monds, East would win, force out
ways, hauling, foundations, defense, but, like any other weapon, South's last club stopper, and thus
etc 759-4664.
there is a time and place for its use. set up his clubs before South could
BILLS Window Cleaning Here is a cam where a signal proved set up his diamonds.
S•rvice. Residential/ to be useless,partly because ofa good
East should know from the bidCommerical. C•II play by declarer, and partly because ding that declarer has the A -J-x or A 753-5934.
one defender could not obey the com- J-1-x of Clubs. In either case, overtaking the quten guarantees estabBOWS Plumbing Repair mand of the other.
West led the queen of clubs and lishment of the clubs before the diaService M work wennteed. 753-1134 or East signaled for a continuation of monds, while at the same time the
438-5632.
the suit by playing the eight. De- play cannot cost East a trick. East
BRYON'S LAWN SER- clarer correctly ducked the queen in should have signaled, all right, but
VICE Free estimates order to hamper defensive communi- with his highest club, the king.
753-4591
Tomorrow: It's a cruel, cruel world.

Bill's Window
Cleaning Service
Call 753-5934

-
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 1, the 244th day of 1993. There are 121
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 1, 1939, World War 11 began as Nazi Germany invaded
Poland. Britain and France declared war against Germany two days
later.
On this date:
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron Burr was found innocent of
treason.
In 1878, Emma M. Nun became the first woman telephone operator
in the United States, fpr the Telephone Despatch Company of Boston.
In 1905, Alberta and Saskatchewan entered Confederation as the
eighth and ninth provinces of Canada.
In 1923, the Japanese cities of Tokyo and Yokohama were devastated,.by an earthquake that killed about 150,000 people.
In 1932, New York City Mayor James J. "Gentleman Jimmy"
Walker resigned following_charges of graft and corruption in his
administration..
In 1942, a federal judge in Sacramento, Calif., upheld the wartime
detention of Japanese-Americans as well'at Japanese nationals, striking down a challenge brought by the American Civil Liberties Union.
Ten years ago: 269 people were killed when a Korean Air Lines
Boeing 747 was shot down by a Soviet jet fighter after the airliner
entered Soviet airspace. Henry "Scoop" Jackson, a 30-year Senate
veteran, died in Everett. Wash., at age 71.
Five years ago: Shipyard workers at Gdansk, Poland, ended an
11 -day strike, acting with some reluctance on the advice of Solidarity
leader Lech Waksa-.
One year ago: Defying a U.S. government warning, Bobby Fischer
announced he would play his onetime rival, Boris Spassky, in a S5
millioalechess match in Yugoslavia despite United Nations.imposed
sanctions.
.....Today's Birthdays: Former Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird is
71. Actress Yvonne DC Carlo is69. Texas Gov. Ann Richards is 60.
Conductor -Seiji 072wa is 58. Comedian-actress Lily Tomlin is 54.
Singer Barry Gibb is 47. Singer Gloria Estetan i36
Thought for Today: "Life is a tragic mystery. We are pierced and
driven by laws we only half understand, we find that the lesson we
learnagain and again is that of accepting heroic helplessness." —
Florida Scott-Maxwell, American writer and psychologist
•
(1884-1970).
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Ten years ago
Cattle rustling, a -crime more
prevalent in the Old West or late
nights on "Rawhide" reruns,
reportedly has returned up iti"
modern day of Calloway County,
according to Sheriff David
Balentine.
A meeting on Kentucky Vehicle Title Laws and its possible
effects on Calloway County will
be Sept. 2 at 2 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce Centre.
M.C. Garrott writes about Dr.
Alfred Wolfson and his long
tenure at Murray State University
in his column,"Garrott's Galley."
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club has passed a
resolution in honor ofMrs. Virginia Crihfield who died Aug. 12.
She -had been an active member
of the club and had won many
awards for the club with her
needlework items.

Twenty years ago
Today's issue of The Ledger &
Times is under the new ownership of Murray Newspapers, Inc..
with Walter L. Apperson as
publisher.
The City of Hhel has been
reclassified as a ninth class city
by Insurance Services Office of
Kentucky, according to Hazel
Mayor Cy Miller.
A total of 223 students from
Calloway County and Murray
High Schools are enrolled in classes at Murray Vocational School,
according to James Lawson,
director.
Gilbert Bfackie) Searfos is
pictured holding the plaque and
gift presented him by employees
of Press Room of Murray Division of Tappan Company upon
his retirement as general kreman
of the press room here for 28
years: He transferred here from

Mansfield, Ohio, in 1946.
Thirty years ago
Joe Pat lames, Hoyt Roberts,
Humphrey Key, Henry Fulton,
Edwin Cain and Dr. Conrad
Jones are members of Appeals
Board of Unsafe Housing and
Building Code for the city of
Murray.
Jay Paul Lockhart is the new
minister of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Arlie Ray Ross.
The Rev. C.A. Byrd, Hardin
pastor, will speak at a revival at
Sulphur, Springs Methodist
Church Sept. 1-8..
Murray High School Tigers
beat Trigg County 32 to 7 in its
opening football game of the stadium played at Holland Stadium,
Murray.
Forty years ago

Pvt. Zane E. Cunningham, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham of Penny community, is now
stationed at Fort Lee, Va.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Kirksey, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lane, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Tucker, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Trellis Elmo Boggess, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cathey, a girl ^
to Mr. and Mrs. OR, Strandburg,
a girt to Mr. and Mrs. H.G.
- Adams and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Voris Howard.
Nancy Crisp and Gene E. Hendon were married Aug. 18 at the
home of the bride's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight Crisp of Binghampton. N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bogard
and daughters, Linda, Judy and
Sharon,' and Mrs. Clifford Dodd
have returned from a vacation in
Orlando and Daytona Beach, Fla.

e

•14.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: .1 have been living
with "Bill" for the past seven years.
Bill has been married thrCe times
and I've been married twice. He
proposed several times during our
relationship. ti.ot I wasn't ready for
another marriage
Bill
months
ago.
Three
announced that he was going to the
Philippines forTwo weetirlo meet"
the young lady with whom he had
beeri corresponding. A co-worker
had pictures of women who were
interested in meeting aid marrying
American men.) After esseek
Philippine. Bill called to say he
waA coming home and wanted to

marry mts.
We selected and he paid fort a
diamond. Two weeks later, he
informed me that he did not want to
marry me after all; and he was
bringing this .Filipina lady"trrthe
United States! He had previously
written to let her know he would
not be marrying her, and she was
devaistarediVelieve me. Abby, a-fewmonths of correspondence cannot
equal seven years of living together
as far as being devastated.I am heartbroken, and I think he
plans to giVe her my diamond.
What is your best advice?
ALMOST A BRIDE IN VENTURA

DEAR ALMOST: Dry the
tears and thank the Lord that
Bill didn't marry you on the
rebound from his Philippine
vacation adventure. In your
grief and disappointment, you
may have overlooked that he
was writing love letters to her
while living with you.
You were wise to refuse his
earlier proposals. He would
have made a poor husband. He
glad that this player — with
three strikes against him — has
struck out of your life.
• • •

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

.DEAR_ABBY: As you can see
from this stationery, I am writing
from my mom in a popular national motel thain. After I regietered-,--tlae—
room clerk handed me my key,
loudly announced m room number
and gave directions on how to get to
my room_ Several men were standing behind me., awaiting their turn
to register. At the risk of sounding
paranoid, any of those well-Aressed
individuals could have been Jack
the Ripper.
.Abby. please suggest that motel
and hotel_ clerks simply hand the
key to the guest without broadcasting the room number to the general
public. One kiensitive clerk handed
•me' my key and said, 'This is your
number" Then he diagrammed the
location of my room oh a pre-printed map. Such a simple procedure
could prevent an unwelcomed visit
— or even a tragedy.
K.A:Vv'.. LANCASTER. l'A.

1fS
DEAR K.A.W.: Thank you for
an excellent suggestion. You are
not paranoid — you are cautious.
Also, never open your hotel
(or motel) door unless you know
who's knocking. Call out,"Who
is it?" whether or not you are
expecting someone.

Ing
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- [)EAR ABBY: I am an overweight woman with high cholesterol
and high blood pressure.
•
Everywhere.I go, people encourage me to eat. I try to tell them I
must lose weight, but they keep
saying', "Aren't you eating anything?" or "Is that all you're going to

CALVIN and HOBBES
DAD,0CCiou_
POT A BELL
BUCE
• ON

ur,)T THAT cis° OF BELL'
WANT ONE NAT'LI_
WARN ME *NEN TUE
DON 81KEs 5NEKiNG
UP ekl ME'

I WINK 10t1 SHOULD
LEARN 44:V4 1t R1DE
BEFORE. 10l) WORM
1.110.,17 41k/ING
BELL TO R.

I

What should I do?
TRYING TO LOSE WEIGHT
DEAR TRYING: The. people
who encourage you to eat in
spite of your health problems
are engaging in a popular spectator sport called "diet sabotage." If you can resist the temptation, you will enjoy better
health and a longer life. If they
win the power struggle (which
is really what is happening), the
result could be fatal.

111111111111
CATHY

famaly
garage.

&ET TO COS`p
'
IT Off IN THREE Pc/ICES'

141AT 11.1E PUN TO 00 TOCifOI:
a Have. breakfast
*Pre-address Chnstnias cards
* send cdstcaras
* Rewrite. address book
* Have lunch
*Christmas shop i)44 catiog
* Redd roes
*See sights
Study h1S-Tort4 of area
*Have, dinner
A.Begin french lessens On tOSte
*Octanaie rectipts
travel :lournal

)ut it
attic,
or
lent

DR. GO7T
Prairie dog developers

CROSSWORDS

rACROSS

the
ieds

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

916

the queen
trely have
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GARFIELD
WOOL'? YOU HANG' ME. A
CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE, PLEASE?

1 Priest's
vestment
4 Lounge
8 Seasoning
12 Mountain
pass
13 Hearing
organs
14 The Three
Stooges, for
one
15 Also
16 Experienced,
skilled
18 European
ermine
20 Spiral of
wire
21 Myself
22 Ship channel
23 Drink heavily
27 PoSsesses
29 Towel
Insignia
30 Choir voice
31 At home
.

32 Hurried
33 Seed
container
34 Roman 51
35 Doctrine
37 Seed
38 Ginger —
39 Trade
40 Drink Nowt)
,
41 Exists
-•
42 River in
Siberia
44 Lavished
fondness on
17 Carefully.
providently
51 Rubber tree
52 Orient
53 Merriment
54 Sn Is its
symbol
55 Inspires with
fear
56 Deposits
57 Dine

Answer to Provlous Puzzle
A MU OMO 0003
UUU W 0 MI MOOG
00011100 00001510
MUM
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D MU MUM
0

WO polglap 000
u0la
ou
ow
mop mum Goo

MUM MUM
=MU
MUGU
000000 UGUMUU
00011 LOU BOUM
UMW 000 000111
9-1 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate
2 Booty
3 Blossoms
4 Clan
5 Paddle
6 Uproar, brawl
7 Kind of
neckwear
8 Pompous,

formal
9 Circle part
10 Falsehood
11 Bushy clump
17 Agave plint
DOWN
19 Diphthong
22 Alcoholic
1 Performs
beverage
24 Running
7
10 II
25 Take a vote
5
6
II
9
4
2
3
1
26 Greet Lake
27 Strikes
14
13
12
28 Once more
29 Chapeau
30 Pull
Ill
'
il
32 Rumors
20
is
33 Burst
ill
36 Sodium
21
symbol
NMI 37 One-base NI
WI
38 Clever
40 Melodies
illil•
111
41 Maiden loved
31
by Zeus
lal
ill
43 Nickel
35
symbol.
44 Tints
n
45 Lamb's pen
name
42 il
46 Depression
II
1111 47 Omen
48 Cat's fool
49 Peer Gynt's
hil
I
53
mother
1111UU 50 Perml1
i
WI
WI
III

ilU

d South's
enever de'ding dieforce out
and thus
•uth could

PEANUTS
SCHOOL STARTS NEXT WEEK.,
I NEED vCL TO TEST ME ON
MULTiPLICATiON TALES..

n the bidor Aase, overees estab-e the dietime the
rick. East
right, but
king.

II

OKAY, HOW MUCH
15 PIVE TIMES EIGHT?
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DEMI DR. GOTT Last summerI
was bitten by a deer tick and devel
oped J.yete disease. Nly- doctor put me
on antibiotics for two weeks, and the
second blood test that followed was
negative. I've subsequently developed
.three bull's eye lesions on my arm,
the laSTane about a month ago. I have.
developed joint and muscle pain Is
there anything I can do for this'
DEAR READER Despite the.
unfortunate fact that the Lyme disease. blood test is not comple.tely reli
able, you seeny to have had the dis
ease. and ma'still have it
Lyme disease is a bacterial infection caused by a bite of the deer tick, a
tiny, blood-sucking parasite The most
common initial sign is a spreading
rash which has, as you point 'out. a
pale. center, resembling a bull's eye If
untreated, the disease will progress to
inflammation of many body organs.including the joints, heart, braM and
others Treatment with antibiotics
almost always cures the disease., providing it is diagnoserfat.ln early stage
and the antibiotics are given in apPropriate quantities ,
I don't believe you received ade
quate treatment on your first go
round. Two weeks of antibiotics may
have been enough to return your
blood test to normal (negative), but
you probably should have received at
least three weeks of therapy. and
probably four The recent -bull's-eye
rashes that you describe may be due
or you may
to continuing infection
have been reinfected by other tick
bites in the interim. I believe that you
should be given four to six weeks of
.
additional antibiotic therapy
Ask your doctor about this. He may
(or may noti wish to obtain another
blood lest before treatment -- and
another follow-up test in about-four
months ---•btft this is not &tidal lithe
rash is typical of Lyme distpee. you
hite treatshould — in my.view
ment. regardless of the test results.
If the oral antibiotics fail to eradicate the infection, you may have to
codsider several months of- intravenoux antibiotic therapy. You'll know
if the medicine is working if your
symptoms lessen and the rashes disappear

11'
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Three staff members
elected for positions

National Scouting Jamboree

Three staff member were recently elected to serve in officer posiUons for the 1993-94 term of Staff
. Congress
at
Murray
State
University.
Shirley Reamer succeeds Debbie
Wagoner as president of the organization. Reamer,a 14-year employee
of Murray State, is secretary for the
department of industrial and engineering technology. She is also a
past president of the local chapter of
Professional
Secretaries
International.
Lori Adams, secretary for the
Honors
Program, was re-elected to a
Area Boy Scouts recently attended the 1993 National Scout Jamboree at
Fort A. P. Hill, Va. While at the jamboree, the scouts earned merit second term as vice president and
badges and visited the Washington D.C. area. The theme for the jambo- Dorothy Barrow was selected for
ree was 'A Bridge to the Future'. Pictured from left: Gary Houser; Justin the treasurer position. Barrow is,
Rouse, troop 77; Chuck Morgan, troop 641; John Dannon, troop 77; manager of research and records for
Congressman Tom Barlow; Matt Morgan, troop 641; Jeffrey Ball, troop the department of development and
45; John Paul Nix. Ball served as senior patrol leader for Four Rivers alumni affairs. Ava Watkins will
Council troop 1933. More than 30,000 scouts attended the *vent which continue to serve as Congress secretary,.an appointed position.She is
Is held every four years.
"
•
an employee within the department
of marketing and public relations,
.with- duty assignments in both the
office of publications arid the News
Bureau.
"I am looking forward to my, first
term as president-of-Staff Congress," says Reamer,• who has
Special deeds for friends who are expectancy ot six riltinths or less it served several representative terms
the disease runs its normal course: on the
in need is what Murray Hospice
Congress and views her new
Routine Home -Care- All.
volunteers do,- They-give-of
Hospice services including nursing, one of my primary goals is to
time to do a variety of duties helpful
physician", social work and counsel- encourage a cooperative relationto those who are terminally ill and
their families:
ing provided by staff members. The ship between Staff Congress, FaMedicare/Medicaid benefit will culty Senate and the Student GovPersons interested in being a
Hospice volunteer can attend some also pay for durable- medical equip- ernment Association. Rather than
special training sessions set for ment, supplies, 95 percent of drug three separate organizations, we
consecutive Fridays, September 10 and biological costs, personal care should work as one team for the
an411-.-the sessions will be held
aide. and homemaker, physical, oc- benefit of Murray State,its students,
from 8:00 a.m., to 4:30 p.m. in the cupational and speech and language faculty and staff."
third floor classroom at Murray- pathology therapy.
Currently representing over 800
Calloway , County
Hospital
• Continuous Care: This in- staff members, the Staff Congress
.(N1C0.1).
cludes the cost of 24 hour nutting was organized in 1983 to act as an
- Hospice volunteers run errands care in the home during periods of advocate of staff concerns. It is
for families, spend time listening to
acute Medical crisis.
composed of 30 representatives
caregivers,sitting with the ill person
•Inpatient Care: This includes selected from the staff population
and providing respite to caregivers. cost of hospitalization for palliative categories of secretarial/clerical,
The volunteer sessions will train _care during periods of acute medical general, physical plant, executive/
by volunteers to help meet the, crisis.
managerial/professional, and cam' social, psychological, physical and. - *Respite Care: This covers the pus at-large. In addition, one
- spiritual needs of the terminally ill
cost of limited-(not to exceed five representative seat is filled by a
and their families without regard to
respite care in a nursing Breathitt Veterinary Center staff
race,color, religion,creed, national facility. This service requires a member who is elected to represent
origin, sex, age or handicap.
employees from extended campus
small co-payment.
Those interested in registering
The plan of care of an individual facilities.
• for the classes should call Hospice
Completing the list of current
is guided by a teain of healthcare
. Director Nancy Rose, RN,at(502) professionals like doctors, nurses, representatives are: Larry Albert,
762-1389. Class.will be filled on a therapists and counselors as well as Journalism, Radio-TV; Susan Alefirst come,first served basis. There volunteers and,the Hospice director
xander,Breathitt Veterinary Center,
is a S15 registration fee for nurses in conjunction with the patient and
Laurel Jean Bailey, Waterfield Lidesiring continuing education cre- family.
brary; Jim Baurer, Curris Center;
dits.
Murray's Hospice program is
coordinated by MCCH and funded
by Medicare/Medicaid, as well as
Don't Wait Until 'four Parking Lot Deteriorates.
by gifts and designated contributions.
'
Seal Coat Today!
The goal-of Hospice is to care for
Parking lots • Drit ewats
the patient anctfarhily as a "unit of
We
use
onls
commercial
sealer that lasts 1 times longer than retail sealer e
, care,- providing individuals with
.uarantee a professional, clean, neat lob with the latest applicating equippersonal dignity and quality of life
ment. Call today for free estimates.
at home or in a home-like setting:
Murray Hospice offers palients
the following services when the
"I% here Quality Doesn't Cost it
patient's attending physician certiIll East Main
Murray
7;1-0-411
fies that the patient has a life

Hospice volunteer
training is scheduled

--49••••••!

III It-C11.

William Bearner, Food Services;
Gene Biby, Human Resources;
-Donna Cobb,Food Serviccs;,kweil
Crick, Grounds Maintenance:
Christine DeNezzo,Teacher Education Services; Lon Dial, Admissions and Records; Annazeue
Fields, Equal Opportunity; Brenda
Hart, Development and Alumni
Affairs.
Joe Hedges, News Bureau, Jerry
Holley,Physical Plant: Lisa Jeffrey,
Residence Halls: Georgia Keel.
Food Services; Jo Ann Mathis,
Student Affairs; Rosemary Miller,
Small Business Development Center, Rick Pierceall, Physical Plant:
Tony Sheridan, Postal Services;
Keith Skinner, Food Services; Annie Sims, Physical Plant; Peggy
Tobey. Food Services; Debbie Wagoner. Financial Management and
Planning; and June Welter, Student
Financial Aid.

•1:1'1
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
'
Industrial
New Construction - RepairsMaintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

A

Call 759-4960

/Lanz/ u-t /Land. .

4

UNITED WAY
of
Murray-Calloway Courtly
UNITED WAY MEMBER AGENCIES

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Pegg, B...mvon E .ecutrve Opector - 753 '471
607 Poplar Room 207 Murray. KV 42071
Provefes asvstanc• wrd, omer,
gency, And dosislet
Iti•I(7mra's
programs in .F.rst A.0
Wafer Safety and CPR ass.stance to sseecteneon and ine/• tarnd,es
People se•ved 5 063

MAIN STREET YOUTH CENTER
205 N
It 11.4,dra,
- 753 8114
Provides a Chug ftrve wholesome supervised en,onn,
w,th
fho,
gather
peons act,nUes designoct tr7 h•s..
pow,sed worm and cy,a7,ty .410es Pe
,
pir served
MURRAY.CALLOWAY COUNTY PARENTS
ANONYMOUS '51
.
uses self hvp 7
,
4.1'9.451s acs,,

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scott Oliver Distr.ct Dorectoe - 759 9099C75 Joe Bryan Rd , Paducah AV 420n7
r-reos inSfilo values and teach young people to rhalui
mt
,
. - al choigills develops ph ys,c al and ove son a1 %mess
Wrough camping, h.rung_sw,eyeng. 1iep sports
community so,vice rPOpi• served 650
•
CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-H COUNCIL, •
753
trekJane Slory,()tor
1452
607 Poplar Room 706 Wore, KS 47071
P,01•00te, It'. development of you" -°'O orOdoctive
Sett dir wrung and nnn1nbuttng members ol soc.ety People

•

MURRAY-CALL OWAY,COUNTY
SENIOR CITIZENS
F..' ut"d• D.roctor - 7512024"
607 Poplar. Sudo 105 11.11,7rray •• 47071
Prove:fps educatpna: programs and ai...,vit•ixs
alien, legal ossues and letloorthp or senor,' tees
meal,
creel.()rowan, Perpie served

support
ARTHRITIS
People siff•ro rouisomiows

"

r eat'
C.00,
0
,
141VS

MURRAY FAMILY WOCA.
1-fay
D,eflor
59 •1411. A •••':
•'.
209 N 12th Unweruty Square. ikorav. ,4•
4Pn4Dly
4.0tng
Pin‘nde. D'09
,
40
.
, all ag• grOUpS, .
S 10
,11d,

0.0, c7510s,,rn
6Lzenst.tre” and aqs7aUcs atter 50,
mer clacampsandyouthteadershptia.o,rng Peoplesitrired
73 179

and

served

de.e.r p ,r.g••• ii

Poe-' ,P reial.onships Peocre served r

ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION - KENTUCKY
Co• F Inscufory. Director - I 600 63) 5315
20eo C f red.w.ca Si 'Owensboro •• 423n,
,See•S Cause3. cures and pre:ventron 01 aerry•td through
res,P, and educatoon Offers
groups and
mod,al ere 7prnent lending to patients
289

NEED LINE
Kall,e Gerry

•

12
2,
.

•.
E .oc,d

753 5133

€07 Pnpla.. Sti70 104 1,41.1Fay 45 4207'
P.o.ndos emergency ass-stance for ,oca pnop,e nweOng
hop wet, food. rent uhtddt. temporary ‘114•1/ea. 4•441,14(&,,
prescopUgps and transportal,on People served 1.380

14.•

SPOUSE ABUSE HOTUNE AND SHELTER - 759 4050

CALLO WAY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
Sycamore E'fended Murray, MV 4207 1 1 05 E
759 4141
Provo.% caw* to. homeleSs an.rnals pet therapy a'
nursing homes and teaches ammal carp Smyr.s t-•
tncrease awareness .41401JI tueil• to anmar arrdpe,
PnPularpe PeopJe served 5 392

ProwdeS a 24 hour cous hne, cuss cOJnseling retarfais
community eduCa1-on, cow/ advos.acy and shelter to vicr,rns
Of dOmeiltC vpent• and their children People Served 752

KENTUCKIANA GIRL SCOUTS
K ai Mai:011w,', Se,vtc• enter Director 441 8';74
42001
711 10414.4011 Of PAICIOC eh,
,develop va'uos soil awareness
Help<
leadershp stuns .s-d comns.mery .esponst:Ply
served .1/IS

•

RIPE IA:7'A
/
RAPE VICTIM SERVICES
s,,," - 753 5777
SERVICES
Prov,cles free services JO v,Chrns of se.ual aSSauo a 24 ho...7, c, s.r
n,,ns•hrig
rneddai and legal advocacy 4uppc,rt
,
(WW1., IranIng and consuela,•on and a speak.
r59

cro. ag.s 5 I

ralitt 5. it IN

WEST KENTUCKY MENTAL HEALTHMENTAL RETARDATION
7,..et Pf
753
42071
to '
17117*N,11n.„..
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Protect Your Asphalt Investment.

Murray Paving Company

Labor Day Special

BUNNY

We Will Be Closed Labor Day

Remember... Don't Drink and Drive!!
Skol Vodka

- $8 99
75 L

St. Brendans
Liqeur

In The Party Block
- Kegs In Stock -

.

7so vi $13.63
Black Death
Vodka

7,,,$14.17

Kahula Uqeur

N.Y. Long
Island Tea
Mix

Jag ermelster
L lqeu r

$20.69

$1,7.92

BA

,$14.74

Kamora
Coffee Liqeur

Peachtree
Schnapps

.$10.26

t.

$15.65

Malibu Rum

..,$12.84

Wild Turkey 101
$25.99

Castillo Rum
Light or Dark
1 75 L

$12.99

i•• •
'••';;;4'
I

Michelob
Keg

Killians Red
Keg

$67.67

$64.94

Bud &
• Bud Light
Keg

Miller Lite
Keg

$62.31

$63.97

Milwaukee's
Best Keg

Busch
Keg

$46.65

$58.71

Long Island Tea
Party Pack
$11.28

Windsor
Canadian

Calvert Gin
17S L $9.85

Pepe Lopez
Margarita Mix

,,,,$10.99

,75 L

i

$13.89

Canadian Mis
,7s I

$13.99

George
Dick& 18

Dawson's
Scotch

1 $24.28

$15.42

Canadian
Club

Jack Daniels
Green

Milwaukee's
Best Suitcase

Natural Light
Suitcase

Ky. Tavern

17„$11.99

i

$23.21

$20.99

$9.98

Bacardi
Rum

12* Sub

6" Sub

1.75 L

$4:99

$2.99

$16.99

$9.98

sr- '

4

BUNNY BREAD OUTLET
• 620 South Fourth • 753-2655
Store Hours: 8:30 till 11:30 a.m.; 12:00 till 5:00 Mon. Thru Sat.

Creme
Curls

99'
Cookies
79C
Royal Soft Baked

Double Deckers

WEST WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK
901-642-7366

/PL..

WEST WOOD WINES

& LIQUORS
9111-612-7711

Prices Good
Thru
September 4

DISCOUNT QY THE,CASE

West Wood Street
Hwy. 54 & 69
Paris, TT1
Open Sam -ii p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

Self Service

24 oz. Sandwich

Peanut Butter
& Cheese Snack

Return

Sweets

Crackers

2

Price

Moon Pies

12
10

For $2.89
Singles
For

1.69*

Orange Slices

Tuesday Is
Senior Citizen's
Day

10%

Off All
Merchandise

16 oz. Packer
Reg. 1.191310

Pecan Log Candy
I oz.

89‘8 oz.'1.69

Visa • Mastercard
American Express•
DilICOVK
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